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ABSTRACT
The goal of this thesis is to explore the extent and limitations of existing techniques for the
autonomous VXF placement and multi-objective optimization problems in a real 5G
ecosystem. We propose a distributed VXF placement solution that can serve as a fully
autonomous, purpose-built, and standalone online VXF placement solution, as well as a
module-based extension to the current state of the art orchestrators. Our solution leverages
the benefits of various machine learning techniques to develop new modules for (i) an
accurate VXF performance prediction and (ii) a high quality of VXF placement decision.
To achieve that, we construct a prediction module based on Supervised Learning (SL) that
considers both resource availability at hosting nodes and the implied impact of a VXF node
placement decision on the whole service level end-to-end performance. We then introduce
a Reinforcement Learning (RL) module to solve the “Concept Drift” problem that causes
the performance degradation to our SL-based prediction module in network dynamics.
Finally, we propose a Hierarchical Reinforcement Learning (HRL) module to cope with
the challenges of concurrent VXFs requests and multi-objective VXF placement. HRL is
comprised of two levels: (i) Local Reinforcement Learning (LRL) modules deployed at
each system node, and (ii) Global Reinforcement Learning (GRL) module on top of the
earlier. Therefore, HRL gains the global view of the system resulting in high quality of
VXF placement decisions for both single/multiple objectives.
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

Programmable and software-driven network, e.g. Network Function Virtualization
(NFV) and Software Defined Networking (SDN), are the key enablers of Network
Softwarization (NS) enabling the possibility of automatic network and service
management. NFV [1] has been proposed as a way to leverage virtualization technology to
offer a new paradigm for networking services. It decouples and virtualizes functions that
run on physical network equipment. This offer a new way to design, deploy and manage
Network Functions (NF) since they are virtualized as an instance of plain software. This
allows for the flexibility of their placement location, which could be instantiated as a
Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) at different network locations, such as data centers,
distributed network nodes and at end user premises. This ability offers better service agility
to deploy or support new network services faster and cheaper. NFV’s benefits in
comparison to current practice are summarized as follows.

I.

Decoupling software from hardware. Network element, i.e. hardware and
software entities are independent of each other. This allows separate administration,
management and maintenance for software and hardware.

II.

Flexible network function deployment. The decoupling of software from
hardware enables the infrastructure resources sharing, thus together, hardware and
software, can perform different functions at various times. As NF is virtualized as
an instance of plain software, network operators can deploy new network services
faster over the same physical platform.

1

III.

Dynamic scaling. The detachment of NF into virtualized deployable software
components provides greater flexibility to dynamically scale the actual VNF.
Despite the rapid adaptation by both academia and industry, NFV is still in early

stages. There still remain crucial research directions that should be investigated and
standard practices which should be established. There have been studies on high level
MANagement and Orchestration (MANO) issues, such as implementation and/or proposal
based on the ESTI MANO framework [2] [3] [4] [5], management and orchestration
frameworks and architectures [6] [7] [8], and also in the area of modeling of resources,
functions and services [9] [10] [11] [12]. A complete and intelligent MANO solution,
especially end-to-end management solution, which combines requirements from both SDN
and NFV, needs to orchestrate dynamic traffic flows as well as dynamic locations of
functions. Open and standardized descriptors that construct models should consider both
initial deployment as well as lifecycle management and reconfiguration. However, those
requirements have been partially addressed in current practice. Therefore, in high-level
MANO researches, there are still some open issues for the standards organizations,
vendors, projects or researchers, such as traffic and function monitoring, interoperability
and interfacing, programmability and intelligence, distributed management, combined
management of cloud, SDN and NFV, autonomic, management technologies in NFV.
The compliance of NFV’s concept to “Performance & Portability Best Practises”
specification [13] was proved in [14]. This enable the ability to run VNFs on any industry
standard servers. Consequently, various proposals for applying hardware acceleration to
enhance the performance of some VNFs such as a DPI, Dedup and NAT was proposed in
[15] [16] [17]. Nonetheless, there exists a report, which its results demonstrate that
2

deploying a VNF at a specific server can achieve a better performance and energy
efficiency rather than commodity servers. Therefore, placing high performance VNFs
without degradation in performance is still in doubt [18]. This calls for more studies on the
applicability of hardware acceleration to some NFs, and on the resulting tradeoff between
performance and flexibility.
Besides, there are also immense research opportunities for resource allocation. This
issue has been calling a vast amount of attention to the research communities since physical
resources should be used efficiently to achieve the economies of scale expected from NFV.
In the placement area, researches in deciding the optimal placement of functions in the
operator’s network or the cloud, following specific functions requirements and resource
constraints have been investigated in various aspects, such as investigating the influence
of virtualized functions on the transport network load and data-plane delay [19],
minimizing the number of servers used [20], adopting service/application type and
requirements for intelligent carrier cloud [21], formalizing the chaining of NFs [22],
minimizing cost for VDPI placement [23]. In addition, the concept of migration, which
allows for one or a group of VNFs to be migrated to disparate physical servers, was studied
in [24] [25]. Also, the solutions for scheduling, which attempts to allow multiple VNFs to
be hosted in a single VM and schedule their efficient utilization of resources, were
proposed in [26] [27]. Despite high volume of previous researches for resource allocation,
NFV is still immature. Many open issues are yet to be investigated, such as, use of
containers, function scheduling, end-to-end, multi-domain function placement and
chaining, survivability of VNFs in case of network failures, dynamic resource allocation.

3

Security, Privacy and Trust issues are the key concerns for TSPs in adapting NFV.
Because the functions to be virtualized containing private and confidential data, such as
subscriber services, personally identifiable information may be transferred to the cloud.
Therefore, security, privacy and trust are other important research directions in NFV.
Coping this concern, ETSI constituted a security expert group, which focuses on security
problem statement and security guidance, for this task [28]. Although they have provided
a security and trust guidance, this is still not applicable in practice since it does not consist
of prescriptive requirements or specific implementation details. Moreover, some of the
threats, such as topology validation, network performance isolation and multiadministrator isolation, are yet to be investigated. Furthermore, with limited number of real
world deployments to give actual values, there are great research opportunities in some
areas such as, NFV Use Cases and Energy Efficiency [29]. For NFV Use Cases, open issues
include exploiting Information-Centric Networking (ICN) to provide flexibility and
dynamism in placing VNFs, implementation, demonstrations and proofs of concepts based
on the ETSI use cases. Last in Energy Efficiency, research gaps remain in related issues to
energy efficient hardware, energy-aware function placement chaining, and consideration
of inter-datacenter communications
1.1

Motivation
Network Function Virtualization (NFV) and Software Defined Networking (SDN)

are key enablers that major shift paradigm towards Network Softwarization (NS) and
leveraging autonomous network and service management, for which both NFV and SDN.
However, exploiting the evident benefits of a fully automated networking paradigm, there
is still a series of main challenges that are raised and have to be addressed. Important
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examples include autonomous self-deploying of VNFs), VNF self-destruction
(i.e., automatic termination) and self-healing (i.e., automatic troubleshooting. In this
context, identifying the appropriate network locations for VNFs is a key placement
problem. As mentioned earlier, MANO challenges remain in programmability, intelligence
and autonomic management technologies.
With respect to Ultra Reliable Low Latency Communications (URLLC) that aims
to reduce application and service delay. The use of Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC)
has been tremendously increase. MEC allows to move much of cloud computing
functionality to the edge of the network, hence processing traffic closer to users instead of
forwarding traffic and/or traffic information to cloud. This not only mitigates cloud
congestion, but also causes significant application delay reduction for end-to-end services.
Nonetheless, as existing MANO frameworks, such as the OSM MANO apply manual
mechanisms to instantiate VNFs on hosts with sufficient resources (e.g., number of CPU
cores, amount of memory and storage), which nonetheless disregard important
performance factors like latency and host load, there is no information suggesting the
optimum location for delay-sensitive VNFs, corresponding placement decisions to either
the cloud or MEC facilities are still dominated by manual operations. However, the
outcome of manual operations is questionable because they come without any satisfactory
placement optimization guarantee.
Advances ML in decision making, analysis, and automation, have been increasing
its applicability to various real-world scenarios. Modern networking technologies, such as
network programmability, promotes the applicability of ML in networking (MLN).
Though, ML has been extensively applied to problems in pattern recognition, speech
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synthesis, and outlier detection, its successful deployment for network operations and
management has been limited [30].
Following above motivation, we propose a ML solution forecasts (i) VNF
performance regarding the instantiation for the service it belongs to, as well as with respect
to (ii) autonomously placing the VNF itself. This raises the following question:
(1) “How the performance of a VNF for end-to-end applications can be predicted
before its placement and the VNF be autonomously deployed based on this
performance prediction?”
Besides, currently proposed MLN applications face two big concerns, namely, (i)
the lack of model adaptability and the related (ii) infeasibility to apply in practice due to
the high costs implied for training and maintain the models. Due to this lack of adaptability
in both points above, many models need to be not only specially trained, but also specially
maintained, in some cases even per deployed model instance. This implies a very high cost,
challenging the feasibility of applying such solutions in practice. The above concerns raise
the following important question:
(2) “How can we train MLN models that can be (i) adoptable (i.e., able to generalize
and to tolerate network dynamics), (ii) feasible (i.e., cost-efficient w.r.t. training
and maintaining the models), and (iii) sufficiently accurate for the purposes of ZSM
in 5G?”
In further, implementing the MLN models is yet challenging in real-life since
multiple VNF requests usually arrive simultaneously. This causes the increase of the
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complexity of the placement problem in many aspects, e.g. node decisions interdependence
and an expected reduction in nodes’ hosting available capacity at a time. In addition,
placing those requests in different hosts can satisfy the disparate objectives. This results in
the performance degradation of the VNFs, especially when those objectives are naturally
opposed, such as a high balanced system and a high CPU utilization node. The lack of
intelligent and optimization capabilities dictated above calls for the following question:
(3) “While leveraging the MLN models, how can a MANO system serves (i) the
multiple concurrent VNF requests, and (ii) the multiple optimization objectives?”
1.2

Propose solution
We propose the application-driven approach for our solutions to cope those

questions. The objectives of our solutions are:
1. Creating models that predict the performance of VNFs for end-to-end
applications before its placement.
2. Creating MANO compatible modules that can autonomously deployed VNFs
based on their performance prediction.
3. Creating a ML-based model that is adoptable, feasible and sufficiently accurate
to predict the performance of VNFs for end-to-end applications before its
placement.
4. Creating MANO compatible modules that can autonomously deployed multiple
VNFs with multiple optimization objectives based on their performance
prediction.
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Observing these objectives, our proposed solutions apply application-driven
approach because we emphasize on the end-to-end delay of the applications and all metrics
are measured from the system. Our solutions are not user-driven since we do not consider
any user perspectives nor user experiences for the model creation.
To solve the first research question in the Section 1.1, we propose Auto-3P in
CHAPTER 4, an Autonomous module for Virtual Network Functions Performance
Prediction and Placement at network cloud and edge facilities based on a novel Machine
Learning (ML) approach that augments any MANagement and Orchestration framework
(MANO) autonomous placement capabilities. Auto-3P considers both resource availability
at hosting nodes and the implied impact of a VNF node placement decision on the whole
service level end-to-end performance. Unlike that, most existing placement methods take
a rather myopic approach after manual rule-based decisions, and/or based exclusively on a
host-centric view focusing merely on local resource availability or network metrics that
focuses merely on node-local resource availability and network metrics. We evaluate and
validate Auto-3P with real-field trials in the context of a well-defined Smart City Safety
use case using a real end-to-end application running over the 5GinFIRE testbed
(https://5ginfire.eu/). We meticulously conduct repeated tests to assess (i) the accuracy of
our adopted prediction models and (ii) their placement performance against three other
existing MANO approaches (namely, a “Traditional”, a “Latency-aware” and a “Random”
one) as well as against a collection of well-known Time Series Forecasting (TSF) methods.
For the second question, we present an Adapted REinforcement Learning VNF
Performance Prediction module for Autonomous VNF Placement, namely AREL3P in
CHAPTER 5. This work addresses the current orchestration frameworks need according
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to the autonomous placement of Virtual Network Functions (VNFs), which is a key aspect
of Zero-touch network and Service Management (ZSM) in 5G networking. Our solution
design bears a dual novelty. First, it leverages end-to-end service-level performance
predictions for placing VNFs. Second, whereas the majority of other Machine Learning
efforts in the literature use Supervised Learning (SL) techniques, AREL3P is based on a
particular form of Reinforcement Learning adapted to predictions. This makes placement
decisions more resilient to dynamic conditions, as well as portable to other network nodes,
and able to generalize in heterogeneous network environments. Backed by a meticulous
performance evaluation over a real 5G end-to-end testbed, we verify the above properties
after integrating AREL3P to OSM MANO decisions.
For the last question, we propose a Hierarchical Reinforcement Learning (HRL)
approach for Virtual Network Function (VNF) placement in CHAPTER 6. Our solution
“HELICON” is comprised of two levels: (i) Local Reinforcement Learning (LRL) modules
deployed at each system node, and (ii) Global Reinforcement Learning (GRL) module on
top of the earlier. LRL models continuously adapt to local system dynamics and accurately
predict e2e service delay after placements. In contrast, GRL, fed with live LRL predictions
and local node resource statuses, adapts to system-wide dynamics. Its placement decisions
optimize single/dual performance objectives: minimizing e2e delay and/or system-wide
CPU load imbalances. Among several novelties and benefits, HRL’s design can run as a
fully autonomous stand-alone VNF placement solution; or it can complement established
orchestrators without intelligent placement mechanisms. Also, HELICON validates the
Reinforcement Learning (RL)’s ability to directly address NP-Hard multi-objective
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decision-making problems, while its HRL design augments the current state of the art with
a distributed multi-RL design approach that has been never explored before.
1.3

Thesis Organization
This thesis is organized as follows. CHAPTER 2 discusses background, technology

reviews and state of the art. CHAPTER 3 describes the system model and provides a
description of the testbed. CHAPTER 4 is dedicated to Auto3P, an autonomous VNF
performance prediction & placement framework based on machine learning. CHAPTER 5
discusses the generalized model AREL3P, a model for end-to-end performance prediction
and autonomous VNF placement with adopted reinforcement learning. CHAPTER 6
proposes HELICON, a model for multiple VNF placement & multiple objectives based on
hierarchical reinforcement learning. Finally, we conclude this thesis and refer to our future
work goals in CHAPTER 7.
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CHAPTER 2.

BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE

In this chapter, we describe the virtualization technology and the evolution of
management and orchestration of virtualization technology. Then, related works are
reviewed.
2.1

Technology review
Virtual network functions (VNFs) are virtualized tasks formerly carried out by

proprietary, dedicated hardware. VNFs move individual network functions out of dedicated
hardware devices into software that runs on commodity hardware. This helps increases
network scalability and agility, while also enabling better use of network resources. This
concept was presented by a group of service providers: AT&T, BT, Deutsche Telekom,
Orange, Telecom Italia, Telefónica and Verizon, at the SDN and OpenFlow World
Congress in 2012. In fact, the VNFs concept relies on virtualization technology. This
technology has been evolving tremendously in the last decade becoming core enabler for
5G. The improvement is not only the virtual machine itself, but also the management
capability. The management of virtualization instances has been scaled up from a single
host (via Virtualization Layer, e.g. libvirt [31]) to multiple hosts in a data center (via cloud
orchestration framework, e.g. Openstack [32]), and currently multiple data centers (via
management and orchestration framework, e.g. OSM MANO [33]). The legacy of
orchestration frameworks of virtualization technology can be illustrated in Figure 1. Then,
we describe key technologies from the bottom up.
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Figure 1: The legacy of Orchestration Framework of Virtualization Technology
2.1.1

Virtual Machine (VM)
The first virtual machine, CP/CMS, was introduced by IBM time-sharing virtual

machine operating system in the 1960s. Virtualization technology has the main concept to
simulate a physical machine by a virtual machine. This allows a single physical machine
(PM) to have multiple Virtual Machines (VMs), with their own Operating System (OS),
running simultaneously in modern servers. To implement virtualization in hardware, the
physical server needs to install a Virtualization Layer (VL), which is a software that provides
a logical resource partitioning of hardware. The Physical Machine (PM) is defined as “host
machine” and the virtual instance is defined as “guest machine”. VL allows many guest
machines to run on a single host machine simultaneously. A guest machine does not have a
direct access to the physical resources, e.g. CPU, memory, on a host machine, but it works
with virtual resources and gains the access to physical resources via VL. Currently, there are
two types of VL: hypervisor-based VL and container-based VL. We use hypervisor-based
VL in this thesis.
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Hypervisor based VL: Hypervisor is a virtualization layer software that hosts and
manages guest machine. It is the technology that allows a single PM to have multiple VMs,
with their OS, running simultaneously. Well known hypervisors are VMWare [34], Xen
[35], KVM [36], and HyperV [37]. VMWare shows the hypervisor-based virtualization
architecture in Figure 2 [38].

Figure 2: VMWare Virtualization Architecture
Hypervisor based VL can be implemented with three virtualization techniques:
o Full virtualization: is the technique that uses binary translation along with the
direct execution method. The guest machine is completely disconnected from
the underlying hardware, but it is unaware of being virtualized. No
modification is required for the guest machine.
o Paravirtualization: is the technique that requires modification in the guest
machine to run in the less privileged ring. It has advantages over full
virtualization. For instance, in practice, modifying the guest machine to support
paravirtualization is easier than building the binary translations for full
virtualization.
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o Hardware-assisted virtualization: allows the hypervisor to run in a new root
mode below Ring 0 which is the most privileged level with direct access to the
hardware such as CPU, memory. All sensitive and privileged instructions are
trapped automatically to the hypervisor. Neither binary translations nor OS
modification is needed. This technique is being used by various virtualization
vendors.
2.1.2

Openstack
Openstack: is a Python-based open-source cloud stack released under the Apache

2.0 license. Initially, it was created and developed by Rackspace Hosting and NASA. Its
first public release was in 2010. It provides an Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) in cloud
computing. OpenStack offers a set of services for users to choose as desired. It contains
services that cover all important roles needed for Virtualized Infrastructure Manager
(VIM). Those are: administration services, storage, share services, and high-level services.
For example: compute, networking, image service. It is capable to manage and orchestrate
VM instances. OpenStack architecture varies according to user needs. It is usually
comprised of three basic nodes: controller node, compute node and network node.
- Controller Node: It is the management server that provides the necessary services to
control other hosts. It is usually composed of keystone service [39], glance service [40] and nova
service [41].
- Compute Node: It is the node that hosts and runs guest OSes. It needs nova
services (compute and network) as a basic configuration.
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- Network Node: It is an additional node that provides networking in OpenStack
infrastructure. Neutron service [42] is essential for this node.
Figure 3 shows an example of OpenStack architecture with basic configuration
comprising by controller and compute node.

Figure 3: Basic Openstack's architecture and legacy networking
Openstack is able to integrate with the Management and Orchestration framework
(MANO) as Virtualized Infrastructure Manager (VIM). Currently, OSM, one of the
popular MANO, supports the integration of four VIM frameworks [43]: Openstack [32],
OpenVIM [44], VMware vCloud Director [45] and Amazon Web Service (AWS) [46].
Openstack beats two proprietary cloud platforms, vCloud Director and AWS, by its opensource environment. Besides, comparing to OpenVIM which is also opensource program
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introduced by a telecommunication company Telefonica, Openstack is more stable, more
services available and more community support.
2.1.3

Open-source MANO (OSM)
Open-source MANO (OSM): is an open-source software developed by the initiative

of The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ESTI) [47], which has over 800
members from 66 countries worldwide. OSM overcomes its competitor OPEN-O, which
is another MANO open-source hosted by Linux foundation, due to the contribution of
standards institution ESTI. This framework is developed based on NFV Information
Models introduced by ESTI with the proposal for NVF management and orchestration.
This software can manage and orchestrate all the core functional blocks of ESTI NFV
architecture, e.g. NFVI, VNF manager. Figure 4 demonstrates the mapping of the logical
blocks of OSM’s scope to ESTI NVF MANO.

Figure 4: The logical blocks mapping of OSM to ESTI NFV MANO
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OSM scopes on design-time and run-time features concerning service delivery for
the network provider domain. For example, run-time scope includes an automated Service
Orchestration environment that enables and simplifies the operational considerations of the
various lifecycle phases involved in running a complex service based on NFV, design-time
scope includes the capability for Create/Read/Update/Delete (CRUD) operations on the
Network Service Definition [48]. In practice, OSM helps MANO by determining the
deployed VNF. It uses descriptors (VNFD and NSD) to define the characteristics of VNF
and Network Service (NS) during the instantiation of instances. These descriptors allow a
service provider to declare the main properties of VNFs, their topology, their
interconnection, and their dependency.
2.1.4

Network Function Virtualization (NFV)
Network Function Virtualization (NFV): is part of IT virtualization. This paradigm

has been introduced to the telecommunication service provisions in the last few years. It
offers telecommunication providers to use their resources efficiently by decoupling
Network Functions (NF) from the physical hosts where they reside and instantiate them in
the virtualized environment. This allows the flexibility to deploy VNF and dynamic
operations, e.g. resources sharing, parallel processing, dynamic scaling. A network
administrator can instantiate a VNF instance with less effort than setting up a traditional
NF. It can also reduce OPeration EXpenditure (OPEX) and CApital EXpenditure
(CAPEX). For example, a technician does not need to buy new hardware or travel to the
user place to install a new service. The high-level NFV framework introduced by the
European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) categorizes NFV into three main
working domains [33]. Those are:
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- VNF; is the instance of software running particular NF over the virtualized
infrastructure. VNF is isolated and independent from the physical hosts.
- NFV Infrastructure (NFVI); is a group of physical resources where VNFs reside.
NFVI provides the platform and necessary resources for the execution of VNFs.
- NFV Management and Orchestration (NFV-MANO); is a framework that is used
to manage and orchestrate VNF and NFVI. Its essential tasks are: manage and orchestrate
physical hardware and software for NFVI; and manage the life cycle of VNF instances.
Figure 5 illustrates the architecture and components of a high-level NFV framework by
ETSI.

Figure 5: High-level NFV Architecture
ETSI has also presented NFV Architectural Functional Blocks, which define the
particular functions and reference point of such block in the NFV framework. Network
providers can identify essential tasks and actions when deploying NFV in operation. This
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framework also suggests a possible extension required to manipulate NFV. The functional
blocks are:
- Virtualized Network Function (VNF); is the instance that is responsible for
providing network function services.
- Element Management System (EMS); is responsible to manage Fault,
Configuration, Accounting, Performance and Security (FCAPS) for a VNF.
- NFV Infrastructure (NFVI); is responsible to provide hardware, virtualized
resources, and virtualization layer for VNF deployment.
- Virtualized Infrastructure Manager (VIM); is responsible to control and manage
the NFVI resources.
- NFV Orchestrator (NFVO); is responsible for NFVI resources orchestration and
NS lifecycle management.
- VNF Manager (VNFM); is responsible for VNF instances lifecycle management.
- Service, VNF and Infrastructure Description; is responsible to support the creation
and management of NSD, VNFD and support NFVO’s resource orchestration.
- Operation and Business Support System (OSS/BSS); is responsible to perform the
operator’s other operations and business support.
Figure 6 illustrates the NFV reference architectural framework
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Figure 6: NFV Reference Architectural Framework
Network Softwarization is the transformation of network equipment, network
components and all networking activities such as designing, maintaining into software.
This trend has been developing by the initiative of the communication society and the
networking industry due to restrictions in the traditional networking industry, e.g. vertically
integrated hardware, no programmability. It empowers network operators by exploiting
software’s properties such as flexibility, scalability, rapid deployment and redeployment,
programmability and platform-independent. Network Softwarization has been introducing
various emerging concepts, which are impacting the networking community such as cloud
computing, Software-Defined Networking (SDN) and Network Function Virtualization
(NFV) are two important expressions that revolutionize the IT world. SDN technology
enables the network programmability. SDN controller can monitor the global network
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perspective and manage the traffic flow for the entire domain. Besides, NFV softwarizes
network functions replacing particular hardware by virtual instances called “Virtualized
Network Function (VNF)”
VNF is a network function such as network address translation (NAT), firewalling,
intrusion detection, domain name service (DNS), and caching, that run on virtualized
platforms. It offers service providers the flexibility to move Network Functions (NFs) from
dedicated appliances to generic servers. Similar to an NF, it is responsible for handling
specific network functions that run in one or more virtual machines on top of the hardware
networking infrastructure, which can include routers, switches, servers, cloud computing
systems and more. Because VNFs are software modules in a virtual machine, it is flexible,
cost-effective, scalable, and secure. Unlike the traditional physical NFs, these VNFs can
be deployed on a Network Function Virtualization Infrastructure (NFVI) as well as moved
from one server to another and redeployed easier and faster. That allows operators and
service providers to scale services up or down quickly to address changing demands.
2.2

VNF placement and VNF migration
In the view of VNF deployment methods, it can be classified into two categories:

VNF placement and VNF migration.
2.2.1

VNF placement
VNF placement is a process to instantiate a new VNF to a Network Function

Virtualization Infrastructure (NFVI). A new VNF is usually instantiated by the execution
of preplanning descriptors within an orchestration framework. A descriptor is a
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configuration template that defines the main properties of managed objects in a network.
The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) has defined a framework
for Network Functions Virtualization and Management and Orchestration Architectures
(MANO). This framework included Network Service and Virtual Network Function as
essential elements. As a result, popular platforms such as OSM MANO, Openstack Tosca
[49] have defined Network Service Descriptor (NSD) and Virtual Network Function
Descriptor (VNFD) for the instantiation of VNFs.
The network service descriptor (NSD) is the top-level construct used for designing
the service chains, referencing all other descriptors that describe components that are part
of that network service. The NSD consists of static information elements as defined in the
NSD base element and describes deployment flavors of the network service. The NSD is
used by the NFV orchestrator to instantiate a network service that describes the relationship
between its network functions and the links that connect all network functions implemented
in the NFVI network.
The virtual network function descriptor (VNFD) is a deployment template that
describes the attributes of a single VNF. The VNFD is used primarily by the VNF manager
(VNFM) in the process of VNF instantiation and lifecycle management of a VNF instance.
The information provided in the VNFD is also used by the NFV orchestrator (NFVO) to
manage and orchestrate network services and virtualized resources on the NFV
infrastructure (NFVI).
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2.2.2

VNF migration
VNF migration is an action to move existing VNF from one server to another server

or from one Virtual Machine (VM) to another VM. A running VNF may sometimes need
to be migrated to another host under certain conditions, e.g. host overloaded, limited
connectivity, to continue providing its services. VNF migration is beneficial in many
aspects such as server consolidation, load balancing, server maintenance, disaster recovery,
hotspot mitigation. Alike the VNF placement, this operation also requires the configuration
of main properties of managed objects in a network such as network service, VNF
attributes. The destination server must provide sufficient resources to accommodate the
migrated VNF and all the links connected to that VNF should be redirected to the new
address.
A VNF is a software running specific tasks, we can consider its migration in three
ways: partly migration of VNF, fully migration of VNF, and migration of VM. 1) Partly
migration of VNF is the VNF migration that some tasks on a VNF are processed on another
VNF in parallel. It can be considered as a task-sharing approach which is useful for load
balancing. Sharing non-sequential tasks is not problematic, whereas sequential tasks need
to be synchronized and resembled across platforms. This method requires the same type of
two or more active VNFs. Moreover, 2) Fully migration of VNF is another type of VNF
migration that a VNF stops running on a VM providing VNF service, and then resumes
that service on another VM. This method requires two or more active VMs that can process
VNF tasks. It also requires every server to instantiate at least a VNF instance for each type
of VNF that will be shared by the Service Function Chaining (SFC) which is an ordered
set of service functions and routing of traffic. This means all of the servers are ready and
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standby to run VNF services, whereas only some of them are providing the VNF services.
The migration is done by changing the SFCs path. Although a powerful VM may host
multiple VNFs, each VNF is considered individually and migrated independently. This
approach can yield some advantages like load balancing, disaster recovery, hotspot
mitigation, performance improvement. Finally, 3) Migration of VM is the migration
method that a VM moves from one physical host to another physical host. This approach
is more complex than previous ones since VM is considered as a device rather than an
application. Thus, not only running processes, but also properties like status, configuration,
are transferred. Unlike the second method, if multiple VNFs are running on a VM, all VNFs
on that VM are migrated as they reside over the same VM. Besides, VM migration can be
used for many applications such as server consolidation, load balancing, server
maintenance, disaster recovery, hotspot mitigation.
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2.3
2.3.1

Related works1
VNF placement
VNF placement can be defined as part of the VNF life cycle that allows to

instantiate a VNF with well-defined policies to a target host. In general, VNF placement
needs to consider resource constraints of virtual machines (VMs) and the compute nodes
that host the VMs. VNF placement has been investigated in many aspects. However, most
of them discard delay-sensitive applications. In what follows, we present and discuss other
works in literatures.
2.3.1.1 Frequent techniques used
The majority of researches focus on the host’s capacity. For example, VNF
Forwarding Graph (VNF-FG) design and the mapping VNFs, such as the proactive VNF
placement and chaining algorithm in the content delivery networks (CDNs) using an
integer linear program (ILP) proposed by Dieye et al. [50]. The Mixed Integer Linear
Program (MILP) algorithm [51] for VNFs placement are widely used in many papers such
as, Li and Qian [52], Gember et al. [53], Sahhaf et al. [54], Luizeilli et al. [55], Bari et al.
[56] and Moens and Turck [20], implementing the MILP to formulate and solve the VNF
placement and chaining problems. Likewise, Tahmasbi Nejad et al. [57] apply MILP to
cope with the joint problem of admission control (AC) and VNF forwarding graph
embedding (VNF-FGE) considering VNF splitting and multi-path routing. The heuristic
algorithm [58] is also popular in the VNF placement and chaining area and it is applied by

1

This section is written based on the literature review of journals integrated in the CHAPTER 4, CHAPTER 5
and CHAPTER 6.
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Cohen et al. [59], Addis et al. [60] and FONey [61]. Moreover, Tajiki et al. [62] propose
an heuristic VNF placement and SFC architecture considering QoS and the energy
consumption for SDN-based networks.
In the context of Linear Programming (LP), Cohen et al. [59] use LP-relaxation for
VNF chain placement in inter-Data Center Network (CN) environments with bicriteria
approximation factors. This solution, however, violates size constraints by a constant
factor. Bhamare et al. [63] propose an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) model that
minimizes both traffic and total response time between in multi-cloud environment. Their
model also considers other constraints such as total deployment costs and Service Level
Agreements (SLAs). Using ILP again, Bari et al. [56] apply a model that minimizes the
operational costs and increases utilization by determining the number of necessary VNFs
and their locations.
Focusing on Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP), Rocha et al. [64] present
a traffic-aware model for VM placement in CNs, which places VMs w.r.t. traffic patterns.
Unlike that, Zhao et al. [65] combine a MILP model to an efficient heuristic that is based
on Lagrange’s relaxation decomposition to optimize VMs placement and the overall
topology considering the dynamic traffic conditions of CNs. Taking a different approach,
Mehraghdam et al. [22] propose a context-free language for specifying VNF chains and
then provide a Mixed Integer Quadratically Constrained Program (MIQCP) formulation
for VNF chain placement.
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2.3.1.2 Other techniques used
There are, also, substantial works in the literature outside the context of LP based
on a variety of different algorithmic and heuristic approaches. Even et al. [66] propose a
randomized approximation algorithm for path computation and function placement. Their
solution uses two optimization problems: (i) “path computation”, which focuses on packet
forwarding; and (ii) “function mapping”, which focuses on load balancing. The work of
Xu et al. [67] proposes an algorithm for the VNF placement that leverages the trade-off
between energy consumption and the probability of SLA violation. Tajiki et al. [68] apply
a mathematical approach to predict traffic and, correspondingly, reallocate resources in
SDN networks in an effort to reduce the total packet loss while increasing network
throughput. Lange et al. [69] apply Pareto-based heuristic approaches to optimize VNF
placement according to various metrics including the latency of all devices, their resilience
against both node and link failures, and load balancing. Clayman et al. [7] introduce three
simple placement algorithms based on different criteria, namely, (i) “Least Used Host”, (ii)
“N at a Time in a Host”, and (iii) “Least Busy Host”. The first algorithm selects the host
that has the least number of virtual routers. The second algorithm allocates N routers to a
single host at once. Last, the third algorithm chooses the host with the least virtual network
traffic.
Existing VNF placement and chaining use different approaches. Cao et al. [70]
propose a two-step method that can tailor-made the VNF-FGs with respect to network
service requests. Their method includes flow designing, which tries to draw the final
representation of the sequential flow, and the flow combining, which tries to eliminate the
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“key instance2”. Once the VNF-FG is generated, the VNFs are mapped to physical
resources by modifying the hybrid NFV environment by introducing more types of
physical nodes and mapping modes. Their VNF placement optimization can reduce
bandwidth consumption as well as reduce the maximum link utilization simultaneously.
Ghribi et al.[71] propose a Dynamic Programming algorithm (DP), which is a fast and
efficient method for VNF chain placement that can maximize the acceptance rate, the
resource utilization and providers’ revenues. The DP is used to optimize the small
subproblems, i.e. mapping a VNF and its related virtual links to the immediate next VNF,
then store their results to gradually solve bigger subproblems, and eventually the global
problem is solved.
2.3.1.3 Placement criteria
VNF-P model in [20] for VNF placement is studies in the hybrid scenario. The
service will mainly be provided by a physical host, while VNFs are used in the burst case,
in which the host is overloaded. The proposed model used the capacity based. It only
considers service requests and VM requests to allocate resources over the network. The
service requests ask for the capacity to execute specific services. These requests can be
handled by both PM or VM. On the contrary, the VM requests will only ask for the
instantiation of VM with demanded capacity such as CPU, memory. Akutsu et al consider
residual link bandwidth for their methods [72]. They purpose to sum the residual bandwidth
in each link for the allocation of VNFs, which require more resources than a single host
can provide. The decision for the VNF placement is based on the minimum number of links

2

It is the VNF instance that might be conflicts in the relative orders of different VNF instances.
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that can fulfill the requirements. Furthermore, a study about capacity based for optimum
placement of VNFs has also been conducted in various concepts and deployments as in
[21] [19] [22] [23] [73].
Network administrators usually monitor and aware of network performance
properties, e.g. latency, throughput. These properties are normally used in terms of fault
management. Unfortunately, they are discarded in many researches on management
schemes. Thus, there have been very few researches about network performance-based
dynamic resource allocation. Li et al [74] introduce the Quokka scheme. This scheme
provides a management framework for computing resources and flow control based on
latency awareness. Two queuing models: Deterministic and Exponential model were used.
There is also an algorithm to manage different latency requirements. Quokka was tested in
four different topologies: FatTree, CERNET, CARNET, and AS2914. It can handle both
online and offline flow. However, this paper only monitors the resources available.
Network performance parameters are not considered during resource allocation. The works
of [75], [76] use dynamic congestion pricing models for distributed resource allocation.
Both dynamic prices and dynamic user mobility prediction information per node are used
to trade the cost of a local resource for reduced end-to-end data transfer delay.
Last, another approach has also been studied, but with much fewer numbers. For
example, [77] studies NFV resource allocation by using the queuing network model. A
“BMCP mix queuing model”, applying multi-class Poisson arrival, is proposed in this
paper. This model aims to reduce the estimated waiting time of the service chain in a host.
Different service rates will be employed to VNFs depending on their service’s request. The
BCMP queueing network is tested with a finite number of stations having different service
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basis: First-Come First-Served (FCFS), Processor sharing (PS), Infinite Servers (IS), and
Last-Come First-Served (LCFS). In [78] proposes three algorithms for VNFI placement,
SFC routing, and VNFI migration in response to dynamic workload. They intend to reduce
the rejection of SFC bandwidth and consolidate VNFIs to save energy. The set of policy is
established for the migration in NFV. The trading off between the money saved by the
reduction of energy consumed and the revenue loss by service degradation is taken into
account.
2.3.1.4 VNF placement in the edge
Regarding edge computing solutions, Aral et al. [79] design and present a replica
placement algorithm that targets latency improvement and cost reduction w.r.t. the
geographical locality of data during the dissemination process. Sarrigiannis et al. [80]
propose a VNF Lifecycle Management scheme for the VNF placement between edge and
cloud hypervisors. This scheme places the VNF based on the latency constraints for
applications with different priorities: (i) high priority latency-critical VNFs (HP LCVNFs),
which are placed at the edge (ii) low priority latency-critical VNFs (LP LCVNFs), which
are placed at the edge or cloud (iii) non real-time applications, which are placed at the
cloud.
Unlike that, the work of Yang et al. [81] proposes a dynamic resource allocation
framework based on a fast incremental allocation heuristic that dynamically performs
resource allocation and a periodic re-optimization algorithm that adjusts resources to
maintain a near-optimal edge operational cost. Optimizing service provision by placing
multiple instances near users is demonstrated in [82]. Proactive service replication for
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stateless application is proposed for dynamic MEC environment. They aim to reduce
service migration time between different mobile small-scale datacenters (cloudlets). They
deploy multiple instances in edge nodes near the users’ location. Thus, neighboring nodes
will have instances ready to serve users when they move to these nodes coverage. Their
technique exploits lightweight container-based instances to run the service. Each
application-orient container will run only one service in order to minimize the size of
instances. This help reduce resource requirement since not many resources will be
consumed to run standby instances. Moreover, they reduce the migration time by
continuously update the scheduler, which considers three main parameters: users’ location,
edge node status, and service level agreement.
2.3.2

VNF migration methods
VNF placement and VNF migration terms and the techniques applied for the

decision making are quite similar and mentioned in the previous section. Hence, in this
section, we review previous studies emphasizing on techniques used and purposes of
migration methods stated in 2.2.2.
Francisco et al [83] applied the partial VNF migration by introducing the replication
of VNF using Linear Programming (LP) to balance the server load in the data center. Their
proposed solution handles the overloaded VNFs by the instantiation of new identical VNFs
to the less load hosts and share processing tasks among multiple VNFs. Then in [84], they
extended their work using three optimization methods, including Linear Programming (LP)
model, Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Random Fit Placement Algorithm (RFPA) applying
the same VNF replication concept. They also used VNF replication for specific objectives
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such as a Linear Programming (LP) model for the optimum placement of functions finding
a trade-off between the minimization of two objectives: the link utilization and CPU
resource usage [85]. In addition, VNF replication is used for another purpose such as to
guarantee SFC availability by backing up some necessary VNF in [86], or to scale in or out
with priority-aware to reduce impact on latency-sensitive flow in [87].
Alternatively, some proposed solutions are based on full VNF migration by
changing the SFC path. Daewoong et al applied the full VNF migration to their proposed
solution [88]. They introduced real-time VNF migration to improve the latency of a VNF.
If a VNF suffers a high latency, it will be moved to another VM that has less latency. Eramo
et al [78] also applied this method. Their proposed algorithm has the two objectives: to
perform SFC routing and VNF placement during the Peak Hour Interval, which is due to a
shortage of link bandwidth, to minimize the SFC bandwidth rejected, and to consolidate
VNF instances. Furthermore, the improvement of fully VNF migration is also studied. In
[89], the migration mechanism “SliM” is introduced. They created a statelet interface based
on the fact that most network functions only consider header fields for their task. Statelet
can avoid duplicated payload for state synchronization during VNF migration.
Finally, VNF migration can be executed by migrating the VM. This technique is
more complex than the previous ones because not only VNF but also many VM properties
have to be transferred. Moreover, a VM can host multiple VNFs but it is not widely
implemented due to its complexity. For the sake of ease, it is considered to assign one VNF
per VM or all required service functions to one network service class per VM. Although
this approach can improve service performance, for example, Eramo et al propose VM
migration for server consolidation in order to save energy [90], many previous studies
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focused on improving migration performance rather than network or service performance.
Xia et al [91] introduced this technique for their work which focused on reducing migration
time for scalable situations. Three migration plans: complete random, critical edge preallocating and backtracking are proposed. A critical edge pre-allocating approach is
designed for the network with sparse connections, while backtracking is suitable for a large
network. Zhang et al [92] present a solution called PV-QAT to accelerate the migration
process for these general VNFs. Their proposed solution can reduce migration time
efficiently by eliminating the useless memory pages in the process of migration and
adapting Quick Assist Technology (QAT) for fast compression of memory pages.
2.3.3

Conclusion for VNF placement and migration methods
We conclude the study of previous works and divide them into 2 groups: 1) VNF

placement criteria and 2) Achievements. From the Table I, we identify gaps towards
addressing the VNF placement problem. The vast majority of existing placement solutions
are rule or heuristic-based, focusing exclusively on system level resource or network
constraint after predefned policies. Although some literature works adapt the performance
based techniques to place a VNF, they merely focus on the network latency rether than the
entire flow. What’s more, some performance based researches improve the migration
process, not the VNF performance. From the Table II, we observe that most attempts try
to cope the cost minimization or the QoS improvement. However, none of them focuses on
the end-to-end delay, which results in neglecting network dynamics, service-level
performance, and system-wide performance objectives of both verticals and providers.
Moreover, high level orchestrators still lack an intelligent system that support the
placement decision.
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VNF Placement criteria
Resource constraint

references

Performance based

[52], [55], [20], [57], [59], [7], [21], [19], [23], [73],
[74], [83], [84], [86], [90]
[53], [56], [60], [63], [64], [65], [22], [66], [70], [71],
[72], [80]
[50], [62], [68], [69], [81], [88], [89], [91], [92]

Other

[54], [67], [75], [76], [79], [82], [77], [78], [85], [87]

Network constraint

Table I: Comparison of placement criteria used for decision making

Achievements

references

Maximize acceptance rate

[20], [71], [78]

Minimize cost

Increase resource utilization

[54], [56], [57], [59], [60], [63], [64], [65], [70], [72],
[23], [73], [79]
[50], [53], [55], [62], [22], [66], [67], [68], [7], [21],
[19], [74], [75], [76], [79], [81], [77], [86], [88], [89]
[52], [71]

Optimization

[69], [80], [82], [84], [85], [92]

Scaling

[87], [91]

Load balancing/Consolidation

[83], [90]

Increase QoS

Table II: Comparison of placement achievements in literatures

2.3.4

Machine Learning for prediction
Forecasting on resource performance is essential for automatic placement or

migration of VNFs. It is one of the main factors for decision making in many algorithms.
Advanced AI/ML and Deep Learning (DL) approaches are recently attracting a lot of
interest in the management and orchestration of 5G networks. However, Fu et al. highlight
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that most AI research to date focuses on the core network and the routing problems [93],
as well as the network layer rather than the application layer. Many prediction algorithms
have been introduced using various techniques.
Decision Tree (DT) is applied in [94] for the prediction of resources needed to run
an application in the cloud according to the level of quality required. Their solution trained
the DT algorithm with the application features, quality of service, and amount of computing
resources. Then necessary resources for any particular software are suggested. [95]
introduces the solution to obtain the hardware accelerator. They implement DT to predict
area, energy consumption, latency and throughput. These forecasted parameters are used
for a scalable approach. DT can also predict the number of software faults as shown in
[96]. Their prediction algorithms were tested over five open-source software projects in
two different scenarios, intra-release prediction and inter-releases prediction.
Linear Regression (LR) has been studied and applied in the networking area. It is
widely used to predict the presence or absence of nodes in a huge network. Zhou et al
implement General Linear Model (GLM) to predict network links in their work [97]. It is
trained by a time series of network structure. Based on the network structure in the past. Their
proposed model is able to dynamically forecast future links. They also introduce a novel
conditional maximum likelihood estimation (CMLE) method, which is suitable for large
scale networks. Similarly, Betancourt et al applied GLM for the link prediction in [98]. They
present the optimization approach that provides an ability to discover the presence of change
points in the network dynamics as well as an improvement of computational efficiency.
What’s more, Baldin et al also used GLM to predict the link by partial observation of a large
network, and on side information associated with its vertices in [99].
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Support Vector Machine (SVM) is being popular due to its accuracy on nonlinear
data. Hu et al [100] propose a model for CPU prediction to improve CPU utilization in the
cloud. They apply a multistep composed of Support Vector Regression (SVR) and Kalman
Smoother (KS) to forecast CPU load. The experiment was executed on four different types
of load from moderate to high load. They conclude that SVR is suitable to predict dynamic
CPU load in complex plain and KS helps slightly improve the prediction’s accuracy.
Beverly et al. [101] propose a model to predict latency from IP address structure. The
dataset is prepared by randomly collecting information, which is consisted of IP and
latency, from a public network, grouping the IP address into latency classes, and then using
the kernel to transform the data from input space into a higher dimensional feature space,
which yield capability to be processed by SVM. Their work proved that this prior learning
technique yields the ability to predict the latency, even to the node that it has never been
interacted. Xuemei et al. [102] use Least Squares Support vector regression (LS-SVR) to
forecast building cooling load. They state that the selection of parameters influences the
forecast result. Thus, they propose to utilize the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
algorithm for the selection of parameters of an SVM model to optimize the prediction from
LS-SVR. Lim et al. [103] predict link quality based on available bandwidth and latency,
then suggest the video quality for the video streaming. They compare two machine learning
techniques: Logistic Regression and SVM. Their result shows that the accuracy of the
prediction from SVM outperformed the one from LR. The work of [104] by Jmila et al.
adapts SVR to estimate VNF resource requirements by predicting the CPU demand of
incoming traffic. The authors compare their results against those of an Artificial Neural
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Network (ANN) and shown that SVR outperforms ANN in terms of both accuracy and
stability.
ML techniques are also used to create various models and methods for other
purposes beyond the prediction of system KPIs. Gulenko et al. present an analysis of ML
algorithms to detect anomaly in clouds [105] by engaging in a comparative analysis among
13 offline classification algorithms in order to evaluate the accuracy of anomaly detection
for VNF services in the cloud. Shi et al. apply a Markov Decision Process (MDP) to the
NP-hard problem for the dynamic resource allocation for NFV [106]. They try to create a
dynamic VNF allocation plan with the minimum cost. Their solution considers two factors:
(i) monetary cost and (ii) time cost, the latter referring to the total time spent for the VNF
resource allocation. Moreover, Mijumbi et al. [107] propose an algorithm to predict future
resource requirements for each VNF Component (VNFC) based on Neural Networks.
Moving on to QoE-related predictions, Letaifa et al. [108] propose an ML approach
to predict user QoE over SDN networks using Linear Regression (LR) to predict the Mean
Opinion Score (MOS) for video streaming scenarios with different video parameters and
network configurations.
The work of Alawe et al. [109] not only uses ML for conducting predictions, but also
applies it for proactively scaling VNFs. ML is used to predict the upcoming traffic load for
the 5G core network. Then, the results are compared against two Neural Network-based
techniques: Deep learning Neural Networks (DNNs) and Recurrent Neural Network (RNNs).
The prediction is used to scale the number of virtual machines before traffic load changes.
Likewise, Tang et al. [110] propose a proactive VNF scaling approach using slip-window
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linear regression to forecast the upper bound of traffic volumes. Rongpeng et al. [111] apply
Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) for resource allocations of Radio Resource Slicing
(RSS) and Service Function Chaining. DRL is used to allocate the bandwidth for three
different types of service: VOIP, Video streaming, and URLLC for RSS. In addition, DRL
is used for the priority-based scheduling of three categories of VNFs.
Zhang et al. [112] apply DL to classify applications for SDN. They propose a
framework that collects network traffic and processes flow statistics. Then, the hybrid
technique composed of SDN and DL is used to classify network applications. The test was
conducted using 10 classes of network applications and two classifiers: DL and SVM.
Alvizu et al. [113] propose the metaheuristic with ANN prediction to forecast the traffic
patterns in a mobile metro-core network. Their framework uses a neural network to predict
the traffic variations based on the daily routines of urban environment users. The prediction
is used for the energy-saving optical routing in a software-defined mobile carrier network.
2.3.5

Conclusion for Machine Learning for prediction
In this section, we summarize the discussion of previous works and identify the

research gaps. From the Table III, the vast majority of existing ML for prediction are
supervised learning (DT, LR, SVM, NN, MDP) due to their high prediction accuracy (80%
or higher). Those researches focuses on separate system level parameters as shown in the
Table IV, while service-level performance of the entire end-to-end application is neglected.
In large-scale scenarios, high level orchestrators such as OSM MANO, still lack an
intelligent ML module that support a VNF instantiation with strict performance
requirements. In particular, the service-level performance of end-to-end use case is
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composed of not only the system level performane, but also the processing performance.
The prediction of such complex performance has never been studied in the literatures.
ML techniques

references

Decision Tree (DT)

[94], [95], [96]

Linear Regression (LR)

[97], [98], [99], [108]

Support Vector Machine (SVM)

[100], [101], [102], [103], [104], [112]

Neural Network (NN)

[107], [109], [110], [112], [113]

Marcov Decision Process (MDP) [106]
Reinforcement Learning (RL)

[111]

Table III: Comparison of ML techniques used for prediction

Achievements

references

Resource prediction

[95], [96]

Network prediction

[97], [98], [99], [101], [103], [112], [113]

Load prediction

[100], [102], [109]

Resource requirement prediction

[94], [104], [107], [110]

Resource allocation

[106], [111]

QoE prediction

[108]

Table IV: Comparison of ML prediction achievements in literatures
2.3.6

Machine Learning for VNF deployment
Implementing ML for the VNF placement is one of the novel “Call to Action”

challenges of the new paradigm “Zero-touch Network”, which aims at enabling full endto-end automation of network and service management including infrastructure
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orchestration [114]. The early attempts studied VNF deployment and ML independently.
For example, an approach using Reinforcement Learning for SDN/VNF selection, which
involves decision making and ML is introduced in [115]. This paper introduces the SFC
path selection Method based on TD(0) Algorithm for Q-value. However, Reinforcement
Learning is used to give a reward value to evaluate the efficiency of their proposed method,
not to make any decision. Alternatively, ML is used to predict the key characteristics of
live migration such as total migration time or downtime [116].
Despite machine learning for networking is researched in many aspects, some ML
models for VNF placement are proposed. Shi et al. [106] proposed an MDP method to
dynamically allocate cloud resources for VNFs, followed by applying Bayesian learning
to predict the probability of resource reliability. Rankothge et al. [117] propose a genetic
algorithm for VNF chain placement comprising of two modules: New function
provisioning and Scaling out/in. The earlier is responsible for the resource allocation while
the latter assigns a new set of NFs and paths to satisfy the current networking demand.
The work of [118] studies a proactive ML-based approach for VNF auto-scaling in
response to dynamic traffic changes. The authors evaluate seven different SL models for
classifying “Positive” and “Negative” samples of traffic-load measurement data, showing
that ML improves QoS while saving significant cost for both network owners and leasers
over a time-series moving average prediction approach. Also, Xu et al. [119] implement a
combination of MDP and learning algorithms to optimize the policy of dynamic workload
offloading in both cloud and edge servers. ANNs can also be used for admission control of
network. For example, Chang et al. propose presents a QoS provisioning dynamic
connection-admission control (CAC) algorithm for multimedia wireless network to finding
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the best possible QoS levels for all the connections. Baldo et al. [120] apply a neural
network based cognitive engine to solve the problem of user-driven Call Admission
Control for Voice over IP communications in a Wireless LAN environment. Yang et al.
[121] apply hierarchical ANN tasks distribution for Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT),
which optimises the trade-off between communication delay and ML computing in
offloading decisions. Their solution also optimises key parameters of their two-level ANN
hierarchy, which is composed of a Shallow NN (SNN) model and a Deep NN (DNN) model
in different layers. SNN is deployed at the sensing device providing low latency at the cost
of a poor computational capability. DNN, on the other, is embedded at the MEC with high
processing power, yet with large communication delay.
The early researches of RL compare the performance of RL against other approaches.
Mao et al. [122] shows the benefit of applying Deep RL techniques to large-scale systems.
Their experiments show that the RL agent is comparable and sometimes better than ad-hoc
heuristics for a multi-resource cluster scheduling problem. They raise the challenges to
implement RL in a practical context to verify the superiority of RL over current heuristicbased approaches. Tesauro [123] demonstrates the benefit of RL over other model based
approaches derived from queuing theory. RL was applied to allocate resources in a
distributed multi-application computing environment in real-time. The early results
encourage RL advantages in better scalability and performance than previous approaches.
While RL has demonstrated its benefit over other approaches in the above works,
other works study on its application focusing on RL for resource allocation. Tang et al.
[124] tackle the auto-scaling problem by combining MDP and RL. They apply MDP to
find a tradeoff between the achieved level of QoS and the VNF resource consumption.
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Then, they use RL to define a threshold-based policy. Their results illustrate that this
approach outperforms both a static threshold and a voting policy methods. Chen et al. [125]
optimize two Deep RL Agents (RLAs), namely, a Short flow RLA (sRLA) and a Long
flow RLA (lRLA). The sRLA optimizes the threshold for Multi-Level Feedback Queueing
(MLFQ) by applying Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG), while the lRLA
determines the rates, the routes and the priorities for long flows by implementing a flow
scheduler. Mijumbi et al. [26] propose a multi-agent learning algorithm for virtual network
resource management. These agents learn an optimal policy from online feedback and
dynamically allocate network resources to virtual nodes and links. The results show that
their approach significantly improves the virtual network acceptance ratio and the
maximum number of accepted virtual network requests while compiling virtual network
QoS requirements. Vimal et al. [126] propose a Multi Objective Ant Colony Optimization
(MOACO) metaheuristic resource allocation algorithm, accompanied by RL based
algorithms for resource allocation between end-users and the MEC side. While MOACO
performs task allocation based on Quality of Feedback (QoF) estimation, RL does low cost
estimation and mapping between nodes and corresponding updated costs.
2.3.7

Conclusion for Machine Learning for VNF deployment
Despite SL techniques are mostly used for the prediction problems, RL is more

applicable for the decision making as illustrated in the Table V. In general, SL requires a
hugh amout of data and time to train a model, which is a costly operation. Its drawback
also includes the problem of the generalization without significant performance
degradation and the torelance of models with network dynamics. On the contrary, RL
exhibits good resilience to network dynamics over a realistic testbed environment and use
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case setup. Hence it can address adaptability concerns as well as it is feasible in practice
due to achieving a good trade-off between the predictions accuracy and the costs for model
training and maintenance. Therefore, RL was used to acieved many goals in literatures
according to the Table VI. However, the problem of optimal Virtual Network Function
(VNF) placement remains essential. We identify the gaps since this problem has not been
studies in high-level orchestration in real-life.
ML techniques

references

Decision Tree/Random Forest

[116], [118]

Genetic Algorithm

[117]

Marcov Decision Process

[119]

Neural Network

[120], [121]

Bayesian

[118]

Reinforcement Learning

[115], [119], [122], [123], [124], [125], [26], [126]

Table V: Comparison of ML techniques used for deployment

Achievements

references

Model evaluation

[115]

Migration metric prediction

[116]

Resource allocation

[117], [122], [123], [126]

Auto scaling

[118], [124], [125]

Optimization

[119], [121], [26]

Improving QoS

[120]

Table VI: Comparison of ML deployment achievements in literatures
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CHAPTER 3.

3.1
3.1.1

METHODOLOGY AND VALIDATION TESTBED3

Model description
Architecture
The end-to-end solutions can be either a distributed approach or a centralized

approach. In the distributed approach, every host acts as a source host and destination host.
The source host is the node that its status meets the VNF deployment requirement and
requests another node to share its load. Destination host is the node that is available to host
that VNF and accepts to host it. This model applies machine learning methods to predict
future status on the destination machine and decide where to place the VNF. The brief
procedure of VNF placement from source to destination host is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: VNF placement from Source to Destination hosts

3

Some part in this chapter is written based on A. P. Silva, M. Bunyakitanon, R. F. Vassallo, R. Nejabati, and
D. Simeonidou, “An Open 5G NFV Platform for Smart City Applications Using Network Softwarization,”
in 2019 IEEE Wireless Communications and Networking Conference Workshop (WCNCW), 2019, pp. 1–8,
doi: 10.1109/WCNCW.2019.8902853. [127]
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This model requires that every host has the update host list which is not practical to
hosts in different NFVI. The distributed approach has also the problem regarding the
security issues. For example, a host in the system that does not have the update host list
can be compromised by an untrusted host. Furthermore, the system administrator will not
have a clear view of the current status of the system. The orchestrator will not be informed
concerning the instantiation and the termination of any instances, resulting in an inefficient
system administration. Therefore, we propose the centralized approach since the
orchestrator has the updated host list. We will use the orchestrator to relay the request
message to all hosts. The source host sends the request message to the orchestrator. Then,
the orchestrator broadcasts this message to every node as well as sends the update host list
to the source host. We select OSM MANO, which is a top-level orchestrator, for our model
as it allows the management of multiple NFVIs. The implementation of OSM MANO to
the model is depicted in Figure 8. As a result, our model can be implemented on a large
scale such as cloud-edge scenario. Furthermore, OSM MANO is not only used to update
the host list, but also provides some useful functions that hosts are not capable to execute
such as VNF instantiation on the other host.

Figure 8: Source - Destination host communication with OSM MANO
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The architecture depicted in Figure 8 provides the efficient VNF orchestration via
OSM MANO. Nonetheless, the source host may lose the connection to the OSM MANO,
while it is still connecting to the network and working properly. Therefore, we set the
orchestrator to send a five-minute update of the host list to every host. All hosts will update
their host list and send back an acknowledgment message which is also served as an alive
signal. This guarantees that every source node can send the request message to almost every
host if they lose the connection to the orchestrator. In this case, the procedure will follow
Figure 7.
3.2

Communication overhead
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is used to constructed the communication

messages between nodes. These messages allow all nodes in the network including
physical machines and virtual machines to communicate to each other. The customized
messages are identified by message type ID flag. The general structure of the message is
composed of four components: source node IP, destination node IP, message type ID flag,
and content. The message type and content’s structure of each message is detailed in
Table VII. It is observed that the communication overhead is very low in our approach.
The message sizes for the communication are fixed to some few bytes. Each message is
sent on request except the monitoring messages (13 host_info and 14 vnf_info), which are
periodically sent every 5 seconds.
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ID

Message type

0

general_structure

Description

Components

The general structure of any messages

source_node_ip, destination_node_ip, message_type_id,
content

1

hello

The message sent when a host join the network

host_info

2

host_list

The message shows the list of hosts in the network

host_id, host_ip, host_status

3

host_list_ack

The acknowledgement of update host_list message

host_list_ack

4

mp_request

The message sent to request the VNF placement

host_id, host_ip, vnf_id, vnf_ip, vnf_type, resource_request

5

not_available

The reply of any not available DsN

not_available

6

available_reply

The reply of any available DsN

host_id, host_ip, predicted_value, resource_available

7

winner_announce

The notification of the winner of two-step host selection

win_id, win_ip

8

winner_ack

The reply of WiN to indicate that it is ready for VNF placement

winner_ack

operation
9

pl_request

The message to OrN for VNF instantiation at WiN

win_id, win_ip, vnf_type, srn_id, srn_ip

10 active_vnf

The message that shows the successful VNF instantiation at WiN host_id, host_ip, vnf_id, vnf_ip, vnf_type

11 resource_request

The message that shows the resource requirement for VNF

12 resource_available The message that shows the resource available of DsN

vcpu, bandwidth_capacity, memory_size, storage
cpu_core_free, bandwidth_free, memory_size_free,
storage_free

13 host_info

Information of any hosts

host_id, host_ip, cpu_core_max, cpu_core_used, cpu_load,
network_utilization, bandwidth_capacity, bandwidth_used,
memory_size

14 vnf_info

Information of any VNFs

vnf_id, vnf_ip, vnf_type, vcpu, cpu_load, memory_size,
network_utilization, bandwidth_used, bandwidth_capacity
Table VII: Messages structure.
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3.3

Validation
We introduce the Smart City Safety use case for our testbed. We presented our

Smart City Safety demonstration on Layered Realities weekend at Millennium square,
Bristol, UK. In this demonstration, we present 5GinFIRE as a suitably ﬂexible platform
towards open 5G NFV ecosystem and playground. We will demonstrate an example of the
use of the 5GinFIRE ecosystem to deploy a smart city vertical use case using exploring 5G
functionalities and capabilities through a combination of VXF and machine learning to
provide end-to-end communication and lower delay to smart city services. These services
could involve diﬀerent network functions and intelligence. In our experiment, we focus on
not just to provide a smart city application but also go beyond and provide a safe
environment for the citizens. We design a smart city safety system that helps to detect
criminals along the city and send a notification to the security center. We develop a VXF
video transcoder and a face recognition program that autonomously moves from the cloud
to the edge (or vice-versa) of the network reducing response time. We also show the
extensibility and ﬂexibility of the platform.
3.3.1

Description of Smart City Safety use case
Although Smart City is a term frequently used nowadays, there is still no clear or

unified definition for its concept [128]. Nevertheless, the many existing definitions agree
on some common ideas such using Information and Communications Technology (ICT)
together with modern devices and infrastructure to oﬀer services to citizens and promote
sustainable growth, better quality of life and decreased environmental impacts [129].
Regarding quality of life, transport, health and security are among the topics that are most
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encouraged to be tackled by projects on smart cities. Therefore, in this demonstration we
present a safety system to be deployed in a smart city environment that may help to detect
criminals and increase city security.
3.3.1.1 Architecture
In this demonstration, we explore the 5G functionalities and capabilities to develop
not just a smart city system but going beyond and provide a public safety environment for
the citizens. For our experimental assessment of the locus of computing in a network
function virtualization infrastructure based on 5G or advanced wireless communication
network, we have built a smart city safety system in which a virtual network function can
perform live stream video processing to identify suspicious activities in the city. In
particular, a VXF video transcoder, face detection and face recognition programs are
deployed at the edge or in the cloud of the network. This smart city safety system is
implemented in the 5GinFIRE experimental ecosystem [130]. The main 5GINFIRE’s goal
is to build and operate an Open, and Extensible 5G NFVbased Reference (Open5G-NFV)
ecosystem of Experimental Facilities that not only integrates existing Future Internet
Research and Experimentation (FIRE) [131] facilities with new vertical-specific ones but
also lays down the foundations for instantiating fully softwarised architectures of vertical
industries and experimenting with them. Figure 9 shows the smart city safety system
architecture.
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Figure 9: Smart City Safety architecture
This system is a combination of wireless network, network function virtualization, machine
learning and smart city vertical. The architecture is composed of three building-blocks as
described below.
(1) 5GinFIRE Ecosystem: is composed of a web portal (https://5ginfre.eu/) and an
orchestrator module. In the 5GinFIRE web portal a user can create an account and
authenticate as an experimenter. After that the experimenter can create or instantiate a VXF
and submit its experiment using a network service descriptor (NSD). The orchestrator
module includes the OpenSource MANO Release Three [132] that enables multi-site NFV
management and orchestration. Currently, there are three facilities interconnected based on
OpenStack Ocata located in United Kingdom (UK), Spain and Portugal. The system
described in this paper was deployed at the University of Bristol (UNIVBRIS) UK facility.
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(2) University of Bristol 5GinFIRE Facility: this building block contains the NFV
Infrastructure (NFVI) based on OpenStack Ocata. The NFVI is composed of two compute
nodes (PowerEdge T630, 800GB, 128GB RDIMM, Intel Xeon E5-2680) and one
controller node (PowerEdge T630, 480GB, 128GB RDIMM, Intel Xeon E5- 2680). This
block holds the VXF being used by the smart city safety demo for video transcoder, face
detection and face recognition.
(3) Smart City Safety Demo: the smart city safety demo consists of three basic
elements: a 360o camera model Ricoh Theta V, a Raspberry PI 3 Model B running Raspbian
Jessi and a bike helmet. Both the Raspberry PI and the 360o camera are attached to the bike
helmet and they communicate with each other via WiFi 2.4GHz. The Raspberry PI
communicates with the NFVI via WiFi Access Point (AP) 5GHz. Basically, the camera
captures the live stream video and sends it to Raspberry PI. Then it sends to the NVFI to
be processed.
3.3.1.2 Methodology
The main goal of our smart city safety system is to demonstrate the usage of 5G
functionalities and capabilities. Figure 10 shows how the 5GinFIRE ecosystem has been
implemented and which technologies have been used and the interaction with each other.
The workﬂow highlights the experimentation potential of a specific Experimental Instances
of vertical (EVI) application inspired by the smart city industry. Experimental Vertical
Instances (EVIs) is a composition of several virtual functions (network or vertical)
spanning all layers from application and services to networking. We refer to these virtual
functions as VxFs when we do not want to distinguish between network-centric and
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vertical-centric functions. In particular, an application is composed of services that are
configured to oﬀer this application. Subsequently, these services are further decomposed
into several functions VxFs (physical/virtual networking and vertical functions) that are
deployed to the corresponding PoP in the infrastructure either at physical resources that
implement a certain function or to a cloud. The smart city domain is being used here to
exploit such platform and validate the ecosystem. Since the smart city safety is used for the
validation in this thesis, we will henceforth use the term VxFs instead.

Figure 10: Smart City Safety experimentation workflow
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3.3.1.3 Demonstration and user experience
We can demonstrate various features of our system. In particular, we design a smart
city safety system to validate the end-to-end communication architecture (see Figure 9)
and to develop a blueprint experiment for the system experimentation workﬂow (see Figure
10). The system works as follows. A 360o camera captures live stream videos and sends it
to a Raspberry PI. The Raspberry PI sends the live stream video to the cloud to be
processed. In the cloud the VXF video transcoder and face detection and recognition are
executed. As a result, the processed video is sent to a screen that shows the face detection
inside of a blue square and the face recognition inside of a green square with a personal
identification. Figure 11 shows the demonstration setup. Especially, this picture captures
an indoor experimentation where three bike helmets are used and the live stream video is
showed in the left screen after VXF video transcoder and face detection and recognition
being executed at the cloud. Also, an outdoor experimentation picture with three people
wearing bike helmets and the bike is shown. The video that shows the demonstration
working in real-time can be found on YouTube4. The code we designed and implemented
for the VXF is available in GitHub5.

4
5

https://www.bristol.ac.uk/engineering/research/smart/5gdemonstrations/smart-city-safety/
5GinFIRE organization: https://github.com/5GinFIRE/
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Figure 11: Smart City Safety demonstration setup
3.3.2

Validation using University of Bristol testbed and Smart City Safety use case
To demonstrate the thesis goals, the testbed is setup to validate various aspects of

the experiment as follows. Firstly, it is composed of different specifications of compute
nodes. This yields notable performance gap of VxFs, which is beneficial for results
analysis. Secondly, the use case is end-to-end application connected across multiple
domains, i.e. source domain, processing domain, and end-user domain. This complexity is
a very challenging research gap in end-to-end VxF performance prediction and placement
area. Lastly, it is based on real testbed and use case based experimentation, which
demonstrates the capability of deploying our solution in reallife.
To fulfill these, the testbed is composed SCS use case connected to the VXF video
transcoder running on UoB 5Ginfire testbed. Their specifications are shown below.
• Sensor is the 360 degrees camera model Ricoh Theta V.
• Source node is the Raspberry Pi model 3B, running Raspbian Jessi.
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• Compute node 1 and Controller node is the CORSAIR ONE PRO: INTEL I77700K, 8core processor, 16 GB RAM, 800 GB HD, running Ubuntu 16.04, KVM,
Openstack Queen (Controller and Compute), OSM MANO release 4.
• Compute node 2 is the CORSAIR ONE PRO: INTEL I7-7700K, 8-core processor,
16 GB RAM, 80 GB HD, running Ubuntu 16.04, KVM, Openstack Queen (Compute).
• Compute node 3 and 4 is the IBM x3455: AMD Opteron, 4-core processors, 8 GB
RAM, 70 GB HD, running Ubuntu 16.04, KVM, Openstack Queen (Compute).
• End-user node is a laptop model Acer Aspire VX15, running Ubuntu 16.04.
• VXF video transcoder is the VDU of 2-core processor, 3GB RAM, 4GB HD,
running Ubuntu 16.04.
3.3.3

Measurement metrics of SCS
We perform extensive evaluations of the smart city safety use case running on top

of 5GinFIRE ecosystem. The evaluation focuses on testing the 5GinFIRE functionalities
and capabilities and, at the same time, the application performance regarding to real time
requirements. Five metrics have been used for evaluation as follows:
1)

Transmission Time from Raspi to VXF (Trcv): it is the time in seconds to transmit
a frame from the Raspi to the VXF located in the datacenter.

2)

Transcoding Time per Frame (Ttrans): it is the time spent in the VXF to perform
the video transcoding.

3)

Face Processing Time (Tp): it is the time that the VXF takes to detect and
recognize faces in a frame.
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4)

Transmission Time from VXF to User Equipment (Treq): it is the time spent to
send the live stream video or the response to the UE after the processing at VXF
is finalized.

5)

Total Response Time (Ttot): it is the time since the frame is sent from the camera
to the datacenter plus the processing time and the time for the video being
received at UE.
Ttot = Ttrans+ Trcv + Tp +Treq

(3.5)

Equation 3.5 shows how the Ttot is calculated. This equation is further used in our
experiments.
In this thesis, we define Total Response Time (Ttot) or the application delay as explained
in the equation 3.5. It is different from the network latency or latency, which is defined as
the ping amounts between two devices.
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CHAPTER 4.

AUTO-3P: AN AUTONOMOUS VXF PERFORMANCE

PREDICTION & PLACEMENT FRAMEWORK BASED ON
MACHINE LEARNING6

4.1

Introduction
Nowadays networks are increasing becoming largely programmable and software-

driven, following the trend for adopting the concepts of Network Function Virtualization
(NFV) and Software Defined Networking (SDN). This signifies a major paradigm shift
towards Network Softwarization (NS) and leveraging autonomous network and service
management, for which both NFV and SDN are key enablers. But in order to leverage the
evident benefits of a fully automated networking paradigm, there is a series of main
challenges that are raised and have to be addressed. Important examples include autonomous
self-deploying of Virtual X Functions (VXFs), VXF self-destruction (i.e., automatic
termination) and self-healing (i.e., automatic troubleshooting), just to name a few. In this
context, identifying the appropriate network locations for VXFs is a key optimization
problem that seeks for a solution. Existing Management and Orchestration frameworks
(MANO) such as the OSM MANO apply mechanisms to instantiate VXFs on hosts with
sufficient resources (e.g., number of CPU cores, amount of memory and storage), which
nonetheless disregard important performance factors like latency and host load.

6

This chapter is written based on M. Bunyakitanon, A. P. da Silva, X. Vasilakos, R. Nejabati, and D.
Simeonidou, “Auto-3P: An autonomous VNF performance prediction & placement framework based on
machine learning,” Comput. Netw., vol. 181, p. 107433, Nov. 2020, doi: 10.1016/j.comnet.2020.107433.
[133].
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This problem is well-known and gained further attention due to the 5G technology
expectations stated by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) with respect to
(wrt) Ultra Reliable Low Latency Communications (URLLC). As a result, a significant
amount of effort has been put lately on optimizing VXF placement at the network’s edge
with the goal of reducing application and service delay. A key enabler concept for this is
Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC), which allows to move much of cloud computing
functionality to the edge of the network, hence processing traffic closer to users instead of
forwarding traffic and/or traffic information to cloud. This not only mitigates cloud
congestion, but also causes significant application delay reduction for end-to-end services.
Nonetheless, as there is no information suggesting the optimum location for delay-sensitive
VXFs, corresponding placement decisions to either the cloud or MEC facilities are still
dominated by manual operations. However, the outcome of manual operations is
questionable because they come without any satisfactory placement optimization
guarantee. Furthermore, a good prediction of VXF performance at different MEC nodes
has a significant contribution to realising the Zero-touch network and Service Management
(ZSM)7 [69] concept.
Predicting VXF performance after their placement is a complex task coming at the
cost of other challenges. For end-to-end delay-critical services, predictions depend on
multiple stochastic variables that refer to devices and cloud/edge components such as load
and latency. To the best of our knowledge, at the time of the publication of this paper, there
was little progress in the related literature on forecasting (i) VXF performance regarding

7

ZSM is the fully automated telecommunication network management without human intervention proposed
by ETSI.
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the instantiation for the service it belongs to, as well as with respect to (ii) autonomously
placing the VXF itself. This raises the following questions:
“How can one predict end-to-end application-level VXF performance prior to appointing
a VXF’s host location?
Assuming such a performance prediction, how can a VXF then be autonomously
deployed?”
To address these questions, we propose “Auto-3P”, a solution based on Machine
Learning (ML) models that makes accurate predictions of the Total Response Time (Ttot)
for a VXF running an end-to-end service, thus augmenting existing MANO frameworks to
autonomously place VXFs at the nodes. As we elaborate further in section 2, Auto-3P
targets such problems by (i) providing the autonomous placement mechanism to any
MANO frameworks (ii) applying the ML models to suggest the best VXF location. We
assess the performance of Auto-3P through an extensive experimental campaign showing
that our solution is able to deliver better end-to-end service performance due to VXF
placement decisions after Auto-3P’s predictions. We also compare Auto-3P against
existing approaches, showing that Auto-3P is capable to autonomously place VXF in the
nodes that yield the optimum VXF performance in most of the cases delivering better
performance.
4.1.1

Contributions

The contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows.
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I.

A novel VXF performance prediction and autonomous placement approach: The
novelty of our work lies in augmenting MANO VXF placement decisions with
accurate performance predictions based on specially trained ML models. What is
more, our approach considers the impact of VXF placement decisions at a service
level, end-to-end. Moreover, we try to address an existing gap in well-established
orchestrators like OSM or Openstack [32]. These orchestrators may pose a
powerful placement mechanism, but they do not provide native support for ML
modules. Last, only a few ML research efforts aside Auto3P have focused on the
prediction of service level end-to-end network or processing delay. Exploring this
direction has enough potential for improving VXF placement, especially for delaysensitive use cases.

II.

Real testbed and use case based experimentation: Unlike many previous studies
that are simulation-based, the current one is experimental-based, hence
demonstrating the capability of deploying a solution like Auto-3P in reallife
networks under realistic conditions. To do so, we train and test our prediction
models using (i) real data from a (ii) real VXF video transcoder in the context of a
(iii) real Smart City Safety use case and finally, in a (iv) real deployment
environment. As a result, we bridge an important gap in a predominantly
simulation-based literature on VXF placement [109] [111] [112] [55] [56] [59].

III.

Comprehensive comparative study of VXF prediction models and corresponding
placement decisions: Our work integrates VXF performance predictions and
placement decisions. As such, we study and compare different prediction
performances by different ML algorithms as well as by non-ML models. Moreover,
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we study the placement efficiency of MANO when augmented with Auto-3P
against a Traditional, a Latency-aware, and a Random MANO placement method.
Our evaluation results denote that Auto-3P significantly improves MANO
placement decisions concerning both balancing system-wide load and decreasing
end-to-end service level delay. These findings contribute towards the ultimate goal
of ZSM in 5G regarding delay-sensitive services and applications
4.1.2

Outline of the chapter
This paper is structured as follows. Section 4.2 provides the reader with a necessary

background on MANO systems, defines the problem targeted by this chapter. Section 4.3
describes the prediction model including a detailed discussion on the autonomous VXF
placement module. Section 4.4 describes in detail the experiment setup and scenarios.
Section 4.5 presents the evaluation results. We finally draw our conclusions and discuss
our future work plan in Section 4.6.
4.2

Background and Motivation
In this section we provide the reader with a necessary background on contemporary

MANO systems that enables us to identify the current gaps towards achieving full
management automation and to motivate our targeted research effort on VXF placement.
4.2.1

Contemporary MANO Systems
Current MANO systems enable a dynamic response to service requirements, hence

posing an essential element to 5G infrastructures. To facilitate MANO operations, the
European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) has introduced the NFV
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architecture serving as the MANO standard, which is subsequently referred to the
construction of NFV frameworks such as OSM MANO and ONAP [134]. These
frameworks include Elemental Management Systems (EMS) that are highly capable to
individually managing VXFs. Although the NFV framework can efficiently handle VXFs
in various aspects, it is still unable to fulfill a series of important requirements such as
automatic management of VXFs’ life cycles. Currently, most operations of existing MANO
frameworks are conducted manually, which is not appropriate for advanced
communication networks and does not comply with the fully automated management
concept of ZSM. In what follows, we elaborate on two important aspects of this, namely,
(i) performance guarantee and (ii) prediction of end-to-end performance, with the latter
posing our main point of motivation for adapting ML in our approach.
4.2.1.1 Performance guarantee
A MANO framework consists of many functional blocks that help to manage
VXFs’ life cycle including VXF placement. The instantiation of VXFs is done remotely at
a single point, i.e. a controller node. The later replaces the instantiation at local hosts, which
is a difficult and even a chaotic task in the context of large and complex networks.
However, existing MANO frameworks are not capable to identify the best location for
VXFs because they consider only local system-level information (i.e., local resource
availability) to make a decision. On the very contrary, service-level information such as
VXF performance in operation is simply disregarded. This approach is generally not
optimal, and in particular for delay-sensitive applications.
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Figure 12: VXF placement with different decision approaches
Figure 12 demonstrates the comparison of VXF placement decision by different
strategies, where the key decision is the consideration of VXF performance. Assume that
a VXF requires a Virtual Deployment Unit (VDU)8 of 2 cores processor, 4 GB RAM and
4 GB HD. This VXF is running a real-time application that allows the maximum delay of
2 seconds. There are three nodes available for this VXF with the resources as shown in the
Figure. Node-1 and Node-3 are the edge nodes, which are directly connected to the users,
while Node-2 is the cloud node. Each node provides different service delay due to the
difference in distance between nodes and users.
Using the above paradigm, applying different VXF placement approaches will
result in following outcomes. A decision by a “Traditional” algorithm will only consider
resource availability, hence will place the VXF in the Node-2 (Blue four-point star in the

8

VDU is the Virtual Machine hosting network functions.
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Figure 12) because it has the highest resources available. A Random decision may place
the VXF anywhere that provides enough resources, thus any of the three nodes can be
selected for that VXF (Yellow five-point star in the Figure 12). In the case of Auto-3P,
however, which considers both resource and performance, the service delay of the nodes
is accurately predicted. Consequently, the VXF will be placed in the Node-3 (Red sevenpoint star in the Figure 12), which is the only node that can address a strict service-level
delay requirement.
4.2.1.2 End-to-End performance prediction
End-to-end delay prediction is a complex task. It is impacted by the network
performance, equipment efficiency and the processing power of all nodes along the path
from one end to the other. From a hardware perspective, the system’s components running
a service are usually different physical devices among which some may not have sufficient
computational resources. From a software perspective, the service involves multiple layers
and is executed in a chain of devices. Therefore, performance does not only depend on
local host resources, but also other factors such as network-related performance issues or
the computational capability of all hosts involved along the path from one end to the other.
4.2.2

Research gaps and Motivation
To the best of our knowledge, the prediction of end-to-end delay still seeks for a

good solution due to its complexity. The problem has been partially addressed via either
the prediction of network delay or processing delay. Network delay predictions has been
studied based on network calculus in [135] or based on a queuing estimation model in
[136]. Such methods only consider network parameters for the delay prediction, while
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significant factors such as CPU utilization are not considered. Regarding processing delay,
a queuing model was proposed in [137] and [138]. These works cannot reflect the real
behavior of processing delay because they assume a constant processing rate. Lei et al.
[139] improve the previous work by taking CPU utilization into their ML-based model
(Random Forest). Although their work predicts the Cumulative Distribution Function
(CDF) of the VXF delay which is not the delay itself, it shows the validation of ML-based
model with 10% error rate.
The latter work of [139] as well as others motivate us to adapt ML techniques to
our prediction models. Nonetheless, such works in the literature do not predict the overall
user-perceived (i.e., application-level) end-to-end delay. What they do instead is remaining
limited to only VXF delay. Furthermore, their results are subject to the criticism of never
being tested outside of a simulation environment.
4.3

System Model
End-to-end applications typically require a system that is composed of three

nodes, namely, a Source Node (SN), a Processing Node (PN) and an End-user Node
(EN). The SN is a device that produces the data. The PN is the middle point that receives
data from the SN, processes data and transmits the corresponding results to users. The
EN is the end-user of this application. SN and EN are usually devices with a limited
computational capability, while a PN is typically a powerful server. In general, end-toend applications have three main events:

I.

Transmission of raw data is an activity where the data generated/produced by the
SN is sent to the PN.
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II.

Data processing is an activity where the PN processes the data based on some
policy. This event usually occurs in the PN since SN and EN may have poor
computational capabilities.

III.

Transmission of processed data is an activity where the PN sends the processed
data to the EN.
The activities of those applications can be described as a discrete-event, which is a

chronological sequence of event occurrences. Let m represent the events in this sequence.
Henceforth, m1 denotes the transmission of raw data, m2 data processing, and m3 the
transmission of processed data. Accordingly, the tuple of (m1,m2,m3) is a function that
represents the status of an event. This status has two values: “0”, which means “stop” or
“inactive”; and “1”, which means “start” or “active”.

Figure 13: Events in end-to-end applications
Figure 13 describes occurrences of a single frame of a face detection and
recognition application9 as follows. At the initial phase (t=0), the state function is set to

9

This application is related to our Smart City Safety use case.
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(0,0,0) because there is no active event. The SN starts the m1 activity sending the data to
the PN at t1. Thus, the state function changes to (1,0,0). At t3, all data from the SN are sent
to the PN and the PN initiates the m2 executing functions to process the data. This event
converts the state to (0,1,0). In some cases such as when a large file is partly sent and the
processing has started, the PN may create m2 before receiving all data (t2) and perform
some operations/stay on standby, e.g. PN calls functions, libraries and models. At this
moment, m1 is still active and the transmission does not finish. As a result, the state function
becomes (1,1,0). When the PN processes all the data finishing the m2 activity at t5, it
commences the m3 transmitting the processed data to the EN. In this step, the state function
makes a transition to (0,0,1). Similarly, the PN may create the m3 occurrence before the m2
activity is completely done at t4, e.g. user can see some part of the picture, while the
transmission of the processed image has not finished. Consequently, the state function
shows the value of (0,1,1). Finally, the m3 event terminates at t6. At this final phase, there
is no remaining activities. Therefore, the state function is reset to the initial value at (0,0,0).
From the value of state function above, events can be classified into three groups:

I.

No event: this group represents systems with no event at the moment. It is
composed of the state (0,0,0).

II.

One event: this group represents the system that has a single event at the moment.
It is composed of the state (1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,1).

III.

Two events: this group represents the system that has two events at the moment.
It is composed of the state (1,1,0), (0,1,1).
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It is worth highlighting that SN, PN and EN are independent activities during the
time span of one event (namely, the “One event” category). This is because each activity
that starts first also finishes before another activity starts, hence denoted with a “0” state
status. For example, state (0,1,0) means that SN has captured and transmitted the video to
PN, and only then PN starts its activity. Therefore, the processing time at PN is not affected
by the processing time of SN, nor by any delay caused by the communication link between
the two activities. On the contrary, events depend on previous activities upon prolonged
transmissions that cause concurrent processing by the different activities. Besides,
dependency for events that are not immediately queued such as between the m3 and the m1
cannot happen in practice, as an entire frame is needed to perform face detection and
recognition, hence the nonexistence of a state like (1,1,1).
4.3.1

Prediction Method
The model aims to predict the Total Response Time (Ttot) for end-to-end services,

which is a key parameter that provides the information of the VXF performance in different
hosts. It is defined as the time that data from a SN to be processed and sent to the EN. Ttot
can be calculated using two methods:

I.

Difference between the completion of the final event and the start of the first
event: this is the simplest method. It takes the time stamp at start and subtracts
it from the time stamp at the end. For example, t6 − t1 in Figure 13.

II.

Sum of the time spent for each event: this method calculates the time spent in
each event where Ttot is the sum of all values. For example, in Figure 13,
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the Ttot is the sum of main events of m1, m2 and m3, corresponding to (t3 − t1) +
(t5 − t3) + (t6 − t5).
The prediction of Ttot using the first method is very difficult since every
performance factors are considered. More parameters means high dimensions.
Consequently, increasing the complexity. In addition, some of those factors do not affect
the whole sequence but only some events of the sequence since they are discrete-event. To
illustrate, the lack of the state (1,1,1) implies that the activities in SN, i.e. capture and
transmit the video, are not influenced by the EN. In other words, a high or low specification
of EN does not accelerate or degrade the recording or transmission speed of SN. The variety
of the degrees of importance of different factors calls for the need of weight criteria.
Considering all of these complex issues above, we decide to discard this method.
The prediction of Ttot using the second method by breaking down the sequence into
events can reduce the complexity and facilitate the prediction procedures. For the m events
described above, it is observed that those activities involve transmission and processing.
The transmission event occurs between point-to-point hosts and the processing event is
done at a local host. As a result, performance factors for the prediction derive from the
maximum of two hosts directly connected resulting in the same degrees of importance.
Thus, we use the second method to create the prediction model for Ttot.
Figure 14 depicts the model description, which is the proposed model to make the
prediction of the performance of the end-to-end service. It is composed of the Monitor
Agents (MA) and the Prediction Agents (PrA). The MA keep monitoring local parameters
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and it sends them to the PrA. It is installed in each device. The PrA takes the parameters
from the MA and makes the prediction of the Ttot.

Figure 14: Model description for prediction
The prediction of the Ttot is achieved by the sum of predictions of all events in the
end-to-end service, which in general are m1, m2 and m3. The PrA is installed at the
processing node. Equation 4.1 shows how Ttot is calculated.
𝒎

Ttot = ∑𝒊=𝟏 𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒅𝒊𝒄𝒕(𝒙)i

(4.1)

where: predict(x)i is the prediction function for event i, ∀ i ∈ {1,...,m}.
4.3.2

Monitor Agent and Parameters
Monitor Agents (MA) is a mechanism that keeps watching the interest parameters

such as load, latency and send them when requested by the PrA. In order to gather all
necessary parameters, the MA is installed in all devices. These parameters are used for the
prediction of their corresponding and they can be categorized into three groups:
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I.

Network performance parameters: these are the parameters that indicate how the
network is currently performs, such as latency and packet loss.

II.

Client or server health: these are the parameters that reflect the status of devices,
such as load and memory utilization.

III.

Virtualization parameters: these are the parameters that show the status of the
virtualization environment, such as number of virtual CPU used.
The sub-set of parameters monitored for each event m, it is discussed as follows.

The event m1 is the transmission between the SN and the PN. This event includes
parameters from the group 1 for that link and monitored parameters from the group 2 for
the SN and the PN. Similarly, the event m3 is the transmission between the PN and the EN.
This event includes parameters from the group 1 for that link and monitored parameters
from the group 2 for the PN and the EN. Moreover, the event m2 is the processing data,
which is executed locally. Thus monitored parameters from the group 2 for the PN should
be included. However, m2 may have some correlations to its adjacent events as shown by
the state function of two events. In this case, monitored parameters from the group 2 for
the SN or the EN should be taken into account. In the case that the PN operates under the
virtualization environment, monitored parameters from the group 3 should be considered.
In particular, the model construction for SCS will be discussed in details in the section 4.4.
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4.3.3

Autonomous VXF Placement
We implement an autonomous VXF placement module in Auto-3P that enables the

automatic VXF placement for end-to-end applications. The next sections describe the
autonomous placement mechanism.
4.3.3.1 Agents
To provide the capability of VXF placement based on machine learning, Auto-3P
implements three different agents (Monitor Agent, Prediction Agent, Placement Agent)
(See Figure 15). Their descriptions are defined as follows.

Figure 15: Auto-3P agents
I.

Monitor Agent (MA) is the module installed in every physical and virtual node that
keeps collecting the parameters (Lo,Mm,Vcpu,Bw,Nt,Lt,Ls,Jt) (see Table VIII)
from all devices of the system and sends responses to the requests. The MA
provides the functionality to continuously retrieve interested parameters from low
level and orchestration level. The interested Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
differs by the node types namely: Sensor Node (SN), Compute Node (CN), VXF
node and End-User node (EN). These parameters are locally stored with the update
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interval of 1 second. Once the MA receives a request (from PrA), it will create a
response with requested parameters and sends it back.

II.

Prediction Agent (PrA) is a module installed in every compute node that sends the
prediction value, i.e. Ttot, to the orchestrator upon request. This agent contains the
trained model that provides the functionality of forecasting the VXF performance
prior the instantiation. If there is a VXF request, PrA will retrieve the input
parameters for the prediction model (Lo,Mm,Vcpu,Bw,Nt,Lt,Ls,Jt). Then, the ML
model will forecast all the time spent in events and the Ttot as described in the
section 3.3.3. Finally, the Ttot is sent to the MANO node for decision-making. PrA
can be implemented either in a centralized or distributed fashion. We propose the
centralized one because prediction algorithms require specific modules such as a
Python library scikit-learn and computational resource, which cannot be fulfilled
by many devices especially those of the SN and the EN such as Raspberry Pi.
Therefore, prediction agents are located at the CN.

III.

Placement Agent (PA) is a module installed in the MANO node that makes the
decision of a new VXF location and instantiation. It is integrated with the
mechanism that makes the decision to select a node for a new VXF. When this
mechanism is activated, it keeps listening until all VXF responses arrive. The
prediction values (Ttot) are retrieved and sorted in an ascending order. Then, the
first node from the list, which is the node that gives the lowest Ttot, is selected as
the winner and the winner announcement is sent to all compute nodes. Once the
winner sends back the acknowledgement, a new VXF will be instantiated to that
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node by the OSM using the Network Service Descriptor (NSD) and the Virtualized
Network Function Descriptor (VNFD).
ID
1

Input
Parameters
Lo

2

Mm

3

Vcpu

4

Bw

5

Nt

6

Lt

7

Ls

8

Jt

4.3.4

Description
Normalized CPU
load
Memory utilization

Range/Unit

Source

Output (Predicted values)

0-1

Raspi,
CN, UE
Raspi,
CN, UE
CN

Ttrans, Trcv, Tp, Treq

0 - 100%

Virtual machine’s
Counting
core number
number
Bandwidth of the
Megabit per
Raspi,
link
second (Mbps)
CN, UE
Network utilization
0 - 100%
Raspi,
of the link
CN, UE
Latency between
Millisecond
Raspi-CN,
two nodes
(ms)
CN-UE
Packet loss between
0 - 100%
Raspi-CN,
two nodes
CN-UE
Jitter between two
Millisecond
Raspi-CN,
nodes
(ms)
CN-UE
Table VIII: Dataset for ML

Ttrans, Trcv, Tp, Treq
Trcv, Tp
Ttrans, Trcv, Tp, Treq
Ttrans, Trcv, Tp, Treq
Ttrans, Trcv, Tp, Treq
Ttrans, Trcv, Tp, Treq
Ttrans, Trcv, Tp, Treq

Placement Algorithm
The Auto-3P algorithms are deployed in each node with different configurations.

Algorithms in the SN and the EN have the same functionality as the MA, which include
monitor the interested parameters and respond to requests according to the Table VIII. On
the other hand, the PN is integrated with all agents making it more complex. To better
describe the algorithm of the PN, we classify it into three operational roles, which are 1)
Overloaded Node (ON), 2) Candidate Node (CN) and 3) MANO Node (MANO-N). An
ON is defined as a node with more than 80% of its computing resources occupied10 and
needs to reduce its load. The CNs are any active compute nodes in the system that try to

10

The load threshold is an example of an event that can automatically trigger the VNF placement request. It
is set as running processes will start exponentially increased response times when load exceeds 70% and
become critical at 80 %. [140]
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host a new VXF. The MANO-N is the orchestration node with OSM MANO installed and
it makes the placement decision. Moreover, the performance of SCS is calculated as in the
section 3.3.3.

Figure 16: Auto-3P Workflow
Figure 16 depictures the Auto-3P workflow, the VXF placement process starts
when a VXF is required to be instantiated (i.e. due to load balancing or load sharing). In
this test, we choose the node overloaded as the event to trigger the VXF request. A compute
node is considered overloaded when its memory capacity reaches 80% of the total capacity
(100%). The overloaded node will attempt to reduce the load in the node creating a VXF
placement message (pl_request) and sending it to the MANO-N (1). Then, the MANO-N
multicasts this message to all active CNs (2).
Once the CNs receive the mp_request, they perform the resource availability
checking and new overload checking (if applied) to ensure that they are able to host the VXF
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and will not become overloaded after the new VXF is operating. The new overload checking
(if applied) will compare the threshold with the predict load which is calculated by the
formula 4.2 and forward only the node whose predict load is below the overloaded threshold
(80%). Furthermore, the VXF performance is predicted (3). Once accomplished the
availability checking, the new overload checking and the prediction, the CN that can fulfill
the requirements will send back the reply messages (available_reply) containing the
prediction value to the MANO-N (4). On the other hand, the CN that cannot fulfill the
requirements will send back the reply messages (not_available) indicating its unavailability.
Loadpredict =

(𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑉𝑁𝐹 +𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 )
𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑚

x 100

(4.2)

Where: Loadpredict is the predict load in percent of a node after placing the VXF, LoadVXF is
the current load of the VXF, Loadnode is the current load of the node, Corenum is the number
of the CPU core of the node.
Meanwhile, the MANO-N keeps listening until all reply messages are received or
timeout. All not available messages are discarded. Once completed, the MANO-N extracts
the predicted Ttot from all available_reply messages. Theses predicted values are sorted
from low to high and saved to a candidate list. The first host from this list represents the
least delay node and it is chosen as the winner (5). The winner announcement messages
(winner_announce) is sent to all hosts. When the winner_announce has been received, the
Winner Node (WiN) sends a winner acknowledgement message (winner_ack) back to CNs
to confirm that it is ready for the VXF placement. Then, the MANO-N instantiates a new
VXF on the WiN (6), redirects the forwarding graph of the VXF in the ON to the new VXF
and shutdowns the VXF in the ON.
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At the final stage, the new VXF is running and the service is successfully resumed
at the WiN. The Algorithm of the Auto-3P at the ON executes the first step of the workflow.
The step 2, 5, 6 of the workflow (see Figure 16) are conducted by the MANO-N and follow
the Algorithm 1. Furthermore, the operation number 3 and 4 of the workflow are executed
by the CNs and described in the Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 1: Algorithm of Auto-3P on MANO-N
1 if receive pl_request then
2
check the host list
3
multicast the pl_request to CN
4
while not receive all reply messages and not TIMEOUT do
5
listen for reply of pl_request
6
if receive available_reply then
7
pick out information from available_reply and save them into
corresponding files
8
winner = min(Ttot)
9
create winner_announce
10
send winner_announce to CN
11
if receive winner_ack from WiN then
12
check NSD and VNFD
13
instantiate a new VXF at WiN
14
if the new VXF is running and service is resumed then
15
terminate the old VXF at ON
16 end while
Algorithm 1: Algorithm of Auto-3P on MANO-N
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Algorithm 2: Algorithm of Auto-3P on CN
1 if receive pl_request then
2
perform resource availability check
3
if resource_available ≥ resource_request then
4
perform new overload check in ({}) if applied
5

{Loadpredict =

(𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑉𝑁𝐹 +𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 )
𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑚

x 100

6
if Loadpredict < threshold then}
7
Ttot = Ttrans + Trcv + Tp + Treq
8
send available_reply message to MANO-N
9 if receive winner_announce then
10
if is winner then
11
send winner_ack message
12
execute VXF placement operation
Algorithm 2: Algorithm of Auto-3P on CN
4.3.5

Network Service Descriptor (NSD) and Virtual Network Function Descriptor ( VNFD )
To instantiate a new VXF, the OSM extracts the necessary information from the

NSD and the VNFD, then launches the VXF accordingly. The NSD is the template that
describes the network service to be created. The VNFD is the template that specifies the
instantiation parameters and operational behaviors of the VXFs. For the Auto-3P, we
assign a single compute node per placement group enabling the capability to place the VXF
to a specific node.
4.4

Experimental Setup
We execute the algorithm to place the VXF video transcoder on the Smart City

Safety (SCS) system at the University of Bristol shown in the section 3.3.1. In what
follows, we discuss in deep our approach to training ML models, as well as the evaluation
scenarios.
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4.4.1

Prediction Models
For the purposes of our evaluation, we developed, trained and deployed in our

testbed 7 ML models, namely, a Decision Tree (DT), a Random Forest (RF), a Linear
Regression (LR), a Support Vector Regression (SVR), a Kernel Ridge Regression (KRR),
a Lasso Regression (LAR), and K-Nearest Neighbors Regression (K-NNR) model. Then,
we compare the prediction accuracy of the models above against 4 non ML-based
regression algorithms: AutoRegression (AR), Moving Average (MA), Exponential
Smoothing (ES) and AutoRegressive Moving Average (ARMA).
We create python-based models for ML and TSF to predict the total response time
(Ttot) of the SCS system (as described in Section 3.3.3). To find the Ttot, the ML-based
models in Section 4.3.3 take the input parameters from the Table VIII (ID 1-8) and predict
the time spent in each process separately. The predictions are computed using the general
equations for regression algorithms shown in Equations 4.3 – 4.6. Grid search is performed
to select the set of optimal hyperparameters11 for ML.
Ttrans = f{(Lo,Mm)Rp,(Bw,Nt,Lt,Ls,Jt)Rp-CN,LoCN}

(4.3)

Trcv = f{(Lo,Mm,Vcpu)CN,(Bw,Nt,Lt,Ls,Jt)Rp-CN}

(4.4)

Tp = f{(Lo,Mm,Vcpu)CN,(Bw,Nt,Lt,Ls,Jt)UE-CN}

(4.5)

Treq = f{(Lo,Mm)UE,(Bw,Nt,Lt,Ls,Jt)UE-CN,LoCN}

(4.6)

where: f{x1,..., xn} is the function of corresponding regressor with the input parameters x1 to xn.

11

A hyperparameter is a parameter whose value is used to control the learning process and is set before
initialization of learning process
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In contrast, TSF only takes series of one parameter, which is the time spent in each
process to forecast future values (See the right column of the Table VIII). The generalized
equations for TSF can be expressed as follows.
Ttrans = f{g(Ttrans)}

(4.7)

Trcv = f{g(Trcv)}

(4.8)

Tp = f{g(Tp)}

(4.9)

Treq = f{g(Treq)}

(4.10)

where: f{g(x)} is the function of corresponding TSF with the input parameters from
function g(x).
Once all time values are predicted, the total response time (Ttot) is calculated by
using Equation 3.5.
4.4.2

Model Training
We take a step-wise process with all necessary actions for turning input data into

knowledge with our ML models. This process includes four sequential steps: collecting
and preprocessing data, learning, evaluation, and prediction. ML’s workflow can be
illustrated in Figure 17 [141].
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Feature Extraction and Scaling
Feature Selection
Dimensionality Reduction
Sampling

Labels

Training
Dataset

Labels

Raw Data

Learning
Algorithm

Final Model

New Data

Test dataset
Labels

Preprocessing

Learning

Evaluation

Prediction

Model Selection
Cross-Validation
Performance Metrics
Hyperparameter Optimization

Figure 17: Machine Learning work flow

4.4.2.1 Collecting and Preprocessing Data
The data are collected from both end devices and cloud components of the SCS
system with sample interval of 1 second. Resource usage information is retrived from linux
“/proc” filesystem, the information of number of cores used by the compute node is
generated from KVM “virsh” command, the network performance indicators are collected
from the network utility tool “ping”, and the time spent in each process is gathered from
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the scripts embedded to the Smart City Safety application. In addition, we apply emulators,
i.e. Stress [142], Netem [143] and Iperf [144], along the data collecting time to create all
the machine status that can be expected from the running system. Those are
(low/medium/high) load, latency, packet loss and bandwidth. The data was collected over
60 hours. Then, this dataset is normalized, computed, grouped and forwarded to the ML
algorithms. Furthermore, the time spent in a process is not predictable in some machine
status, such as: very high packet loss or load. These situations cause the partial or total
failure of the system, which can vary the executing time from few seconds to infinity. These
outliers affect highly to the prediction values. To define the upper bound, we apply Median
Absolute Deviation (MAD) around the median (median + 2.5MAD) in accordance to [145]
and detect the outliers. This results in a 2-second approximate value for outliers in our
dataset. Once the dataset is prepared, we divide it into training and testing sets by 10 folds
cross-validation.
4.4.2.2 Learning
The training dataset is fed to machine learning algorithms to develop all models in
the Section 4.4.1. Sometimes “overfitting” may occur. This problem is defined when the
trained model performs well on training data, whereas yields low performance on test data.
To avoid overfitting, we compress data via dimensionality reduction using the feature
extraction technique (Kernel Principal Component Analysis: KPCA). The dimensional
reduction of the dataset is useful, especially when there is an abundance of noise or
irrelevant parameters in that dataset. These models are then tested using the testing dataset
providing the prediction accuracy scores.
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4.4.2.3 Evaluation
All models suffer inevitably from either underfitting (high bias) or overfitting (high
variance) which affects the estimation performance. To obtain reliable prediction in
general, we need to evaluate our model to find an acceptable bias-variance trade-off,
especially when applying this model on unseen data. We perform model tuning to optimize
hyperparameter values by executing a grid search. The lists of hyperparameters values,
such as depth parameter of a DT, C, and γ of an SVR, are created for every regressor (see
Table IX). All the possible combinations of the parameters’ set are executed and evaluated.
ID

Hyperparameter

Description

1

max depth

The maximum depth of the tree

2

max feature

The number of features to consider when searching for the best split

3

random state

Controls the randomness of the estimator

4

n estimators

The number of trees in the forest

5

fit intercept

Defines whether to calculate or not the intercept for this model

6

normalized

7

copy X

8

C

9

γ

10

α

Regularization strength

11

n neighbors

Number of neighbors to use by default for K neighbors queries

12

window

Window size

13

order

The AR degree (p) and the MA degree (q), represented by ARMA(p; q)

Defines whether regressors X will be normalized or not before
regression by subtracting the mean and dividing by the l2-norm
Defines whether regressors X will be copied or overwritten
Regularization parameter where the strength of the regularization is
inversely proportional to C
Kernel coefficient for specific kernel types in the algorithm (‘rbf’,
‘poly’ and ‘sigmoid’)

Table IX: Description of Hyperparameters
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Finally, the combinations of hyperparameters that give the highest score of each
algorithm are suggested as follows.


DT: max_depth = 5, max_feature = 4.



RF: max_depth = 2, random_state = 0, n_estimators = 100.



LR: fit_intercept = True, normalized = False, copy_X = True.



SVR: C = 1000, γ = 0.01.



KRR: α = 1.0.



LAR: α = 1.0.



K-NNR: n_neighbors = 2.



AR: window = 10.



MA: window = 3.



ES: α = 0.2.



ARMA: order = (2,1)

Note: default values of the library (Scikit-learn) are applied for the hyperparameters not
shown here.
4.4.2.4 Prediction
The model with optimal hyperparameters is prompted to make predictions with the
real data. We perform the regressor selection by making predictions from all 7 seven
regressors. The forecast result from the algorithm that generates the best accuracy score
will be chosen. These prediction algorithms are implemented in all hosts. They are trained
and their result models are saved at the local node. Therefore, it is not necessary to repeat
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the training operations, which helps reduce computational cost and prediction time. All
hosts keep listening for any request events. If a message from a source host requesting for
VXF deployment is received, each host will load the trained model and perform the
prediction using the selected regressor.
4.4.3

VXF Placement Criteria
This section focuses on identifying the VXF placement performance using different

approaches: a) Traditional, b) Latency-aware, c) Random, and d) Auto-3P. Traditional
method represents the VXF placement using the existing mechanisms of the NFVI.
Latency-aware method represents the hosts' selection approach based on a popular network
KPI, which is also used in the literature such as [80]. Random approach represents the
possible actions of any administrators to select a node to instantiate a VXF. The VXF
placement for the first two approaches is manually executed by human interaction, while
the last approach instantiates the VXF automatically.
For Traditional method, the decision is made following the placement criteria,
which is specified in the filter scheduler [146] of the compute service ‘NOVA’. The filter
scheduler makes the decision on where a new instance should be placed through two
strategies ‘filtering’ and ‘weighting’ respectively. The filters are used to screen the node
that fulfills the set of criteria, which define the resources and capabilities of the compute
node to host a VXF such as DiskFilter, ComputeCapabilitiesFilter (See Table X). Then,
weight strategy is used to set the level of influence to particular filters.
Regarding the Latency-aware method, a VXF is placed at the host with the
minimum latency from SN-PN and PN-EN. Note that this end-to-end latency refers to the
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network-level communication delay between SN-PN and PN-EN, as obtained by the
“ping” network utility tool. This is different from the app-level end-to-end delay used in
Auto-3P, as clarified by Formula (3.5), which includes processing times as well as network
delay.
Regarding the Random method, the winner node is selected simply at random.
Unlike the above, Auto-3P considers the node which satisfies all of the following:
(i) has sufficiently available resources; (ii) has minimum Ttot; and (iii) passes the overload
checking (optional), as explained in Section 4.3.3.
ID
Filter
1 RetryFilter
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

4.4.4

Description
Filter out hosts that fail to response to a
service request
AvailabilityZoneFilter
Filter hosts by availability zone according to
the request
RamFilter
Only place instances on hosts that have
sufficient RAM available
DiskFilter
Only place instances on hosts that have
sufficient DISK available
ComputeFilter
Approve all active compute nodes
ComputeCapabilitiesFilter
Match compute capabilities against properties
defined in extra specs for an instance type
ImagePropertiesFilter
Only place instances on hosts that can support
the particular image properties contained in
the instance
ServerGroupAntiAffinityFilter Guarantee that each instance in a group is
placed on a different host
ServerGroupAffinityFilter
Guarantee that an instance is placed inside a
set of group hosts
Table X: OPENSTACK NOVA default filter scheduler

Evaluation Scenarios and Metrics
From the testbed in the Section 3.3.2, we assign the Node-4 to be the overloaded

node by using Stress emulator. Therefore, there is a single request for SCS service at the
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same time and the remaining CNs possess different initial specification and status. The
threshold to trigger the VXF request message is set to 80% of maximum load. Furthermore,
as load is one of the factors that affects the VXF performance, we develop the test scenarios
with the variety load in the CN (i.e. Low/Medium/High). Load profiles are defined as Low
load for the load between 0-30%, Medium load for the load between 30-70% and High
load for the load more than 70%. All test scenarios are shown in Table XI.

Repeat

CN 1

CN 2

CN 3

Repeat CN 1

CN 2

CN 3

1

Low

Low

Low

15

Medium

Medium

High

2

Low

Low

Medium

16

Medium

High

Low

3

Low

Low

High

17

Medium

High

Medium

4

Low

Medium

Low

18

Medium

High

High

5

Low

Medium

Medium

19

High

Low

Low

6

Low

Medium

High

20

High

Low

Medium

7

Low

High

Low

21

High

Low

High

8

Low

High

Medium

22

High

Medium

Low

9

Low

High

High

23

High

Medium

Medium

10

Medium Low

Low

24

High

Medium

High

11

Medium Low

Medium

25

High

High

Low

12

Medium Low

High

26

High

High

Medium

13

Medium Medium

Low

27

High

High

High

14
Medium Medium Medium
Table XI: Test Scenarios. The scenarios can be further classified into three groups,
namely, Low, Medium and High System-wide Load (See Section 4.5.3).
Prediction and placement results constitute the key performance elements of
Auto-3P. Therefore, we use the following evaluation metrics:

I.

Accuracy Score (R-SQD): the R-SQD is a statistical tool that measures “Goodnessof-Fit”, the efficiency of the prediction of a regression model to the real data points.
The R-SQD formula is defined as:
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𝑆𝑆

R-SQD = 1 - 𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑠
𝑡𝑜𝑡

where: SS

res

(4.11)

is the residual sum of squares, which is a measure of the discrepancy

between the data and an estimation model and SS tot is the total sum of squares, which
is an overall observations of the squared differences between the observations and
their overall mean.
R-SQD values range up to 1, where 1 is a best level of accuracy. On the contrary,
negative values denote that the regression model does not fit the data at all. In such
cases it is better to use the simple mean value than the regression model.

II.

Root Mean Square Error (RMSE): the RMSE is the square root of the variance of
the residuals. It indicates the absolute fit of the model to the data–how close the
observed data points are to the model’s predicted values.

1

RMSE = √𝑛 ∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑦 − 𝑦 ′ )2

(4.12)

where: y -y’ is the difference between observed and mean values.

III.

Quality of placement decisions: the quality of the placement decision is assessed
by the VXF performance and the load in the new host after the placement. The
VXF performance is measured by comparing the Ttot of four placement approaches:
Traditional, Latency-aware, Random and Auto-3P, while the new host’s load
focuses on the load of the winner node after the VXF is instantiated and running
by comparing the new load of Auto-3P against the other approaches.
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4.5

Evaluation
In what follows we present and analytically discuss our evaluation results from the

conducted real field experiments executed on the 5GinFIRE testbed. All presented results
are average values after randomly splitting the datasets into training and testing set using
10-fold cross-validation. Notice that all results include 95% Confidence Intervals (CI). A
confidence interval shows how much uncertainty there is in our result. The 95% confidence
level means that 95% of the time our results will match the results we get from a population.
Therefore, our CI will be computed as shown in the formula 4.14.

CI

x̄ ± 0.95

=

𝑠
√𝑛

(4.13)

where: x̄ is sample mean
s is sample standard deviation
n is sample size
4.5.1

Prediction Accuracy

Figure 18 demonstrates that ML models outperform the predictions accuracy of TSF
models. Most ML models yield high R-SQD accuracy scores, while TSF models yield very
poor, even negative scores. This is because ML models consider network performance
parameters, client or server health and virtualization parameters as shown in formulas 4.34.6, as opposed to TSF models (see formulas 4.7-4.10).
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Figure 18: Accuracy scores computed after formula (4.11) of (a) Ttrans, (b) Trcv,
(c) Tp, (d) Treq for each prediction algorithm.
The first column in the figure (blue column) displays the R-SQD values for the
prediction of Ttrans. Excluding LAR, the remaining of the ML models yield an accuracy
score that is higher than 0.70. TSF models yield zero and negative accuracy scores. K-NNR
exhibits the best performance with an highest score that is equal to 0.92, followed by DT
(0.83) and SVR (0.82), respectively. LAR’s accuracy score is low because of its own
characteristic. It retains only one variable and sets other correlated variables to zero. This
results in some loss of information leading to lower accuracy in our model. In addition, ES
yields the bad prediction results since it gives higher the associated weight for the more
recent the observation. Thus, it is not suitable for a high variance dataset such as our
samples. Furthermore, ARMA and AR do not perform the good prediction due to their
assumption that the time series is stationary or it fluctuates uniformly around a particular
time. This condition is not complied in our experiment. The very low scores of TSF models
(even negative in the case of MA, meaning that using the regression model is worse than
using the simple mean value) reflects that end-to-end application performance depends not
only on the input parameters, but also the quality of the underlying prediction models12.

12

A likewise bad performance of TSF models is observed for all predicted values. For brevity, we do not
comment further on them.
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The second column (orange column) shows the accuracy scores for the prediction
of Trcv. Notice the significant accuracy degradation of RF, LR and KRR, as well as the
slight decrease observed for the three most accurate models, i.e. K-NNR, DT and SVR.
The third column (grey column) depicts the accuracy scores for the prediction of Tp. The
results are very similar to Ttrans. The score of DT is slightly higher than that of K-NNR and
the score of RF is higher than SVR’s. Note though, that the top four scores are very high
(DT: 0.96; K-NNR: 0.95; RF: 0.93; SVR: 0.92). The forth and last column (yellow column)
illustrates the results for Treq, which are similar to Ttrans and Tp. The top three highest
accurate models are K-NNR (0.87), SVR (0.87) and DT (0.85).
Considering the above results, we can conclude that most ML models can
efficiently predict the SCS performance metrics. Unlike that, all TSF models prove to be
extremely poor predictors. K-NNR, DT and SVR pose as the three most accurate models.
In overall, K-NNR, DT and SVR prove to be the most suitable choices for VXF placement
decisions because their accuracy scores are high with respect to all predicted values.
4.5.2

Predictions Against Real Deployment Measurements
Following our previous results, our next goal is to assess the ML prediction models

in practice by deploying and testing them in a real system environment. We execute
exhaustive tests over series of previously unseen data, using five thousand samples that we
feed to our pre-trained prediction models. We use the RMSE metric to assess the models’
real-deployment prediction performance relative to actual time measurements. For the sake
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of brevity, we only plot the RMSE values of the top-most accurate model of ML and TSF,
i.e. K-NNR and ARMA, in Figure 19. 13

Figure 19: RMSE of (a) Ttrans, (b) Trcv, (c) Tp, (d) Treq for K-NNR and ARMA
The first column (blue column) in the figure refers to Ttrans, the second column
(orange column) to Trcv, the third (grey column) to Tp and the forth column (yellow column)
to Treq. As expected, the ML yield a significantly lower error in the real deployment
environment compared to ARMA. In further, the error scores of K-NNR are very low
(spanning from 0.06 up to 0.1) and with relatively small confidence interval values
compared to the other models.
To provide more insight, we also present the corresponding median, average,
minimum and maximum Ttot values of both the models’ predictions and actual time
measurements taken in the real environment in Figure 20. The best ML model proves to be

13

More results are provided in the appendix
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again K-NNR, yielding prediction values that are almost identical to real measurements.
Regarding ARMA predictions, we identify that it fails to capture extreme values, as proved
by comparing its maximum values to the real maximum measurements. While ARMA
underestimates significantly the maximum Ttot by roughly 83% (0.7s vs. 4.3s), it
overestimates the minimum Ttot by 20% (0.6s vs. 0.5s).

Figure 20: Comparison of median, average, max and min Ttot from real values and
KNNR and ARMA
4.5.3

VXF Placement Performance
The results of Figure 21 and Figure 23 correspond to 10 repeats of all of the 27

scenarios of Table XI after real-field experiments executed in our 5GinFIRE testbed. We
use SVR as the underlying prediction model for Auto-3P VXF placement decisions. For
the sake of presentation brevity, the scenarios are grouped into 3 classes. Each class
represents a system-wide load level according to load profiles (see Section 4.4.4) as
follows:
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I.

Low System-wide Load: refers to the scenarios that have (i) at least two low loaded
nodes (ii) exactly one low loaded node and two medium loaded nodes. This includes
scenarios 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 11, 13, 19.

II.

Medium System-wide Load: refers to the scenarios that have (i) exactly one low
loaded node, one medium loaded node and one high loaded node (ii) exactly three
medium loaded nodes. This includes scenarios 6, 8, 12, 14, 16, 20, 22.

III.

High System-wide Load: refers to the remaining scenarios. This includes scenarios 9,
15, 17, 18, 21, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27.

4.5.3.1 Without System Overload Checking
In what follows, we did not adopt an overload checking for the experiments
described in Figure 21. Graph (a) portrays the post-placement load at node selected for
hosting the VXF, namely, the “winner node”. Auto-3P achieves the lowest load by far
relative to the other two placement approaches, i.e. Traditional and Random, yielding postplacement load values that are as low as 20%, 38% and 60% in the case of low, medium
and high system-wide load, respectively. Moreover, Auto-3P outperforms Latency-aware
in high system-wide load scenarios. A similar behaviour can be observed in the graph of
Figure 21(b), where Auto-3P places the VXF always at the best node with respect to
average Ttot, spanning from 0.45s up to 0.48 s.
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Figure 21: Placement results of (a) CPU load in the winner node, (b) Ttot after
instantiation, (c) Node selection, for different placement approaches
Both of the real-field results above about post-placement node load and Ttot strongly
indicate that the placement efficiency of the MANO can be significantly improved with
Auto-3P. This outcome is particularly important, as it shows the grand potential of Auto3P for end-to-end delay-sensitive applications and services. Digging further into this
conclusion, Figure 21 shows that the Traditional MANO placement approach always
places a new VXF at CN1. The reason behind this decision is that Traditional placement
takes a myopic approach by selecting the node with the most available resources based on
its filters scheduler (see Table X), while other metrics such as network KPIs are discarded.
Specifically, it uses the RamFilter and the DiskFilter, as every CN complies to its own
unique hardware specification (see Section 3.3.2). Based on the RamFilter, nodes CN1 and
CN2 possess the same memory capabilities, contrary to CN3 that has the least memory.
Considering the DiskFilter, CN1 has the largest disk space, as opposed to CN3 that has the
smallest disk capacity.
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Figure 22: Comparison of min, max, average and median latency of CN1, CN2 and
CN3 in different CPU load
Similarly, Latency-aware approach chooses the node that yields the minimum
latency without considering its processing power. As illustrated in Figure 22, we observe the
latency of all nodes, except low CN1 and CN2, are similar in values and high fluctuation due
to the unstable wireless connection from PNs to SN and EN. This provides a similar
probability to all nodes to be selected in most cases. As a result, the minimum end-to-end
delay cannot be always given by this approach. Last, we observe that the Random method
evenly spread the load across the three nodes in most cases. Nevertheless, this implies using
the node, which is already overloaded and therefore should be avoided as done by Auto-3P.
As an overall conclusion, Auto-3P indicates the placement location based on both
(i) local resource availability and (ii) the implied end-to-end service-level delay
performance. Our setup intentionally involves all nodes with enough resources for the new
VXF. Therefore, the desirable placement decision must be based on the implied end-toend service performance. Although CN2 has less resources than CN1, the predicted VXF
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performance on CN2 is better in many scenarios. This is because CN1 has more
background processes due to network control and the MANO running instances. As a
results, Auto-3P decides to place a new VXF in more than half of the cases at CN2 and
only in some scenarios at CN1.
4.5.3.2 The Impact of Overload Checking
Moving on to the results of Figure 23, we investigate the impact of adopting a load
threshold for placement decisions on post-placement load performance, as suggested in
other works in the literature like [140]. Moreover, we investigate the possible implications
of this approach on end-to-end service level delay. Note that the results refer only to the
case of high system-wide load, where adopting a load threshold is potentially meaningful.
Moreover, we present median values aside average values in order to clearly denote the
impact of outlier measurements, which are by definition filtered out by median values.

Figure 23: Placement results in high system-wide load of (a) CPU load in the winner
node, (b) Ttot after instantiation, (c) Node selection, applying the new overload check
mechanism
The graph of Figure 23(a) depicts the values of the average and median postplacement load values at the winner node after enforcing a CPU overload threshold to
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Auto-3P decisions that is equal to 80%14 (namely, “Auto-3P-Threshold 80%”), as
suggested in [140]. Notice that both the average and the median post-placement load values
for “Auto-3P-No Threshold” are below 80 %. However, the check is still used in “Auto3P-Threshold 80%” to tackle heavy load bursts, thus causing approximately a 20% and
10% reduction of the average and median post-placement load values. Nonetheless, this
comes at a cost of increasing the average Ttot of “Auto-3P-Threshold 80%” compared to
“Auto-3P-No Threshold” (see Figure 23(b)). This is due to a number of sub-optimal
placement decisions. Specifically, the results of Figure 23(c) reveal that “Auto3PThreshold 80%” tends to reject nodes CN1 and CN2 in some cases, hence selecting CN3.
Notice, however, that “Auto-3P-No Threshold” never selects CN3 as a winner node
without a major impact on average and median load values (see Figure 23(a)), while at the
same time achieving better Ttot performances (see Figure 23(b)).
As an overall conclusion, despite other works in the literature, Auto-3P manages to
handle well both post-placement node CPU load and end-to-end service level delay without
the need of adopting any (fixed) overload threshold. This conclusion holds even under
heavy system-wide load conditions.
4.6

Chapter Conclusions
In this chapter, we have presented Auto-3P, an autonomous module that improves

the performance of VXF placement for any MANO framework by offering an
“autonomous” approach that considers “both resources availability” and “VXF

14

We also investigated other threshold values such as 90%. The performance results were identical to the
ones presented for 80%, hence we omit these results for the sake of brevity.
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performance” of end-to-end service. It is composed by two components: 1) a novel model
that applies machine learning algorithms for the VXF performance prediction for end-toend applications. 2) an autonomous placement module that suggests the placement location
to the MANO based on the predicted values. Auto-3P applies distributed monitoring
approach and ML models for the VXF performance prediction. It is evaluated on the Smart
City Safety use case, a real delay-sensitive system, in 5GinFire testbed using ML models
and TSF models. The experimental results show that Auto-3P with some ML models (KNNR, DT and SVR) provide high prediction accuracy. Our placement approach, named
Auto-3P, was compared against the Traditional, Latency-aware and Random approaches.
It was observed that the proposed module can automatically trigger the VXF placement
when the excessive load is detected to reduce the load in that overloaded node and the
placement decision of Auto-3P outperforms Traditional, Latency-aware and Random
approaches in all scenarios. Moreover, we investigate a fixed threshold-based overload
checking mechanism, as suggested by other works in the literature. Interestingly, we found
that such a mechanism does not yield any significant performance improvements to Auto3P decision, even under heavy system-wide load conditions.
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CHAPTER 5.

END-TO-END PERFORMANCE-BASED AUTONOMOUS

VXF PLACEMENT WITH ADOPTED REINFORCEMENT LEARNING15

5.1

Introduction
Contemporary networks are becoming increasingly programmable based on two key

concepts: (i) Software Defined Networking (SDN) and (ii) Network Function Virtualization
(NFV). SDN facilitates network management and network configuration by enabling
networks to be directly programmable, whereas NFV decouples Network Functions (NFs)
from special-purpose dedicated hardware by virtualizing them into software building blocks.
Building on top of SDN and NFV, fifth generation networks (5G) and, in particular, their
network and service management, are envisioned to be fully autonomous based on the Zerotouch network and Service Management (ZSM) concept, as the next-generation management
and operation model defined by ETSI [114]. At the same time, recent advances in Machine
Learning (ML) have enhanced the performance of corresponding ML techniques as well as
their applicability in real-life problems, thus enabling intelligent and autonomously operated
systems such as in the case of autonomous vehicles.
As we approach closer to the 5G era, the combination of network programmability
and enhanced ML models opens a promising and wide spectrum of ML in Networking
(MLN) applications against emerging issues like ZSM and more traditional –yet
challenging– ones such as traffic prediction, dynamic traffic steering, and dynamic

15

This chapter is written based on M. Bunyakitanon, X. Vasilakos, R. Nejabati and D. Simeonidou, "Endto-End Performance-Based Autonomous VNF Placement With Adopted Reinforcement Learning," in IEEE
Transactions on Cognitive Communications and Networking, vol. 6, no. 2, pp. 534-547, June 2020, doi:
10.1109/TCCN.2020.2988486. [147].
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resource management after Quality-of-Service (QoS) or Quality-of-Experience (QoE)
requirements.
Currently proposed MLN applications face two big concerns, namely, (i) the lack
of model adaptability and the related (ii) (in)feasibility to apply in practice due to the high
costs implied for training and maintain the models. To understand these concerns, we need
to focus on two aspects. First off, large 5G networks such as the 5GinFIRE16 and 5GCity17
testbeds are usually custom-made in order to achieve enhanced performance levels. Due to
being custom-made and configured, the corresponding Supervised Learning (SL) models
cannot generalize sufficiently and their performance is significantly degraded when applied
to other networks or even to other parts of the same network. Second, the inborn dynamicity
and natural evolution of all networks (particularly, 5G) forces SL models to become
quickly outdated even for the networks that they were trained for. Due to this lack of
adaptability in both points above, many models need to be not only specially trained, but
also specially maintained, in some cases even per deployed model instance18. This implies
a very high cost, challenging the feasibility of applying such solutions in practice.
The above concerns raise the following important question: “How can we train
MLN models that can be (i) adoptable (i.e., able to generalize and to tolerate network
dynamics), (ii) feasible (i.e., cost-efficient w.r.t. training and maintaining the models), and
(iii) sufficiently accurate for the purposes of ZSM in 5G?” Motivated by this question, the

16

https://5ginfire.eu
https://www.5gcity.eu
18
For instance, our comparative evaluation study in the context of our Smart City Safety (SCS) use case
shows that SL-based benchmark models fail completely to adopt to other VNF hosting nodes of the same
network. This means that they need to be not only trained per node, but also maintained per node to capture
local network conditions and dynamics.
17
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current work proposes an Adapted REinforcement Learning VXF Performance Prediction
module for Autonomous VXF Placement (AREL3P). The purpose of this module is to
enhance network orchestrator systems based on online learning. As we discuss in Sections
5.2.1 and 5.2.2, both the problem of autonomous Virtual X Function (VXF) placement and
the adopted approach of Q-learning are contemporary, interesting and challenging. Most
existing approaches are SL-based and focus mainly on local system-level monitoring
information and performance predictions. Unlike that, ours sees the “greater view” by
providing accurate end-to-end (e2e) service-level performance predictions to orchestrators
like the Open-source MANagement and Orchestration framework (OSM MANO) or
Openstack . To the best of our knowledge, well-established orchestrators possess solid
VXF placement mechanisms, yet most of them without any native support for ML modules
including Reinforcement Learning (RL). AREL3P covers this gap by serving as an
extension module to orchestrators, being embedded with its own e2e service-level
monitoring and corresponding intelligent VXF performance prediction mechanism at
candidate VXF hosting nodes.
5.1.1

Contribution

The main contributions of this article can be summarized as:
1) A novel, adoptable, feasible and accurate RL-based approach to VXF placement:
Despite the increasing interest of the networking community on ML, only a few
efforts focus on RL for autonomous VXF placement. Most solutions use SL, leading
to costly models that cannot generalize without significant performance degradation,
nor can keep up-to-date with network dynamics. To cover this gap, we adopted a Q-
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learning scheme in our novel AREL3P solution. This particular type of RL exhibits
good resilience to network dynamics over a realistic testbed environment and use
case setup. Moreover, our real-testbed evaluation results show that AREL3P can also
generalize well, hence it can address adaptability concerns. Last, our approach is
feasible in practice due to achieving a good trade-off between the predictions
accuracy and the costs for model training and maintenance.
2) A novel approach to autonomous VXF placement based on e2e service-level
predictions: Most works in the literature, including ML-based ones, narrow their
focus on low/system-level monitoring and predictions, thus missing a holistic, e2e,
service-level point of view. To cover this gap, our approach monitors and forecasts
e2e service-level performance across system layers spanning from the network layer
up until the application layer.
3) Real testbed and use case-based evaluation & validation: Unlike most past studies
on VXF placement that use simulation environments, we present real-life
experimental results with all performance evaluation and validation experiments
conducted over 5GinFIRE testbed at the University of Bristol (UNIVBRIS) [148].
We use the OSM MANO and take a use case-driven approach by adopting the
dynamic environment scenario defined in the SCS [149] use case, which involves an
e2e application running VXF video transcoding. Note though, that the applicability
of our solution extends to all e2e services beyond this use case and scenario, and to
other orchestrators apart from OSM MANO.
4) Meticulous performance evaluation study including SL-based models, and
compliance to ZSM: We engage into different scenarios and show that the integration
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of AREL3P to OSM MANO improves the efficiency of its VXF placement decisions
while complying to the ZSM concept in terms of self-healing. Besides our own
model, we trained and deployed five well-known SL-based models, which we studied
both separately as well as in a head-to-head comparison against AREL3P. Our
findings denote both a better ability to generalize and a higher resilience of AREL3P
under dynamic network conditions where nodes can be added or depart at any time
(a.k.a. high node churn).
Regarding static network circumstances, the custom-trained SL-based benchmark
models exhibited a higher predictions accuracy compared to AREL3P. This is largely
due to the non-realistic assumption of candidate hosting nodes (physical or Virtual
Machines (VMs)) and resource demand levels remaining static over time. Even more
importantly, the higher accuracy achieved by the SL models did not translate to more
efficient VXF placement decisions by OSM MANO compared to using AREL3P. In
further, AREL3P exceeds the performance of both (i) a traditional and (ii) a random
VXF placement method used also as benchmarks, due to combining resource
availability and a good accuracy level of VXF performance predictions.
5.1.2

Outline
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 5.2 discusses the

background and motivation. Section 5.3 describes the system model. Section 5.4 provides
a meticulous discussion of our system evaluation and validation. Finally, we conclude this
chapter and refer to our future work goals in Section 5.5.
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5.2

Background and Motivation
In what follows we first define the problem of autonomous VXF placement and

discuss why it is contemporary, important and difficult to address. Then, we argue for the
novelty, the good potential and challenges of applying RL and, particularly Q-learning, as
our approach to addressing this problem. Last, we provide the reader with the necessary
general background on Q-learning before we discuss the details which make our
Q-learning-based approach novel.
5.2.1

Problem definition and motivation
VXFs are in essence VMs that work as NFs. Their placement is on its own one of

the most challenging problems that emerged with modern programmable networks, hence
the significant amount of work in the literature. Although the efficiency of VXF placement
depends on processing power and network performance, most existing placement
algorithms merely consider resource availability for selecting a VXF host. In practice
though, this approach does not provide any performance guarantee for the VXFs for a
number of reasons including the dynamic nature of network demand. Another aspect which
hinders ZSM, regards the engagement of human decisions in the loop. Despite their
powerful VXF placement systems, today’s well-established orchestrators still call for
human interaction.
This reality calls for exploring VXF placement from a different perspective: an (i)
autonomous and intelligent ML-based one that (ii) learns in operation in order to adapt to
network dynamics and (iii) leverages accurate service-level end-to-end performance
predictions. This combination of intelligence and resilience to dynamics results in
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Autonomous VXF placement in accordance to ZSM, thus increasing the level of interest
and motivation for exploring the potential of an appropriate ML technique.
Apart from being interesting and contemporary, the above three-point context
implies that the problem of autonomous VXF placement is also difficult to address.
Networks are typically composed of a variety of components including servers, client
nodes, switches and routers. Some of them are static, whereas a continuously increasing
number of them are mobile. This means that devices can be added, depart or fail at any
time (a.k.a. “node churn”). Not only that, but also each device possesses different hardware
and software capabilities (CPU type and its number of cores, memory, hypervisor and
transmission speed, etc). Since the user-perceived performance of a VXF depends not only
on the current host which runs it, but also on the performance of many (other) network
devices19, placing a VXF at different hosts affects performance in a different way. As a
result, predicting VXF performance using the same ML model for all devices is
unavoidably inaccurate. Even devices with the same specifications may not be able to use
the same ML model due to the inherent impact of the different devices that they are
connected to.
Most network devices need a specific ML model to achieve a high level of
prediction accuracy. Nevertheless, this is a cost-inefficient approach because data need to
be sufficiently large and comprehensive to allow the algorithm to learn and its training to
be repeated for every host node. The problem is even harder for dynamic nodes whose

19

In the context of our system architecture explained in Sec. III, this further includes 3 types of nodes;

namely, source, processing and end-user nodes
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status changes with time due to, e.g., churn or other changes happening to their connected
devices. This so-called “Concept Drift” affects the prediction model over time in an
unpredictable way [150].
5.2.2

Motivation for an RL approach
Despite the increased interest of the research community on applied ML for

networking, only a limited amount of effort such as in [125], [124] has been put on using
RL for managing VXF resources; and even in these works, without any consideration to
end-to-end service performance. This gap is largely due to the fact that applying RL in
networking constitutes a non-trivial task. It carries diversity and the complexity of both the
concept of RL and the networking problems it tries to address. The greatest challenges refer
to the creation of the RL model itself, on how to monitor the necessary input parameters,
and on how to feed these parameter values to the RL model.
Our approach adopts a particular form of RL, Q-learning. Q-learning is an offpolicy RL algorithm that seeks to learn a placement policy that maximizes a target reward
while minimizing the end-to-end service delay by being continuously updated in operation.
This makes AREL3P fundamentally different than most ML-based solutions in the
literature, which are SL-based, thus they are tightly coupled to their training nodes. As a
result, these models cannot generalize to other nodes, they raise both feasibility and
adaptability concerns (as discussed in the introduction), and in general show limited or no
resilience to new/dynamic network conditions.
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Regarding the limited number of past work in the literature that uses RL [125],
[124], these works focus on classification or on policy selection. Unlike that, our approach
lies in the fact that we employ Q-learning to solve a regression problem.
What is more, AREL3P can take advantage of end-to-end service-level information
and other metrics, which are generally neglected by both ML and non-ML based
frameworks when forecasting VXF performance on the basis of its placement. As we show
in our realistic evaluation, this enhances the efficiency of placement decisions made by the
OSM MANO.
Finally, our approach can work as a cross-platform prediction model for end-to-end
VXF communication performance, exactly because it uses end-to-end service-level
information, rather than system-level information. Note that using service-level
information helps further to generalize to different hosts other than the ones the model was
trained. All above mark the use of Q-learning as both interesting and challenging, not only
due to its advantages over both traditional and SL-based models, but also due to applying
Q-learning in networking itself.
5.2.3

Q-learning
Reinforcement Learning (RL) is one of the main types of ML alongside Supervised

Learning (SL) and Unsupervised Learning (UL). It uses online data to train a model that
learns (i) to achieve a certain goal based on the cumulative positive outcome of a series of
actions and (ii) to avoid mistakes stemming from negative action results. This capability
allows trained RL models to be updated in operation, which can help to maintain accuracy
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levels despite the changes that take place in the network environment, e.g., in a network
node.
Q-learning, in particular, is an off-policy RL algorithm that seeks for the best next
action given the current state. This is done with the use of the Q-learning function, which
is designed to maximize a reward. More specifically, the applied model explores an
unknown environment by executing an action and then learning from feedback regarding
the state change stored in a table, namely, the Q-table. Q-Table contains the states after
actions and the implied action rewards for the action. Consequent actions are taken based
on current state and the current knowledge, while the environment is (usually) modeled as
Markov Decision Process (MDP) defined by the following five tuples:
M = (S,A,Pa,Ra,γ),

(5.1)

where:


S is a finite set of states;



A is a finite set of actions;



Pa is the transition probability from state s at time t to state s’ at time t+1 after action
a (see formula (5.2)) ;



Ra is the immediate reward after moving from state s to s’ after action a (see formula
(5.3));



γ is a discount factor 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 that describes the importance of future rewards on
the current decision.
Pa(s,s’) = P(st+1 = s’|st = s,at = a)

(5.2)

Ra(s,s’) = E(sr+1|st = s,at = a,st+1 = s’)

(5.3)
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The optimal decision policy for the next steps, namely π(s), used for the selection
of action a at state s is calculated after the expected return of the following value function:
𝑡
Vπ(s) = maxπE(∑∞
𝑡=0 𝛾 𝑅𝑡 (𝑠, 𝑠′))

(5.4)

In dynamic network environments, the entire domain is not known and keeps
changing over time. Therefore, the MDP problem cannot be solved with dynamic
programming methods. However, Q-learning is model-free RL and can be used to identify
the optimal policy at any time t because it does not require the entire knowledge of the
environment. A Q-learning agent constantly takes an action a in a state s for each time t,
observes the rewards Ra and the state transitions s’ and, finally, updates the Q value using
the weighted average of the old and the new Q values. Formula (5.5) below shows how Q
values get updated:
Qupt(st,at) ← (1 - α) ∙ Q(st,at) + α ∙ (rt + γ ∙ max 𝑄 (st+1,a))
𝑎

(5.5)

where:


Q(st,at) is the old Q value and Qupt(st,at )the updated one,



α is the learning rate ranged as 0 < α ≤ 1;



rt is a reward received from action at;



γ is the discount factor defined above (see formula (5.1)) ;



max 𝑄 (st+1,a)) is an estimation of the optimal future value, which means that
𝑎

rt + γ ∙ max 𝑄 (st+1,a)) as a whole denotes the learned value.
𝑎
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Last, we note that if γ < 1, then the action values are finite even for problems that
contain infinite loops. We return and discuss how we adopt Q-learning in our solution in
Sec. 5.3.2 including action selection strategies.
5.3

System Model
In this work, we apply the workflow of the SCS use case that involves an end-to-

end application running VXF video transcoding explained in Sec. 3.3.1. Accordingly, we
follow times per service phase defined in Sec. 3.3.3
5.3.1

Architecture overview
Figure 24 presents an overview of the AREL3P architecture, which comprises of

three layers, namely: (i) Devices, (ii) Network Function Virtualization Infrastructure
(NFVI) and (iii) OSM MANO. The devices layer lies at the low level of this architecture
where end-point devices are located. The NFVI holds the role of the middle layer between
Devices and OSM MANO where the cloud/edge components are installed. OSM MANO
lies at the top layer as the high-level orchestration framework. Devices and NFVI are
connected through the provider network. From a user’s perspective, this is the main
network that provides connectivity to every component of the whole end-to-end service,
including devices and cloud/edge resources.
In contrast, OSM MANO plays a different, crucial role from an administrator’s side
by interlinking the NFVI and OSM MANO layers, thus allowing management and
orchestration of NFVI resources through the Virtualized Infrastructure Manager (VIM) or
the OSM MANO.
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Figure 24: High-level architecture of AREL3P
In further, AREL3P applies four different agents in order to improve VXF
placement at the OSM MANO: an application monitoring agent (m), a node monitoring
agent (M), a prediction agent (P) and a placement agent (Pl). In more detail, agent (m) is
collocated with the VXF to keep track of all information regarding application performance
by gathering the performance values from the SNs, the PNs where the VXF and m itself
actually reside, and the ENs. Agent (M), on the other hand, periodically monitors the
resource utilization of a compute node and saves it for further use (see Table XII). Agent
m feeds this information to agent P, based on which P predicts the VXF performance and
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sends it to OSM MANO. Finally, the placement agent (Pl) puts the VXF to the best
location.
Notation

Description

Units

Agent

Ttrans

video transcoding time

second(s)

m

Trcv

time to receive video from Raspi

second(s)

m

Tp

processing time

second(s)

m

Treq

response to the UE time

second(s)

m

Ttot

total response time

second(s)

m

CPU%

CPU utilization

percentage

M

Memory available

-

gigabyte(GB)

M

Core available

-

cardinal number

M

gigabyte(GB)

M

Disk available

Available disk space

Table XII: Notations. Includes monitored parameters
5.3.2

Adapted Q-Learning
AREL3P is based on adaptive Q-learning to predict Ttot for assessing the expected

VXF performance of an end-to-end service. The Ttot reflects the efficiency of the
transmission between nodes and the processing power of the VXF. The data time series
D = {d1,d2,...,dn}

(5.6)

used for training AREL3P come from monitoring the service during execution time by
agent m, where each monitoring sample di refers to the executed total response recorded at
time i. Therefore, and according to the definition provided in (5.6), each di is a tuple of the
𝑖
𝑖
three time samples: (𝑇𝑟𝑐𝑣
,𝑇𝑝𝑖 ,𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑞
). As we discussed in Sec.5.2.3, Q-learning has three key

elements reflected in the Q value update formula (5.5), namely: State, Action and Reward.
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5.3.2.1 State
The State space (S) comprises all the possible performance prediction states of Ttot.
The current state of performance s ∈ S provides the basis of information (real current value
of Ttot) for each possible next performance state. The possible next states s’ for predicting
of the prediction are:


Less than: is a state where the Predicted Value (PV) is less than the Real Value (RV).



Equal: is a state where the PV is equal to the RV.



More than: is a state where the PV is more than the RV.

5.3.2.2 Action
The actions set A(s) in AREL3P contains actions a with the increment or the
decrement of the prediction of Ttot by a step of 0.01. According to the SCS use case, the
minimum-maximum value we can predict for Ttot is 0-2s20.
5.3.2.3 Reward
Rewards Ra(s,s’) are immediately obtained after executing an action that changes
the state from s to s’, reflecting the quality of the prediction in the new state. AREL3P gives
immediate rewards in the range of [0,1]. For that, we define an acceptable error margin,
hence AREL3P adapts the epsilon intensive band (ε). This serves as a tolerance margin21

20

Note that this is four times higher than the average recorded Ttot (0.5 second) in all of the scenarios we
run in our testbed.
21

The notion of is used in several SL regressors such as Support Vector Regression (SVR) to predict

continuous variables. The default value for these regressors is equal to 10% [151].
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constructed by boundary lines at distance from a hyperplane that separates rewards in two
regions. First, a region of values in (0,1], which is given when the prediction error falls
within a distance from the RV. Note that the maximum reward, i.e., 1, value is given when
the PV is equal to the RV. Second, a zero reward “region” for all the remaining prediction
states. What follows is that the less the predicted error is, the closer the reward approaches
to 1. Having that said, we define the reward function as shown in formula (5.7).
5.3.2.4 Action Selection, Q-table update and State Transition
There are two strategies for the selection of actions, namely, exploration and
exploitation. Exploration is the strategy used to collect more information of the
environment, while exploitation is applied to make the best decision based on the available
information. Exploration usually selects an action in random, whereas the exploitation
applies a greedy policy towards an optimal choice. Even though the random policy is
evidently suboptimal, still it enables to update the learning experience and adjust the Qvalue to any changes in the environment.
In order to achieve a desired trade-off between the two strategies, we implement an
-greedy policy and take each consequent action based on formula (5.8). The formula
implies the generation of a pseudo-random number 0 ≤ n ≤ 1 that is compared to the εgreedy value. The latter is originally set to 0.5 and it gets decreased with a decay factor of
0.9 for each consequent action. This way, AREL3P starts with applying either of the two
strategies with an equal probability, but then gradually increases (resp., decreases) the
chances of taking experienced-based (resp., random-based) actions due to the -greedy
policy.
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The reward function (5.7) is used to yield an immediate reward and the Q-table gets
updated according to formula (5.5). Note that we apply the epsilon intensive band (ε),
which is 10% of prediction error from the RV in this formula. Finally, the state st changes
to a new state st+1 with the new coming data dn+1.
𝑃𝑉−𝑅𝑉

Ra(s,s’) = {

1 − |0.1 ∙ 𝑅𝑉| , 𝑖𝑓 |𝑃𝑉 − 𝑅𝑉| ≤ 0.1 ∙ 𝑅𝑉;
0,

𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.

𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐴(𝑠),
𝑖𝑓 𝑛 < 𝜀 − 𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑦;
a= {𝑎𝑟𝑔 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑄(𝑠 , 𝑎), 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.
𝑡

(5.7)

(5.8)

𝑎

5.3.3

Prediction algorithm
AREL3P’s prediction algorithm (see Algorithm 3) starts by creating a new Q-table

and an initial state. Then, it takes the input data D (see formula (5.6)) along with the initial
system parameters, and performs predictions based on the ε-greedy policy. In order to
maintain the prediction accuracy in the dynamic environment, Q-learning keeps updating
its knowledge from the previous experience in the changing states, actions and rewards.
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Algorithm 3: Prediction Algorithm of AREL3P
1 if Initialization then
2
if not exist Q-table Q(s,a) then
3
Create Q-table Q(s,a)
4
Initialize state to s0
5
Initialize parameters ,α,γ and decay
6 while True do
//Training or predicting process
7
if dt is not null or VXF request then
8
Take dt
//Choose an action using ε-greedy
9
if rand(0,1) < ε-greedy then
10
at = rand A(s)
11
else
12
at = 𝑎𝑟𝑔 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑄(𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎)
𝑎

13

//Calculate the reward from the action applying ε intensive band
if |PV − RV | ≤ 0.1 · RV then
𝑃𝑉−𝑅𝑉

14
15
16
17

Ra(s,s’) = 1 − |0.1 ∙ 𝑅𝑉|
else
Ra(s,s’) = 0
//Update Q-table
Q(st,at) = Q(st,at)+ α[rt+1 + γQmax 𝑄(st+1,at+1) − Q(st,at)]
𝑎

//Use the value of the selected action
18
Tpredicted = at
19 end while
Algorithm 3: Prediction Algorithm of AREL3P

5.4

System Evaluation and Validation
Our testbed is configured according to the Sec. 3.3.2. It is deployed at the

University of Bristol UK site of the 5GinFIRE22infrastructure and the SCS use case is used.

22

https://5ginfire.eu/university-of-bristol-5g-testbed/
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5.4.1

Models for VXF placement
Regarding our scheme, OSM MANO uses selects the host with the minimum

predicted Ttot value by AREL3P. In addition, AREL3P applies a “no overload” mechanism
that prevent a CN from overloading after placing the VXF. Using formula (5.9) below, it
calculates the future load of the candidate CN after placing the VXF and rejects the node
in case that its future load is above a threshold:
Loadpredict =

(𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑉𝑁𝐹 +𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 )
𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑚

x 100

(5.9)

where: Loadpredict is the predicted load percentage of a node after placing the VXF, LoadVXF
is the current load of the VXF, Loadnode is the current load of the node, and Corenum is the
number of the CPU cores of the node.
In what follows, we discuss the benchmark models we used for our evaluation
purposes.
5.4.1.1 Non ML-based Benchmarks
We use two different non ML-based benchmark orchestration schemes, namely (i)
“Traditional” and (ii) “Random”, against OSM MANO powered by AREL3P. While
Random simply selects one of the three CNs at random, Traditional is more complex by
adapting the existing VXF placement approach of the NOVA filter scheduler [146], which
is previously explained in Sec. 4.4.3.
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5.4.1.2 ML-based Benchmark models
We developed and trained five SL model algorithms according to the Sec. 4.4.2,
which are: Decision Tree, (DT) [152], Random Forest (RF) [153], Linear Regression (LR)
[154], SVR [155], K-Nearest Neighbors Regression (KNNR) [156]. Then, the best SL
model for VXF placement is used as benchmarks against AREL3P
5.4.2

Training & testing setup
For the sake of a proper validation of our solution, we evaluate and compare

AREL3P against the five SL benchmarks introduced in Section 5.4.1.2 based on (i) the
accuracy of Ttot predictions and (ii) the respective efficiency of OSM MANO placement
decisions under dynamic network conditions in two corresponding scenarios listed below.
Note, that we adapt a high node churn scenario where nodes can arbitrarily join and depart
at any time. This means that newly-joined CNs are deployed with (i) an RL model that is
not yet trained or (ii) an SL model trained for another previously existing CN.
5.4.2.1 Scenario 1 (Accuracy)
The objective of this scenario is to evaluate the accuracy of predictions for Ttot by
AREL3P against those by the SL models running at the nodes they were trained for as well
as the newly-joined nodes that they were not trained for. We use the same dataset for
training both AREL3P and the five benchmarks, which comprises of over 300K instances
collected from low, medium and high Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) (load, latency,
packet loss and bandwidth) at all servers. Regarding the SL banchmarks, in particular, we
use grid search for selecting the set of optimal hyperparameters.
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We deploy different AREL3P instances in each node irrespective of their
specifications presented in Section 3.3.2. The model goes through an exhaustive training
phase that involves a 100 iterations with the initial Q-learning parameters set to:. < ε = 0.1;
α = 0.1; γ = 0.9; ε-greedy = 0.5; decay = 0.9 > Note that we repeat the training and evaluation
of our model x30 in order to increase confidence to our recorded results. Finally, to train,
test and validate the benchmark models we use 10-fold cross-validation.
5.4.2.2 Scenario 2 (VXF placement efficiency)
This scenario is designed to assess the quality of VXF placements after Ttot
predictions, thus providing a more holistic approach to validating AREL3P than simply
focusing on the (raw) accuracy of Ttot predictions. We set CN4 as “overloaded” and have
it to trigger a VXF request message upon its CPU load reaching to 80% of its maximum
capacity. We choose this threshold value after [140], which shows that response times of
running processes start to increase exponentially when the load exceeds 70% and become
critical when the load reaches to 80%. The rest of the CNs are considered as candidates for
placing the VXFs irrespective of their different specifications and current statuses.
Furthermore, we engage into 27 different scenario repeats (see Table XIII) with varying
load profiles in candidate nodes. We define as “Low” load that status of using 0-30% of
the node’s maximum CPU capacity, a “Medium” load for using 30-70% and a “High” load
for exceeding 70% of the node’s capacity. To demonstrate the adaptability of AREL3P,
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each instance in each scenario updates its model from the first test by using 10%23 of total
samples (30000:300000). Then the VXF placement test is performed using these different
approaches: a Traditional and a Random one, as well as AREL3P in the dynamic
environment. Finally, the results from all approaches are compared with one another and
Benchmark24.

Repeat

CN 1

CN 2

CN 3

Repeat CN 1

CN 2

CN 3

1

Low

Low

Low

15

Medium

Medium

High

2

Low

Low

Medium

16

Medium

High

Low

3

Low

Low

High

17

Medium

High

Medium

4

Low

Medium

Low

18

Medium

High

High

5

Low

Medium

Medium

19

High

Low

Low

6

Low

Medium

High

20

High

Low

Medium

7

Low

High

Low

21

High

Low

High

8

Low

High

Medium

22

High

Medium

Low

9

Low

High

High

23

High

Medium

Medium

10

Medium Low

Low

24

High

Medium

High

11

Medium Low

Medium

25

High

High

Low

12

Medium Low

High

26

High

High

Medium

13

Medium Medium

Low

27

High

High

High

14

Medium Medium

Medium

Table XIII: Testing Scenarios

23

SQL Server updates a large database using sample sizes between 10-30% [157]. As fast deployment is

preferable in a dynamic network, we select the minimum possible value (10%) for model training, which
accounts for 8 hours extracted out of our data collection.
24

The optimal placement results from Supervised Learning model in static environment.
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5.4.3

Evaluation results
The evaluation results refer to accuracy scores with values denoting the average

score out of all iterations. These scores show the percentage of the prediction data that
match the real data. Regarding the adaptability and native run scenario of Sec. 5.4.2.1, in
particular, the results are compared with R-squared (R2) scores. R2 is a statistical tool that
measures “Goodness-of-Fit”, the efficiency of the prediction of a regression model to the
real data points. The R2 formula is defined as:
𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑔

R-squared = 1 - 𝑆𝑆

𝑡𝑜𝑡

(5.10)

where SSreg is the regression sum of squares and SStot is the total sum of squares. R2 values
range between 0 and 1, with 1 denoting the best score. It can become negative if the
regression model does not fit the data at all. Note that we convert R2 scores to percent to
simplify the analysis.
5.4.3.1 Scenario 1 (Accuracy)
The SL models were trained and evaluated based on real 60-hour data collected
from our testbed over a period of one week and in two experiment rounds; namely, “Native
run” and “Adaptability”. Note that the data came from a variety of processing and network
statuses, as shown in 4.4.2. For the case of “Native run”, all the models were deployed at
the nodes that they were trained for, while for “Adaptability” the trained models were
deployed in other nodes with different specifications.
Figure 25 portrays our relevant evaluation results, showing that SL models can be
highly accurate for “Native run”. But on the very contrary, the same models exhibit a
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complete lack of adaptability. This is a major drawback caused by the fact that the SL
models are tailored to specific nodes with given specifications (e.g., CPU capacity, demand
pattern or network delay).

Figure 25: Accuracy scores for Ttot and its details components Ttrans, Trcv, Tp, Treq for
AREL3P and all SL models in both the “Native run” and “Adaptability” scenarios
The overall resilience superiority of AREL3P is verified by the accuracy score for
Ttot during the “Adaptability” scenario, which is approximately equal to 45% contrary to
the zero accuracy of the SL models. AREL3P can dynamically adopt to network conditions
irrespective of node specifications due to the continuous online training nature of RL even
after deployment. This is not the case for the offline trained SL models, which remain static
after deployment and lack resilience to “dataset shifting” [158]. For completeness, the
graph also shows the accuracy scores of AREL3P in the “Adaptability” scenario per
individual components of Ttot, namely: 78% regarding Ttrans; 75% regarding Trcv; 82%
regarding Tp; and 58% regarding Treq. As it can be easily observed, the corresponding
“Nativerun” accuracy scores for AREL3P Ttot and its components exhibit little differences
compared to their “Adaptability” scenario counterparts. This reveals a solid performance
behaviour.
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In further, the graphs of Figure 26 portray the prediction accuracy scores achieved
by AREL3P for each task during an exhaustive test of over 100 iterations. Notice that all
minimum values that we refer to next, correspond to accuracy scores per task after iteration
1 (resp., maximum after approximately 30 iterations). Specifically, Figure 26(a) shows that
the minimum prediction accuracy score for Ttrans is 10% (resp., maximum is approximately
85%). Regarding Trcv in Figure 26(b), the minimum value is 7% (resp., maximum is 82 %).
Figure 26(c) denotes that the minimum prediction accuracy for Tp is 10% (resp., maximum
is 90%). Last, the minimum prediction accuracy for Treq in Figure 26(d) is 7% (resp.,
maximum is 65 %).

Figure 26: Accuracy scores against testing iterations for (a) T trans, (b) T rcv, (c) T p
and (d) T req.
Commenting more on these results, we see that AREL3P’s accuracy performance
under dynamic conditions is quite similar in all graphs during iterations 1 to 20, where we
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observe a large increase in accuracy scores for all tasks. During iterations 20 to 30,
AREL3P’s accuracy performance continues to increase in all graphs, albeit at a slower rate,
and remains at a maximum score between approximately iterations 30-40 (30-33 only for
Treq in Figure 26(d)). This means that the model stabilizes during these iterations due to the
suitable -greedy values. Finally, for the rest of the iterations after iteration 40, we observe
a high performance fluctuation and gradual decline in all graphs, as well as an increase of
confidence intervals. This implies that AREL3P’s accuracy declines after approximately
iterations 30 to 40. We elaborate on the underlying reasons for that decline when analyzing
the results of Figure 27 next.
The results of Figure 27(a) demonstrate the prediction accuracy of our model for
Ttot after each iteration. The highest accuracy score achieved by AREL3P is approximately
43% after iteration 29. Note that this score is less compared to the scores in the graphs of
Figure 26, which is due to the fact that Ttot corresponds to predictions made for all end-toend devices of our setup in the context of the SCS use case by using formula (5.7) to
estimate the corresponding Ttot predictions. These added number of predictions causes to
accumulate prediction errors for Ttot.

Figure 27: (a) Accuracy scores of Ttot and (b) Exploration-Exploitation ratio.
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Commenting more on the exhibited performance pattern, we observe a significant
accuracy decrease after iteration 29. This pattern can be better understood by the illustrated
exploration-exploitation Figure 27(b). The Y-axis values correspond to the gradually
changing probability ratio ((see details in Section 5.3.2.4)) between using exploration or
exploitation (ε-greedy with decay factor) in our underlying Q-learning model. Notice that
the optimal scores concentrate around iterations 15-30. During a first phase (iterations 1 to
20) where accuracy scores raise rapidly in Figure 27(a), the probability of the exploration
strategy drops from 45% to 8 % (resp., it grows from 55% to 92% for the exploitation
strategy). Evidently, a higher exploration probability has a negative impact on AREL3P’s
prediction accuracy, as this strategy picks actions randomly. On the contrary, a higher
exploitation probability improves accuracy since predictions are made after the trained Qlearning model.
Nevertheless, if exploitation probability reaches too high (i.e., 96% - 100%), this
does not improve the AREL3P prediction accuracy as demonstrated in a second phase of
iterations (iterations 20 to 40). Having a correspondingly very low exploration ratio (i.e,
4% - 0%, particularly during iterations 35 to 40), leads to AREL3P being unable to adopt
sufficiently to new samples, hence impacting our model’s adaptability and resilience to
changes in the network environment. The latter provides also an explanation on why the
accuracy scores remain steady at the beginning of phase two and then decrease gradually
up until the end of this phase.
Finally, our model uses only the exploitation strategy during a third and last phase
(iterations 40 to 100). Without exploration, all accuracy score results inevitably drop and
exhibit a decreased confidence due to a high statistical deviation. This proves that the
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AREL3P prediction model needs to be updated at a certain level to maintain its good
prediction accuracy. In conclusion, the optimal results w.r.t. Ttot accuracy are observed
during iterations 25 to 33, corresponding to a probability of 94-96% for using the
exploitation strategy (i.e., 6-4% for using exploration, respectively).
As an overall conclusion out of all the result in “Scenario 1 (Accuracy)”, AREL3P
predictions of Ttot are resilient to dynamic environment conditions, hence achieving
accuracy levels between 40-45%, unlike the zero accuracy and corresponding lack of
resilience of SL models. Also, we can conclude that AREL3P requires both exploitation and
exploration, with the optimum ratio between the two being approximately 94-96%:6-4 %.
5.4.3.2 Scenario 2 (VXF placement efficiency)
The results presented below denote that AREL3P leads to good placement
decisions, nearly as good as the ones made by the best benchmark predictions out of all SL
model options (therefore, notated as “Best Benchmark”). Placement decisions after input
from AREL3P may not always lead to an optimal VXF placement, however the selected
locations are shown to yield a VXF performance that is very close to optimal.
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Figure 28: Ttot of the new VXF after the instantiation.
Figure 28 depicts the performance of a new VXF after its placement. Recall that
lower Ttot values indicate a better performance. As seen, AREL3P and benchmark results are
very similar. This figure also shows that the AREL3P outperforms both the Traditional
method and the Random method for placing VXFs in many scenarios on the X-axis. This is
because the two latter strategies do not consider the VXF performance. As for the Traditional
placement method achieving optimal results in some scenarios (25 - 27), the latter comes at
the (undesired) cost of overloading the placement node afterward (see Figure 30).
Moving forward to the results of Figure 29, the graph demonstrates the placement
performance of all four VXF placement algorithms in a total of 27 scenarios. Notice that
the Traditional approach always places a new VXF at the CN1. This is because its decisions
are based on the filters scheduler, where the resources such as memory (RamFilter) and
disk space (DiskFilter) pose the highest influence among filters. In this testbed, CN1 has
always the most resources because we only change the load during the test. Considering
the RamFilter, the memories of CN1 and CN2 are the same or greater size than CN3.
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Furthermore, regarding the DiskFilter, the CN1 possesses the largest disk capacity,
followed by CN2 and CN3 respectively. The performance of the traditional placement
decision is high in our experiment since a single VXF is used for the evaluation. This
method suffers drastically performance degradation since it still places most VXFs at the
CN1 when multiple VXF requests arrive. We further discuss the performance of placement
decision for multiple VXFs in the CHAPTER 6.

Figure 29: Node selection from Traditional, Random, Benchmark and AREL3P
approaches.
The results from Best Benchmark and AREL3P are alike. Both models mostly
select CN2 to place a new VXF, followed by choosing CN1 and CN3, but none of them
selects any CN for a new VXF in the scenario 27. The placement decisions of both models
differ in the scenarios 1 - 6. The Benchmark model selects CN2 during scenarios 1-3 and
CN1 during scenarios 4-6 because VXFs’ performances are best in those nodes with their
given loads. In contrast, AREL3P chooses CN2 in scenarios 1, 6 and CN1 in scenarios 25. AREL3P’s placement performance is poorer in these scenarios because the AREL3P
prediction model has around 50% accuracy (see Figure 27) causing errors on AREL3P’s
predictions and, eventually, leading to non-optimal VXF placements. However, these
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errors are “acceptable” since the difference of Ttot between CN1 (running at a low load)
and CN2 (running at low/medium load) are negligible, as illustrated in Figure 28
In scenarios 7-9, the load for CN2 is high, whereas the load remains low for CN1.
Consequently, the Ttot predictions for CN2 are greater than those for CN1. Both models
select CN 1 for a new VXF.
In scenarios 10-15, the load of CN 1 is medium, while the load for CN2 is either
low or medium. As a result, predictions for CN2 are lower than those for CN1. Both models
choose CN2 to place the new VXF.
In the scenarios 16-18, the load of CN2 raises to high, while for CN1 it remains at
a medium level. As a result, predictions for CN1 are lower than those from for CN2,
causing to instantiate the new VXFs at CN1 by both models.
In further, the load of CN1 rises to high for scenarios 19-27. CN2 gets selected by
both the Best Benchmark and AREL3P for placing a new VXF during scenarios 19-24
because the predicted values are the lowest. However, in scenarios 25 and 26, both models
lead to selecting CN3 for placing the VXFs. This is due to the fact that CN1 and CN2 get
rejected due to the “no overload” check mechanism (see Section 5.4.1).
Last, the loads in all nodes are high for scenario 27. In this case, no node passes the
“no overload” check and the VXF placement does not occur at all.
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Figure 30: Load in the overloaded node and winner node after the instantiation.
Analyzing the impact of load further, Figure 30 portrays the loads in the overloaded
node and the winner node that gets the placement decision. In the overloaded node, its load
after the placement decreases to below the threshold (80%) in all scenarios. However, the
load of the winner nodes’ remain under the threshold for Best Benchmark and AREL3P,
whereas when these winner nodes apply Traditional or Random they become overloaded
in many scenarios. The latter indicates that Best Benchmark and AREL3P can better handle
the impact on (over)load at nodes after placement decisions.
Finally, we compare the Quality of Decision (QoD) of all four methods. QoD
ranges from 0 to 3 based on two criteria: “Best Ttot (Bt)” and “Not overloaded (No)”. For
the first assessment, the Bt will give one point to any placements at the node with the least
Ttot. For the second assessment, as overloading a node is undesirable, No gives a reward of
two points when the winner nodes do not become overloaded after the placement. The other
results of the decision are not be rewarded.
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Figure 31: QoD scores of Traditional, Random, Benchmark and AREL3P
approaches
Figure 31 depicts QoD of Traditional, Random, Benchmark and AREL3P
approaches. The Benchmark model receives the best QoD scores in 26 out of 27 scenarios.
The last scenario is not evaluated because no placement occurs. The AREL3P approach is
a runner-up with the best QoD scores in 23 of 27 scenarios. Finally, the Random method
and the Traditional method prove to be the worst strategies with the best QoD scores in 10
and 9 out of 27 scenarios, respectively. From the results above, it is proved that the
AREL3P can achieve a performance that is near to the one by the Best Benchmark.
Therefore, AREL3P performs well w.r.t. VXF placements for application delay-sensitive
and/or e2e applications.
5.5

Chapter Conclusions
This chapter presents an Adapted REinforcement Learning VXF Performance

Prediction module for Autonomous VXF Placement (AREL3P) to enhance MANagement
and Orchestration (MANO) systems. Taking a different approach from other solutions in
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the literature based on Supervised Learning (SL), AREL3P adapts a particular type of RL,
namely Q-learning. To the best of our knowledge, our effort is the first one in the literature
to leverage RL predictions for the purposes of ZSM. As validated by our meticulous
performance evaluation over a realistic testbed environment and use case setup, our
adapted Q-learning scheme exhibits a better tolerance to network dynamics than SL-based
models. This is due to the fact that Q-learning is an online learning technique that allows
to update the learning model in operation, thus overcoming most of the raised feasibility
and adaptability concerns faced by SL-based models. In general, our results show that
AREL3P yields more accurate VXF performance predictions using end-to-end service
level information. The latter constitutes another novelty compared to most existing works
in the literature on VXF placement including non ML-based ones. Specifically, AREL3P
can predict end-to-end service level VXF performance with a 40-45% higher accuracy
compared to SL models. We also conclude that the optimal exploration-exploitation ratio
for training our Q-learning model is approximately 6-4%:94-96%. In addition, our VXF
placement tests prove that AREL3P receives the best Quality of-Decision scores in 23 of
26 investigated scenarios w.r.t. to our adapted SCS use case.
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CHAPTER 6.

HIERARCHICAL REINFORCEMENT LEARNING

APPROACH FOR ORCHESTRATING LOW-LATENCY, LOADBALANCED VXFS (HELICON)

6.1

Introduction
Network softwarization in the fifth generation of wireless networks (5G) based on

the concepts Software-Defined Networking (SDN) and Network Function Virtualization
(NFV) implies a series of significant benefits such as scalability, flexibility and agility.
NFV, in particular, is essential for enabling scalable vertical industry services with strict
performance requirements in 5G, as well as for making network operators capable of
respecting the corresponding Service Level Agreements (SLAs) with verticals. To achieve
these goals in 5G, contemporary cloud as well as Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC)
networks environments employ MANagement and Orchestration (MANO) capabilities.
Nevertheless, the current state of the art orchestrators like Open Source MANO (OSM
MANO)25 or ONAP26 face a series of challenges [159] out of which the problem of optimal
network location placement of Virtual X Functions (VXFs) is not only essential, but also
difficult (NP-Hard [160], [60], [161], [52], [84], [162]) to address. As a result, finding an
optimal VXF location can be unaffordable, particularly in large-scale scenarios, hence the
plethora of heuristic approaches to the problem such as in [56].

25
26

ETSI OSM MANO: https://osm.etsi.org/
Linux Foundation Open Networking Automation Platform (ONAP): https://www.onap.org/
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The current work identifies two main gaps in current orchestration frameworks
towards addressing the VXF placement problem. First, orchestrators lack Machine
Learning (ML) intelligence despite the increasing interest [123], [163], [164] and
promising results of Machine Learning in Networking (MLN) solutions within the research
community for resource management and orchestration. Second, typical rule-based
orchestration decisions focus on system-level resource availability after predefined
policies. This can totally neglect network dynamics, service-level performance as well as
system-wide cloud or MEC performance objectives. This can negatively impact both 5G
vertical service and/or resource providers.
To address these gaps, we propose a Hierarchical rEinforcement LearnIng approach
for OrChestratiNg (HELICON) low-latency, load-balanced VXFs. Taking a different
approach from the majority of intelligent VXF placement solutions, which try to optimize
a single objective and/or use simple Supervised Learning (SL) models such as in [84],
HELICON sets a multi-objective goal based on online Reinforcement Learning (RL) to
capture real-time network conditions. Moreover, compared to the state of the art solutions
in multi-objective orchestration like [165], our approach employs a simpler and
lightweight, yet efficient hierarchical distributed design.
In more detail, HELICON employs two levels, namely, (i) a leaf and (ii) a global
scope level. The leaf level is comprised of Local Reinforcement Learning (LRL) modules,
each of which is installed in a Compute Node (CN). CNs are cloud or MEC nodes with
given compute and network capabilities, serving as candidate locations for hosting VXFs.
An LRL runs a local RL model instance tailored for that particular CN. Due to this strong
coupling to the CN and the online training nature of RL, LRL modules can accurately
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predict end-to-end (e2e) service-level delay after placing a VXF to their CN, despite realtime network variations.
The global scope level, on the other, has a single Global Reinforcement Learning
(GRL) module lying at the root of HELICON’s hierarchy. GRL gets live feedback LRL
modules regarding e2e predictions and local Central Processor Unit (CPU) load conditions,
hence it has an accurate online overview of the whole network and node conditions, which
it uses to make placement decisions upon each new incoming VXF placement request.
Depending on the setup of GRL, corresponding decisions can vary from (i) being purely
oriented towards single-objective optimization, i.e. either minimizing e2e or CPU
imbalances among CNs; or (ii) towards minimizing both of the aforementioned
performance objectives.
6.1.1

Contribution

1) A novel distributed Hierarchical Reinforcement Learning approach to VXFs
placement: We present a distributed VXF placement solution that can serve as a
fully autonomous, purpose-built, and standalone online VXF placement solution,
as well as a module-based extension to the current state of the art orchestrators.
This way, our work covers the gap of intelligent decisions in current popular
orchestrators. The idea of Hierarchical Reinforcement Learning (HRL) is on its
own not new [166], [167]. However, to the best of our knowledge, HELICON
constitutes the first effort of this kind for augmenting the current state of the art in
orchestrators with an intelligent, online adaptive and hierarchically distributed
multi-RL instance design. The design is simple and able to adopt placement
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decisions to real-time network variations. Last, unlike other RL works that focus
on a single-objective like [124], [125], our approach address as a multi-armed
bandit regression problem, as well as a multi-objective optimization problem.
2) Tackling a difficult problem with a tunable, accurate and lightweight two-level QLearning decision scheme: Our work validates the ability of RL to directly address
complex decision-making problems related to VXF placement [161], [52], [84],
[162] that involve one or two optimization goals, and which are known to be NPHard [160], [60]. Specifically, our design achieves single and/or dual-objective
optimization based on a combination of two Q-learning model schemes: one
running in the GRL module and another one in LRLs. The Q-learning schemes
employ carefully designed reward functions and, GRL in particular, can tune the
optimization priority between the two objectives. These objective optimization
targets refer to (i) minimizing e2e and (ii) balancing CPU load among CNs after
placing VXFs to CNs. In addition, our approach is both lightweight in practice, and
accurate. Its lightweight nature is due to distributing the load of RL maintenance
among the GRL and the LRL modules. Not only that, but also this allows all
running Q-learning instances to explore a smaller state space compared to more
traditional, centralized approaches like [165]. Last, online model training
distribution to LRL modules increases accuracy in two ways: directly, due to the
localized online training of the Q-learning model at each LRL module; and
indirectly by feeding localized accurate input for online training in the GRL model.
3) Real testbed and realistic use case-driven evaluation & validation: Unlike a vast
majority of past studies on VXF placement that engage into simulation-based
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performance evaluation using custom scenarios, we present real-life experimental
results on the basis of a realistic 5G smart city safety use case scenario. All
performance experiments were conducted over a real 5G testbed city setup27
assuming an e2e application based on a video transcoding VXF. Last, we use OSM
MANO as a performance benchmark to HELICON’s decisions.
4) Meticulous performance evaluation over a real 5G testbed implementation: We
shows that HELICON outperforms traditional policy-based orchestration regarding
both single and multi-objective optimization scenarios. Besides this, we trained and
deployed three SL-based and heuristic VXF placement models as benchmarks in a
head-to-head comparison to HELICON. Our findings denote that the performance
of HELICON is at least as good or better than the benchmarks’ in different
scenarios of single or multi-objective optimization, while being also able to assign
and tune an importance degree to each objective via LRL scalarisation.
6.1.2

Outline
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 6.2 provides the necessary

background and motivation for studying autonomous VXF placement in 5G with HRL. Section
6.3 presents HELICON in detail, including architecture design, module definitions and an
analytical presentation of the reward schemes used. Section 6.4 details our real-life
experimental setup and evaluation plan, followed by our performance evaluation results and
corresponding discussion in Section 6.5. Finally, we conclude this chapter in Section 6.6.

27

https://5ginfire.eu/
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6.2

Background and Motivation
We first discuss the problem of autonomous VXF placement and elaborate on its

contemporariness and challenging difficulty in 5G. Then, we provide the reader with a
required background on our adopted RL approach with Q-learning, and finally conclude
our background by outlining HELICON.
6.2.1

Motivation
VXF placement is a challenging problem that emerged with modern programmable

networks adopting the SDN and NFV concepts. It is related to the cloud-edge dilemma in
advanced wireless networks by considering the trade-off between exploiting a higher
processing power in the cloud for a less latency in a closer “edge” location to users.
Although the efficiency of VXF placement depends on processing power and
network performance, most existing placement algorithms consider merely local resource
availability for selecting a hosting CN. In practice though, this approach does not provide
any performance guarantee for the VXFs for a number of reasons including the dynamic
nature of network demand. Another aspect regards engaging human decisions in the loop.
Despite their powerful VXF placement systems, today’s well-established orchestrators still
call for human interaction, which is highly ineffective when considering multiple
performance objectives for VXF placement.
6.2.1.1 VXF Placement in 5G
5G reality calls for exploring VXF placement from a different perspective, along
the lines of (i) autonomous and (ii) intelligent selection of optimal CNs for hosting the
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VXFs; (iii) handling multiple simultaneous VXF requests; and (iv) optimizing more than
one performance objectives under highly dynamic network conditions. This four-point
context indicates that autonomous VXF placement is difficult to address, with prior
research efforts [160], [60], [161], [52], [84], [162] acknowledging or proving the NP
hardness of the problem. Evidently, NP hardness poses practical implications on
contemporary softwarized networks. At the same time, the required combination of
intelligence, automation and resilience to 5G dynamics increases our interest in exploring
appropriate online ML techniques.
Optimized host placement for VXFs involves the user-perceived performance of a
VXF, which in turn depends not only on its currently hosting CN, but also on the
performance of other network components in the context of a use case. For instance, in our
use case-driven approach, our system architecture (see Section 6.3) includes three types of
nodes: a source, a processing, and an end-user node. Placing a VXF in an optimal host
demands for an accurate VXF performance prediction before taking a decision. This task
has to further cope with the hardware and software heterogeneity in system nodes, while
the actual VXF placement itself increases local and system-wide host resource utilization,
hence directly degrading their performance. As a result, orchestrators must be continuously
updated about the dynamic status of CNs, which in practice pushes their interest to
performance and resource utilization predictions rather than current information from
coming from a monitoring system module.
Finally, placing multiple VXFs after multiple objectives is very hard both in theory
and in practice in large network scales, with solutions needing to process their input in
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multiple computational rounds (typically, a multiplicative of the number of objectives),
and then scalarize their output w.r.t. the importance of their objectives.
6.2.1.2 Multi-Objective Optimization
Much of the work in the literature identifies a need for satisfying multiple
performance objectives. Yet this task bears serious challenges. As previously mentioned,
a VXF consumes physical compute resources from its hosting node, as well as from its
network interfaces. This consumption increases the resource utilization of all related
devices, hence affecting the available capabilities of the hosting CN (i.e., processing power,
related network link performance, etc.) and eventually affecting the performance of other
VXFs hosted in the same node. Therefore, the placement of multiple VXFs must be based
on online resource utilization data and updated node performance predictions for each
incoming request.
In addition, VXF requests may require the optimization of different objectives. In
many cases, these objectives are opposed to one another such as in the case of clustering
VXFs and load balancing. To tackle this, we need a trade-off and balancing approach that
can place VXFs after the importance of each objective. However, balancing these
objectives in terms of qualitative values is difficult as, e.g., their measurement units may
be entirely dissimilar.
Due to such challenges, many multi-objective optimization models in the literature
are still far from satisfying the Zero-touch network and Service Management (ZSM)
concept. This calls for a system that can predict VXF performance dynamically, handle
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multiple VXF requests, effectively weight and integrate all objectives, and finally place
VXFs automatically.
6.2.2

Adopted Reinforcement Learning approach

6.2.2.1 Multi-Armed Bandit
Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB) is a problem in probability theory that demonstrates
the exploration-exploitation trade-off dilemma of RL. In brief, exploration gathers
information, e.g. based on random state transitions, which may lead to better decisions in
the future, while exploitation takes optimal decisions given the currently known
information.
MAB tries to maximize the expected gain of a given set of k arms with limit
knowledge of each arm defined as set of reward probability {θ1,θ2,...,θk}. The simplified
version of MAB, which has no state (S) , can be described as the tuple of action and reward
(A,R).
θ* = Q(a*) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑄 (a),

(6.1)

L = E[∑𝑇𝑡=1(θ* − Q(at))]

(6.2)

𝑎𝜖𝐴

To maximize the optimal reward (θ*), the optimal action a* should be chosen. This is
equivalent to minimizing losses by not picking the optimal action (a.k.a. regret). The
optimal action and loss function is written in Formula 6.1 and Formula 6.2. We further
discuss how to implement MAB to our GRL Model in Section 6.3.3.
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6.2.2.2 Q-learning
Q-learning, in particular, is an off-policy RL algorithm that seeks for the best next
action given the current state. This is done with the use of the Q-learning function, which
is designed to maximize a reward. More specifically, the applied model explores an
unknown environment by executing an action and then learning from feedback regarding
the state change stored in a table, namely, the Q-table. Q-Table contains the states after
actions and the implied action rewards for the action. Consequent actions are taken based
on current state and the current knowledge, while the environment is (usually) modeled as
Markov Decision Process (MDP) defined by the following five tuples:
M = (S,A,Pa,Ra,γ),

(6.3)

where:


S is a finite set of states;



A is a finite set of actions;



Pa is the transition probability from state s at time t to state s’ at time t+1 after action
a (see formula (6.4)) ;



Ra is the immediate reward after moving from state s to s’ after action a (see formula
(6.5));



γ is a discount factor 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 that describes the importance of future rewards on
the current decision.
Pa(s,s’) = P(st+1 = s’|st = s,at = a)

(6.4)

Ra(s,s’) = E(sr+1|st = s,at = a,st+1 = s’)

(6.5)
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The optimal decision policy for the next steps, namely π(s), used for the selection
of action a at state s is calculated after the expected return of the following value function:
𝑡
Vπ(s) = maxπE(∑∞
𝑡=0 𝛾 𝑅𝑡 (𝑠, 𝑠′))

(6.6)

In MAB, each node’s status is only partially known at the time of allocation, and it
becomes discover as time passes or by allocating resources to the choice. Hence, Q-learning
which is model-free RL and can be used to identify the optimal policy at any time t because
it does not require the entire knowledge of the environment. A Q-learning agent constantly
takes an action a in a state s for each time t, observes the rewards Ra and the state transitions
s’ and, finally, updates the Q value using the weighted average of the old and the new Q
values. Formula (6.7) below shows how Q values get updated:
Qupt(st,at) ← (1 - α) ∙ Q(st,at) + α ∙ (rt + γ ∙ max 𝑄 (st+1,a))
𝑎

(6.7)

where:


Q(st,at) is the old Q value and Qupt(st,at )the updated one,



α is the learning rate ranged as 0 < α ≤ 1;



rt is a reward received from action at;



γ is the discount factor defined above (see formula (6.3)) ;



𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑄 (st+1,a) is an estimation of the optimal future value, which means that
𝑎

rt + γ ∙ max 𝑄 (st+1,a) as a whole denotes the learned value.
𝑎
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Last, we note that if γ < 1, then the action values are finite even for problems that
contain infinite loops. We return and discuss how we adopt Q-learning in our solution in
Section 6.3.2.1 including action selection strategies.
6.2.2.3 Scalarization:
Our proposed solution adopts the linear scalarization functions of [168] for the sake
of multi-objective optimization with RL. A linear scalarization function computes the
product by multiplying a weight vector ω and a value vector Vπ. Our solution uses Q-values
of different policy as a value vector Vπ. For multi-objective, scalar Q-values are extended
to Q-Vectors: Q(s,a) = {Q1(s,a),Q2(s,a),...,Qm(s,a)}. Thus, the linear scalarization of
Q-values is computed by the Formula 6.8.
SQlinear(s,a) = ∑𝑚
𝑜=1 𝜔𝑜 ∙ Qo(s,a)

(6.8)

The scalarization function starts when actions (a) has been taken for each objective.
Rewards for each action are then computed to update the corresponding Q-values. Once Qvalues are updated, they are used to construct scalar Q-values (SQ). Then, weight vectors
w are applied to these SQ to create SQ table according to Formula 6.8. Finally, the optimal
SQ-value is given. Generic scalarization algorithm can be explained in the Algorithm 4. It
is further explained in the Section 6.3.4.
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Algorithm 4: Generic Algorithm of Scalarization
1 SQList = {}
2 for each action a ∈ A do
3
v ← {Q1(s,a),Q2(s,a),...,Qm(s,a)}
4
SQ(s,a) ← f(v,w)
5
Append SQ(s,a) to SQList
6 end for
7 return 𝑎𝑟𝑔 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑆𝑄linear(s,a’)
𝑎

Algorithm 4: Generic Algorithm of Scalarization

6.2.3

HELICON and Q-learning
HELICON adopts Q-learning to learn a placement policy that maximizes a target

reward based on corresponding policy by being continuously updated in operation. What
is more, Q-learning is a core algorithm being used in all of our models that are part of a
distributed system. This system first creates the Q-tables of LRL modules. LRL predictions
are in further used to create the Q-table of the root-level GRL model that solves the MAB
problem for a single objective; and, finally, another Q-table for GRL that addresses multiobjective optimization by applying scalarization.
Our approach can work as a cross-platform prediction model for e2e VXF
communication performance, because it uses e2e service-level information, rather than
system-level information. As all of our models across different nodes and layers use the
same ε-greedy learning strategy, we can reduce the training epoch by executing these
models in the same loop. Therefore, the training period is shorter than running them
independently and it is guaranteed that each model is fed with the same dataset in each
iteration.
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6.3

System Model
Figure 32 poses an overview of the architecture in HELICON, which comprises of

three layers, namely: (i) Devices, (ii) Network Function Virtualization Infrastructure
(NFVI) and (iii) OSM MANO. From a user’s perspective, the provider network offers
connectivity to every component of the whole end-to-end service, including devices and
cloud/edge resources. In contrast, OSM MANO plays a different, crucial role from an
administrator’s side by interlinking the NFVI and OSM MANO layers, thus allowing
management and orchestration of NFVI resources through the Virtualized Infrastructure
Manager (VIM) or the OSM MANO.

Figure 32 High-level system architecture.
The system applies four different agents in order to improve VXF placement at the
OSM MANO: (i) an application monitoring agent (m) that keeps track of all information
regarding application performance, (ii) a node monitoring agent (M) that monitors the
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resource utilization of a CN, (iii) a prediction agent (P) that predicts the VXF performance
and (iv) a placement agent (Pl) that puts the VXF to the best location.
In further, HELICON is composed of two models depicted in the left part of Figure
33, namely: (i) LRL (ii) GRL. The LRL models are embedded in each CN and produce
local predictions that are sent to the orchestration site where the GRL is deployed. The
GRL suggests a node placement in response to incoming new VXF request.
The placement suggestion can be done in either of the two optimization schemes,
namely: (i) a Single Objective optimization scheme (SO-GRL) based on the multi-armed
bandit technique; and (ii) a MultiObjective optimization scheme (MO-GRL) based on
scalarizing two SO-GRLss. In what follows, we describe all models and schemes.

Figure 33: System architecture and workflow.
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6.3.1

Detailed system description
As portrayed in Figure 33, the OSM node and the CNs are connected in one-to-

many relationship. We present this connection as a connected graph G = (O,C), where O is
the OSM node, and C = {c1,c2,..,cn} is the set of CNs that connected to the OSM28.
Each c has a resource capacity and status, which contains the processing unit
(CPU), memory (RAM), storage, and current load. We denote the CN resource capacity
and status by RSc = (𝑅𝑆𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑢 , 𝑅𝑆𝑐𝑚𝑒𝑚 , 𝑅𝑆𝑐𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑘 , 𝑅𝑆𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 ). Note, other types of resources, such
as bandwidth, are not considered since we set up the experiment in such a way that they
are relatively sufficient.
We use A = {apl,amon,apre} as the set of embedded agents in the system where apl is
installed in O and amon,apre are deployed in ∀c ∈ C. A set of VXF requests denoted by
F = {f1,f2,..,fn}, represents the series of request for new VXF(s). We implement a single use
case in the test, which the resource demand is fix denoted in term of resources and status.
An additional requirement (Accepted Delay: AD = {ad1,ad2,..,adn}) is applied when the endto-end delay (ttot) is considered for GRL. Therefore, the demand Df is represented as
Df = (𝐷𝑓𝑐𝑝𝑢 , 𝐷𝑓𝑚𝑒𝑚 , 𝐷𝑓𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑘 , 𝐷𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 , 𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑑 ).
In addition, we state the resource constraint on CNs since multiple VXFs can be
placed in a single node. Given 𝑛𝑓𝑣 as the number of instances f ϵ F instantiated on node
c ϵ C, the constraint can be written as formula (6.9).

28

CNs are also connected to end devices, i.e. sensors and users, in one-to-many fashion. We do not

describe this connection since CNs only receive monitoring parameters from end devices.
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𝑓

∀c ∈ C : ∑𝑓∈𝐹 𝑛𝑐 Cf ≤ Cc
6.3.2

(6.9)

Local Prediction Model
We use two different LRLs in response to targeting two different objectives in the

context of the Smart City Safety (SCS) use case [127], namely: (i) e2e delay and (ii) CPU
load balancing after VXF placement.
6.3.2.1 LRL for e2e delay prediction
LRL for e2e delay (Ttot) prediction adapts Q-learning to make the prediction of the
regression problem. Q-learning has three key elements reflected in the Q value update
formula (6.7), namely: State, Action and Reward.
a. State: The State space (S) comprises all the possible performance prediction states
of Ttot. The current state of performance s ∈ S provides the basis of information
(real current value of Ttot) for each possible next performance state. The possible
next states s’ for predicting of the prediction are:
i.

Less than: is a state where the Predicted Value (PV) is less than the Real
Value (RV).

ii.

Equal: is a state where the PV is equal to the RV.

iii.

More than: is a state where the PV is more than the RV.
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b. Action: The actions set A(s) contains actions a with the increment or the decrement
of the prediction of Ttot by a step of 0.01. According to the SCS use case, the
minimum-maximum value we can predict for Ttot is 0-2s29.
c. Reward: Rewards Ra(s,s’) are immediately obtained after executing an action that
changes the state from s to s’, reflecting the quality of the prediction in the new
state. LRL gives immediate rewards in the range of [0,1]. For that, we define an
acceptable error margin, hence LRL adapts the upsilon intensive band (υ). This υ
serves as a tolerance margin constructed by boundary lines at distance υ from a
hyperplane that separates rewards in two regions. First, a region of values in (0,1],
which is given when the prediction error falls within a distance υ from the RV. Note
that the maximum reward of 1 is given when the PV is equal to the RV. Second, a
zero reward “region” for all the remaining prediction states. What follows is that
the less the predicted error is, the closer the reward approaches to 1. Having that
said, we define the reward function as shown in formula (6.10).
𝑃𝑉−𝑅𝑉

Ra(s,s’) = {

1 − | 𝜐 ∙ 𝑅𝑉 | , 𝑖𝑓 |𝑃𝑉 − 𝑅𝑉| ≤ 𝜐 ∙ 𝑅𝑉;
0,

𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.

(6.10)

where we set upsilon = 10%. The notion of υ is used in several SL regressors
such as Support Vector Regression (SVR) to predict continuous variables. The
default value for these regressors is equal to 10% in Scikit-learn30 [151].

29

Note that this is four times higher than the average recorded Ttot (0.5 second) in all of the scenarios
we run in our testbed.
30
For the sake of brevity and due to space restrictions, we omit our own tests which validated the use of
upsilon = 10%. To avoid confusion with the notion of -greedy, we adopt the υ notation, rather than the usual
in Scikit-learn 7A set of di, which is a tuple of the three-time samples: {(Trcvi ,Tpi,Treqi )} in general cases.
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d. Action Selection, Q-table update and State Transition: There are two strategies for
the selection of actions, namely, exploration and exploitation. Exploration is the
strategy used to collect more information about the environment, while exploitation
is applied to make the best decision based on the available information. Exploration
usually selects an action in random, whereas the exploitation applies a greedy policy
towards an optimal choice. Even though the random policy is evidently suboptimal,
still it enables to update the learning experience and adjust the Q-value to any
changes in the environment.
In order to achieve a desired trade-off between the two strategies, we implement an
ε-greedy policy and take each consequent action based on formula (6.11). The
formula implies the generation of a pseudo-random number 0 ≤ n ≤ 1 that is
compared to the ε-greedy value. The latter is originally set to 0.5 and it gets
decreased with a decay factor of 0.9 for each consequent action. This way, LRL
starts with applying either of the two strategies with an equal probability, but then
gradually increases (resp., decreases) the chances of taking experienced-based
(resp., random-based) actions due to the ε-greedy policy.
The reward function (6.10) is used to yield an immediate reward and the Q-table
gets updated according to formula (6.7). Finally, the state st changes to a new state
st+1 with the new coming data dn+1.
𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐴(𝑠),
𝑖𝑓 𝑛 < 𝜀 − 𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑦;
a= {𝑎𝑟𝑔 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑄(𝑠 , 𝑎), 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.
𝑡

(6.11)

𝑎

e. Prediction algorithm: The prediction algorithm (see Algorithm 5) starts by creating
a new Q-table and an initial state. Then, it takes the input data D along with the
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initial system parameters, and performs predictions based on the -greedy policy. In
order to maintain the prediction accuracy in the dynamic environment,

Q-

learning keeps updating its knowledge from previous experience in the changing
states, actions and rewards.
Algorithm 5: Prediction Algorithm of LRL
1 if Initialization then
2
if not exist Q-table Q(s,a) then
3
Create Q-table Q(s,a)
4
Initialize state to s0
5
Initialize parameters ,α,γ and decay
6 while True do
7
//Training or predicting process
8
if dt is not null or VXF request then
9
Take dt
10
//Choose an action using ε-greedy
11
if rand(0,1) < ε-greedy then
12
at = rand A(s)
13
else
14
at = 𝑎𝑟𝑔 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑄(st,a)
𝑎

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

//Calculate the reward from the action applying υ
if |PV − RV | ≤ 0.1 · RV then
𝑃𝑉−𝑅𝑉
Ra(s,s’) = 1 − | 𝜐 ∙ 𝑅𝑉 |
else
Ra(s,s’) = 0
//Update Q-table
Q(st,at) = Q(st,at) + α[rt+1 + γ𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑄(st+1,at+1) – Q(st,at)]
𝑎

22
//Use the value of the selected action
23
Tpredicted = at
24 end while
Algorithm 5: Prediction Algorithm of LRL

6.3.2.2 LRL for load prediction
LRL predicts System load/CPU Load, which are processes being executed by the
CPU or in the waiting state. Unlike Ttot, load prediction is simpler because both VXF’s
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load and CNs’ load are continuously monitored. Thus, adding the VXF’s load to the current
CNs’ load can predict their load after the placement. Using formula (6.12) below, it
calculates the future load of the candidate CN after placing the VXF and sends the result
to the MANO:
Loadpredict =

𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑉𝑁𝐹 + 𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒
𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑚

x 100

(6.12)

where: Loadpredict is the predicted load percentage of a node after placing the VXF, LoadV
NF is

the current load of the VXF, Loadnode is the current load of the node, and Corenum is

the number of the CPU cores of the node.
6.3.3

Single Objective GRL ( SO-GRL )
SO-GRL is used to create and update Q-tables that are used by MO-GRL. It takes

the result from LRL and suggests a decision based on a single objective. It adapts RL for
Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB) to create a Q-table for each objective. Both SO-GRL for
minimum Ttot and load balance share the same State, Action and Action selection.
a. State: The State space (S(n)) comprises all the VXF placement requests (n) in the
list l. These requests are equivalent to the pulling the arms (bandits) sequence. The
list l = {0,1,2,...,n} starts from the initial state S(0) and ends at the final state S(n).
The S(0) means that there is no VXF in the system, while the S(n) indicates that n
VXF(s) is/are instantiated and running. In the case that the number of requests is
more than the system’s capacity, the final state S(n) will terminate when the system
is full, not the last request.
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b. Action: The actions set A(s) contains actions a by assigning each available CN (m
nodes) to a number (i.e. A(s) = {1,2,3,..,m}). These actions are comparable to the
selection of arm to be pulled. The actions set of SO-GRL is different from the
original multi-armed bandit problem. While the number of arms is fix and constant,
the number of available CNs changes overtime. A(s) is complete at the initial state
S(0) because all CNs are available. Then, CNs with VXFs at full capacity keep
leaving the A(s) in the middle state. Finally, A(s) is empty when all CNs are not
available and leave the actions set. Note that the winner nodes update their
resources usage every round by stacking the resources requested for the new VXFs
to their current status.
c. Action Selection, Q-table update and State Transition: SO-GRL does not have any
mechanisms to select the action or CN. It takes the decision from MO-GRL,
calculate the reward (The reward functions are discussed a continuation), and
update the Q-table using the formula (6.7).
d. SO-GRL reward for Ttot: Rewards Rt(s,s’), ranged of [0,1], represent the quality of
the placement decision in the new state according to Ttot. First, a region of values
in (0,1], which is given when the predicted Ttot (PV) is less than or equal the
Accepted Value (AV). We define AV as the limit Ttot where an application still
works properly or customers satisfy. Second, a zero reward “region” for all the
remaining prediction states. In what follows, we define the reward function as
shown in formula (6.13) and subjected to constraint (6.9).
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1

,
𝑖𝑓 𝑃𝑉 ≤ 𝐴𝑉;
Rt(s,s’) = {
1
min (𝑃𝑉 𝐴𝑉∗ 𝜔𝑖 , 𝑃𝑉−𝐴𝑉) , 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.
𝑃𝑉 𝐴𝑉∗ 𝜔𝑖
1

(6.13)

where ωi is the fraction of AV of the current request over sum of different AVs in
all requests
Reward rational: The rational behind the structure of this reward, is to drop
exponentially fast the reward value with for larger predicted values, when those
PVs are at most equal to the AV, hence the denominator PVAV * ωi. Notice that the
exponents value AV * ωi is dynamic and makes the reward dynamically adaptable
to the delay criticality of the request as expressed via AV, whereas ωi tunes this
criticality relatively to the rest of the request categories. Therefore, ωi has an
important balancing role between request categories.
e. SO-GRL reward for load predictions: Unlike Rt(s,s’), the Rl(s,s’) reflects the quality
of the placement decision by applying the load balancing criteria. We use future
standard deviation (stdsel) when adding the predicted load of the selected node to
the system, in combination to the predicted load (ave(PL)). Reward values in the
area (0,1] are given when the stdsel is less than or equal to the average value of the
predicted load (ave(PL)). In contrast, the zero reward is given when the stdsel is
greater than the ave(PL). However, the future std is always higher than the ave(PL)
in the early state because adding a PL to a very low system-wide load will affect the
std more than the ave(PL). In this case, non-zero rewards in range (0,1] are given
if the stdsel is less than or equal to the ave(std), which is the average value of all
possible future standard deviation (std(s)). The std(s) is a set of std after taking all
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actions in the A(s). We define the reward function as shown in formula (6.14) and
subjected to constraint (6.9) as follows.

Rl(s,s’) = {

1−

𝑠𝑡𝑑𝑠𝑒𝑙

,

𝑎𝑣𝑒(𝑃𝐿)
𝑎𝑣𝑒(𝑠𝑡𝑑)− 𝑠𝑡𝑑𝑠𝑒𝑙

max (

𝑎𝑣𝑒(𝑠𝑡𝑑)

𝑖𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑑𝑠𝑒𝑙 ≤ 𝑎𝑣𝑒(𝑃𝐿);
, 0) , 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.

(6.14)

Reward rational: The rational behind using stdsel and ave(PL) is to capture the
impact of the placement decision to the load balance of the whole system. By
nature, standard deviation is the most appropriate and widely used metric for
assessing deviation from an average value, i.e. in this case the average load in the
whole system. The less stdsel) is, the more the reward is encouraging to select nodes
that will not cause load imbalances.
The SO-GRL algorithm (see Algorithm 6) is similar to the LRL Algorithm 5.
However, there exist some differences between SO-GRL and LRL. First, it selects
the action from the decision of MO-GRL instead of the ε-greedy policy. Second, it
uses a different reward function. The reward function is computed using the
prediction result from the LRL. Third, it applies a mechanism to update the
resources usage of the winner CNs and remove the unavailable CNs from the A(s)
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Algorithm 6: Algorithm of SO-GRL
1 if Initialization then
2
if not exist Q-table Q(s,a) then
3
Create Q-table Q(s,a)
4
Initialize state to s0
5
Initialize parameters α and γ
6 while True do
7
//Q-table update process
8
if VXF request then
9
//Choose an action from the decision of MO-GRL
10
at = 𝑎𝑟𝑔 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑄 MO−GRL(st,a)
𝑎

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

//Case 1: Reward from the action for min Ttot
//Take the predicted Ttot from the selected action
if PV ≤ AV then
1

Ra(s,s’) = 𝑃𝑉 𝐴𝑉∗ 𝜔𝑖
else
1

1

Ra(s,s’) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑃𝑉 𝐴𝑉∗ 𝜔𝑖 , 𝑃𝑉−𝐴𝑉)
//Case 2: Reward from the action for load balance
//Take the predicted load from the selected action
if stdsel ≤ ave(PL) then
Ra(s,s’) = 1 −

𝑠𝑡𝑑𝑠𝑒𝑙
𝑎𝑣𝑒(𝑃𝐿)

else
Ra(s,s’) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥(

𝑎𝑣𝑒(𝑠𝑡𝑑)− 𝑠𝑡𝑑𝑠𝑒𝑙
𝑎𝑣𝑒(𝑠𝑡𝑑)

, 0)

//Update Q-table
Q(st,at) = Q(st,at)+ α[rt+1 + γ 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑄(st+1,at+1) − Q(st,at)]
𝑎

25
//Winner nodes update their resources usage
26
updated = current + requested
27
//Remove CN (cn) from actions set if full
28
if CN (cn) is full then
29
A(s) = A(s) − cn
30 end while
Algorithm 6: Algorithm of SO-GRL
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6.3.4

Multi Objective GRL (MO-GRL)
MO-GRL is a high level model that makes the final VXF placement decision based

on the Q-tables of both SO-GRLs. MO-GRL uses the same State and Action as the SOGRL (see Section 6.3.3). For the action selection, it applies the ε-greedy strategy as
described in the formula (6.11). MO-GRL does not have the reward function. It gives the
reward Rs(s,s’) from the scalarization of the two Q-values from SO-GRLs, which are
normalized through dividing the given reward by the maximum reward of the same state,
using the formula (6.15) and subjected to constraint (6.9). Finally, its Q-table is updated by
the formula (6.7). MO-GRL mechanism is illustrated in the Algorithm 7
Rs(s,s’) = (ωt · Qt(st,at)) + (ωl · Ql(st,at))

(6.15)

where: ωt and ωl are the coefficients of weight for LRL for Ttot and load balance, Qt(st,at)
and Ql(st,at) are normalized Q-value for LRL for Ttot and load balance respectively.
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Algorithm 7: Algorithm of MO-GRL
1 if Initialization then
2
if not exist Q-table Q(s,a) then
3
Create Q-table Q(s,a)
4
Initialize state to s0
5
Initialize parameters ,α,γ and decay
6 while True do
7
//Q-table update process
8
if VXF request then
9
Take dt
10
//Choose an action using ε-greedy
11
if rand(0,1) < ε-greedy then
12
at = rand A(s)
13
else
14
at = 𝑎𝑟𝑔 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑄(st,a)
𝑎

15
16
17
18

//Calculate the reward from the scalarization
Rs(s,s’) = (ωt ∗ Qt(st,at)) + (ωl ∗ Ql(st,at))
//Update Q-table
Q(st,at) = Q(st,at)+ α[rt+1 + γ 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑄(st+1,at+1) − Q(st,at)]
𝑎

19
//Remove CN (cn) from actions set if full
20
if CN (cn) is full then
21
A(s) = A(s) − cn
22 end while
Algorithm 7: Algorithm of MO-GRL
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6.4

Experimental Setup and Evaluation Plan

6.4.1

Testbed architecture
Our testbed, illustrated in section 3.3.2, is deployed at the University of Bristol UK

site of the 5GinFIRE31infrastructure. It is a multi-site 5G VXF ecosystem located in the
UK, Spain, Portugal, Poland and Greece. The testbed is composed of one controller/CN
and three CNs connected via Ethernet. We take, Smart City Safety (SCS) [127], a use casedriven approach to study and exhibit the performance merits of the system with the LRL
for low/medium/high load from Section 5.3, following the equipment specifications from
the section 3.3.2.
6.4.2

Evaluation metrics
We adopt four evaluation metrics defined below.



Ttot: Ttot represents the system-wide e2e delay after all VXF requests are
instantiated and running at their placement CNs. In essence, this metric captures
the overall data delay from the camera source to the selected processing nodes, and
from there to the final destination nodes where the results are consumed. High
quality of placement decision should yield Ttot values in the region of 500 - 700 ms
according to the SCS performance in the steady-state.



LBS: The Load Balance Score (LBS) metric is used to assess the quality of CPU
load balance in the whole system of CNs. We define LBS ≡ std(s), i.e. according

31

https://5ginfire.eu/university-of-bristol-5g-testbed/
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to the system-wide standard deviation of CPU usage after selecting a CN s to place
a VXF. Perfect load balance in the system is achieved when LBS = 0.


Regret: The regret metric is defined in formula (6.16). The intuition behind this
formula is that regret tries to capture the loss suffered from not selecting the
optimal CN for placing the VXF during the learning period. Very the higher the
regret values, the less frequent the selection of optimal CNs for placing the VXFs
and vice-versa. Accordingly, the regret formula is defined as:
regret = ∑𝑇𝑡=1 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑅(𝑠, 𝑠 ′ )) - ∑𝑇𝑡=1(𝑅(𝑠, 𝑠 ′ ))

(6.16)

where: max(R(s,s’)) and R(s,s’) are the maximum and current rewards in round T,
respectively. Note that regret values denote the expected difference between the
reward sum associated with the maximum expected reward, and the sum of the
given rewards.


NS: This metric stands for the Number of Selections (NS) and it applied to illustrate
the distribution of placement decision to CNs. It represents the average number of
times that each CN gets selected during a round of requests. The node that is more
frequently selected receives a higher NS.

6.4.3

Performance benchmark models
Our evaluation plan involves an analytical performance comparison between

HELICON and the benchmark models. First off, we use a traditional orchestration scheme
used in OSM MANO, hence noted as “OSM” in all graphs. This OSM decision model is
in accordance with the existing VXF placement approach of the NOVA filter
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scheduler32.This particular benchmark is not ML-based; instead, it uses the following two
strategies: “filtering” and “weighting”, respectively. Filters are essentially sets of rules,
which define the resources and capabilities of a CN for hosting a VXF. The weighting
strategy, on the other hand, applies weight to all filters to define their degree of influence
to the final placement decision. In short, the traditional benchmark makes the placement
decision by considering only the physical resource.
Also, we use three heuristic VXF placement models. The first two target a single
objective and the third one tries to combine both heuristics in an effort to approach a twoobjective optimum combination, namely: (i) Ben(Delay) tries to minimize e2e service
delay based on node-local Artificial Neural Network (ANN) models that are designed,
trained and deployed for predicting Ttot in their local nodes (see CHAPTER 4); (ii)
Ben(Load) selects the CN that greedily minimizes load imbalances between CNs for next
coming request; and last, (iii) Ben(Delay;Load) applies a ranking system that combines
features from both the former single objective benchmarks.
Regarding Ben(Delay;Load), in particular, all local ANN-predicted Ttot values are
sorted and assigned with a ranking number it in ascending order. Likewise, all LBS values
are ranked with a score value il in ascending order, from implying the best (minimum) to
the worst (maximum) CPU load imbalance in the system. Then, we linearly scalarise the
summation of the corresponding ranking numbers i = it + il and select the node with the
minimum scalarized ranking value.

32

https://docs.openstack.org/ocata/config-reference/compute/schedulers.html
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6.4.4

Evaluation scenarios
We adopt two evaluation scenarios during which the models go through an

exhaustive training phase that involves a 100 iterations with the initial Q-learning
parameters set to: < α = 0.1; γ = 0.9; ε-greedy = 0.5; decay = 0.97 >
1) Scenario 1: Single Objective Optimization: The objective of this scenario is to
evaluate the performance of SO-GRLs for Ttot (HEL(Delay)) and LBS (HEL(Load))
against the traditional benchmark and different conditions, where the lower Ttot and
LBS values it gets, the better performance it is. The VXF requires the resources of
2 Virtualized CPU (vcpu); Hard disk 2 GB; Memory 2 GB; Load value 2. As a
result, our testbed has the total capacity of 12 VXFs (CN1:4; CN2:4; CN3:2;
CN4:2) with respect to the specification in Section 6.4.1. One accepted values (700
ms) and three accepted values (700, 900, 1100 ms) are applied for HEL(Delay). We
use the lists of 6 and 18 VXF requests to evaluate the SO-GRLs in case that all
requests are within the capacity and over-capacity respectively. Furthermore, we
deploy different LPM instances, which are trained for low; medium; and high load,
in each node irrespective of their specifications.
2) Scenario 2: Multiple Objectives Optimization: This scenario is designed to assess
the quality of the scalarization of the Q-tables of the two SO-GRL. For that purpose,
we set three different ratios between ωt and ωl as (i) HEL(Delay 75;Load 25)
(emphasized on minimum Ttot); 0.75:0.25, (ii) HEL(Delay;Load) (equally
weighted); 0.50:0.50, and (iii) HEL(Delay 25;Load 75) (emphasized on minimum
LBS); 0.25:0.75. The same VXF requests lists as the scenario 1, but only one
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accepted values (700 ms) are applied. The rest of the testbed setup from the scenario
1 remains unchanged.
6.5
6.5.1

Evaluation Results
Single Objective Optimization
As we analyse below, HELICONs’ placement decisions are effective and

outperformed the traditional approach. Figure 34 demonstrates the system-wide Ttot with 6
running VXF. It is observed that the performances of HELICON for Ttot during the learning
period in the first half of the experimental epoch are similar to traditional with the Ttot
around 0.8 s. However, trained HELICON for Ttot performs better in the second half as its
Ttot significantly drop to 0.6 s, while those of traditional are steady.

Figure 34: Comparison of Ttot between HELICON for Ttot and traditional for 6 VXF
requests
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Similarly, Figure 35 shows the results of HELICON for Ttot using 6 requests list
with 1 and 3 accepted values respectively. Both regret graphs decrease in the first/training
half, and then stabilize till the end of the second/trained half of the run. However, it is seen
that different numbers of accepted values do not affect HELICON for Ttot performance.

Figure 35: Regret of HELICON for Ttot for 6 VXF requests
For 18 VXF requests, HELICON for Ttot outperforms traditional not only in the
second half of the experiment, but also in all iterations. As shown in the Figure 36, the
system-wide Ttot of both approaches are consistent. HELICON for Ttot keeps the Ttot values
of 0.9 s much lower than 1.5 s of those of traditional. We observe that HELICON for Ttot
acts differently in these two cases as described above. These behaviors are explained by
the placement decisions in Figure 37 and Figure 3833.

33

Although there are 18 requests in the list, only 12 placements occur due to the system constrains.
Therefore, to be comparable with HELICON, 12 VNFs are requested for traditional approach.
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Figure 36: Comparison of Ttot between HELICON for Ttot and traditional for 18
VXF requests
Figure 37 and Figure 38 show the similar behavior of both approaches in two cases.
For HELICON for Ttot, CN 1 and CN 2 are the most selected. The numbers of selection are
evenly distributed between (i) CN 1 , CN 2 and (ii) CN 3, CN 4 because those nodes have
the same processing power and connectivity, which generate very similar Ttot. However,
Figure 38 shows that all CNs host the VXFs at their full capacity as mentioned in the
Section 6.4.4, which causes an ineffective training for HELICON. On the other hand, CN
1 is the most selected following by CN 2. Although both nodes possess the same processing
power and connectivity, CN 1 has more resources that influence the traditional’s decision.
Furthermore, we observe the numbers of nodes selected for the traditional method in Figure
38. We notice that CN 1 is over-capacity, which Ttot is infinity since that CN is
unresponsive. In this case, we assign the very high value (2 s) to Ttot to serve the graph
presentation. This situation only exists in the traditional approach because HELICON
provides a constrain mechanism that avoids a CN spending over-resources.
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Figure 37: Comparison of average node selection between HELICON for Ttot and
traditional for 6 VXF requests

Figure 38: Comparison of average node selection between HELICON for Ttot and
traditional for 18 VXF requests
Next, Figure 39 compares the results from HELICON for LBS and traditional
approach with 6 running VXFs. This emphasizes the performance of HELICON since the
same behavior as HELICON for Ttot is seen (see Figure 34). The LBS is approximately 0.3
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in the first half and 0.1 in the second half for HELICON for LBS, while the LBS remain
around 0.4 for traditional approach all the time. This result of HELICON for LBS is
supported by the similar pattern seen in the regret graph (see Figure 40).

Figure 39: LBS comparison between HELICON and traditional for 6 VXF requests

Figure 40: HELICON regret for LBS for 6 VXF requests
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This similarity repeats for HELICON for LBS with 18 running VXFs shown in
Figure 41. HELICON for LBS keeps the values much lower than those of traditional. In
addition, trained HELICON for both 6 and 18 requests yield the LBS very near zero. This
means the system is highly balanced.

Figure 41: LBS comparison between HELICON and traditional OSM for 18 VXF
requests.
6.5.2

Multiple Objectives Optimization
The results below denote that HELICON leads to good placement decisions w.r.t.

different criteria. They reflect a steady-state performance, which according to scenario 1
starts is between iterations 51 and 100.
The graph of Figure 42 shows a performance overview. Median values are omitted
for clarity, thus allowing to focus only on the general trends for both HELICON and the
benchmarks, as the importance of Load is gradually exchanged for Delay importance with a
step of 25%. Note that there are no direct benchmark equivalents to HEL(Delay 25: Load
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75) and HEL(Delay 75: Load 25) from left to right in the graph. As expected, CPU load
performance in terms of LBS is traded for a better delay in terms of ms and vice-versa. Recall
that LBS is the standard deviation of the average CPU usage percentage in the whole system.
Based on this, we observe two things. First, giving larger and even full priority to delay
disrupts the load balancing very significantly. From only 0.13 for HEL(Load), LBS reaches
to as large as 0.45 for HEL(Delay). Likewise conclusions apply to the benchmark
measurements. Second, the impact on load gets significantly reduced to even negligible when
increasing the significance of delay. Unlike that, the impact on delay itself varies from
moderate (-21ms or -3.2%) for Ttot between HEL(Load) and HEL(Delay 25; Load 75)) to
very significant (approx. -53 or -9.5%). Consequent graphs with an addition of median values
explain the merits of HELICON, even for the cases where average values superficially show
a performance deficit, most prominently for the case of 100% Load. Please, note the focused
scale on both X and Y axes to accommodate our following analysis.

Figure 42: Performance overview of HELICON variations against benchmarks and
traditional OSM.
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6.5.2.1 Delay-only optimization
As shown in the graph of Figure 43, HELICON focusing only on Ttot e2e service
delay, i.e. HEL(Delay), has the same performance as its counterpart benchmark
Ben(Delay) and its coinciding median Ben(Delay) -Median. Moreover, the median value
HEL(Delay) coincides with the former two, hence the seemingly large confidence intervals
are due to extreme outliers. What is important to conclude here, is that HELICON manages
to have the same performance as an NN-based, trained and custom-deployed for each CN,
i.e. it is a smart benchmark. This is an important achievement because as proven in
CHAPTER 5 SL models perform better than online RL-based models like HELICON
under static networking conditions; and vice-versa under dynamic conditions. However,
with HELICON we show here that its performance is equally good under static networking
conditions.

Figure 43: HELICON vs. benchmark schemes for Delay-only objective.
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6.5.2.2 Load balancing-only optimization
Commenting on the graph of Figure 44, at a first glance HELICON focusing on
load only, i.e. HEL(Load), seams to underperform compared to benchmark Ben(Load)
regarding both CPU that is at stake in this case, and secondly Ttot. But as indicated by
HEL(Load) - Median, this is only an illusion due to extreme outliers. In fact, HEL(Load) –
Median for load (0.062) denotes that our model is much better than for Ben(Load) and its
corresponding median, both of which account for approximately 0.1. Regarding Ttot,
HEL(Load) – Median and Ben(Load) exhibit the same performance (650 ms).

Figure 44: HELICON vs. benchmark schemes for Load-only objective.

6.5.2.3 Joint delay and load balancing optimization:
For the case of equal importance between Ttot and Load, HEL(Delay; Load) is
performing quite better according to the results of Figure 45, gaining 0.06 LBS against Ben
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(Delay; Load) at a cost of 70ms (i.e. 11%) in terms of Ttot. In detail, HEL (Delay; Load) =
<602 , 0.275>vs. Ben (Delay; Load) = <532, 0.335>. Median values increase the gap for
Ttot to 84 ms (14.1%) , with a negligible change for load. The cases of 75:25 and 25:75 of
importance balance between Ttot and Load have no direct equivalent benchmark schemes.
However, we use them to study the impact of changing the balance of importance between
Ttot and Load. For that, we use a step of 25% in transferring importance weight from load
to delay and observe that this change affects performance measurements in a non-uniform
way for Ttot and LBS.

Figure 45: HELICON vs. benchmarks for the case of equal importance between
delay and Load.
As we move from left to right in the graph, i.e. from 100% Load to 100% Delay,
the decrease of Ttot becomes increasingly important from approx. 21ms to eventually 53ms;
whereas the impact on increasing load decays to negligible differences. Specifically,
HEL(Delay 25; Load 75) has a decreased Ttot compared to HEL(Load), i.e. 663ms
compared to 642ms; and an increased Ttot against HEL(Delay; Load), i.e. 601 against 642.
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However, the corresponding increase against HEL(Load) in terms of LBS is 0.13 compared
to 0.165; and a load decrease against HEL(Delay; Load) from 0.28 to 0.165 . Percentagewise, the impact on load is higher than that on Ttot. A likewise impact can be seen for
HEL(Delay 75: Load 25) <557, 0.42> compared to HEL(Delay; Load) <602, 0.28>.
Interestingly though, the comparison against HEL(Delay) <504, 0.43> shows only a
negligible impact on load, but on the very contrary an important increase of 53ms (i.e., 10.5%) in terms of Ttot.
6.6

Chapter Conclusions
We adopt a particular type of RL, namely scalarization. To the best of our

knowledge, our effort is the first one in the literature to leverage hierarchical RL for ZSM.
As validated by our meticulous performance evaluation over a realistic testbed
environment and use case setup, our adapted Q-learning scheme exhibits a better
performance than benchmarks for all single objective models. This is because Q-learning
is an online learning technique that allows updating the learning model in operation, thus
vastly outperforming traditional orchestration decisions that do not have such a learning
mechanism. For the multi-objective scenario, HELICON produces the expected results
when the number of requests is not larger than the system limit. In general, our results show
that our model, once trained and converged, it can significantly improve its VXF placement
performance. In addition, it provides the constraint check mechanism that prevents
excessive resource utilization.
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CHAPTER 7.

7.1

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Conclusion
This thesis proposes an intelligent and autonomous module for VXFs placement.

We exploit programmable and software-driven technology by adopting the concepts of
Network Function Virtualization (NFV) and Software Defined Networking (SDN). But in
order to leverage the evident benefits of a fully automated networking paradigm, there is a
series of main challenges that are raised and have to be addressed. First, existing
Management and Orchestration frameworks (MANO) such as the OSM MANO apply
manual mechanisms to instantiate VXFs on hosts with sufficient resources (e.g., number of
CPU cores, amount of memory and storage), which nonetheless disregard important
performance factors like latency and host load. As a result, the outcome of manual
operations is questionable because they come without any satisfactory placement
optimization guarantee, especially for end-to-end delay-critical services.
To solve this, in CHAPTER 4, we propose “Auto-3P”, a solution based on Machine
Learning (ML) models that make accurate predictions of the Total Response Time (Ttotal)
for a VXF running an end-to-end service, thus augmenting existing MANO frameworks to
autonomously place VXFs at nodes. Auto-3P targets such problems by (i) providing the
autonomous placement mechanism to any MANO frameworks (ii) applying the ML models
to suggest the best VXF location. It is evaluated on the Smart City Safety use case, a real
delay-sensitive system, in 5GinFire testbed using ML models and TSF models. The
experimental results show that (i) Auto-3P with some ML models (K-NNR, DT and SVR)
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provide high prediction accuracy and (ii) the placement decision of Auto-3P outperforms
Traditional, Latency-aware and Random approaches in all scenarios.
Although Auto-3P demonstrates very high performance in both the prediction
accuracy and the placement decision, it still faces two big concerns, namely, (i) the lack of
model adaptability and the related (ii) infeasibility to apply in practice due to the high costs
implied for training and maintain the models. This is because most networks are custommade and configured, the corresponding Supervised Learning (SL) models cannot
generalize sufficiently and their performance is significantly degraded when applied to
other networks or even to other parts of the same network. Also, the inborn dynamicity and
natural evolution of all networks (particularly, 5G) forces SL models to become quickly
outdated even for the networks that they were trained for.
Due to this lack of adaptability in both points above, in CHAPTER 5, we propose
an Adapted REinforcement Learning VXF Performance Prediction module for
Autonomous VXF Placement (AREL3P). The purpose of this module is to enhance
network orchestrator systems based on online learning. We adopted a Q-learning scheme
in our novel AREL3P solution. This particular type of RL exhibits good resilience to
network dynamics over a realistic testbed environment and use case setup. The
experimental results show that our adapted Q-learning scheme exhibits a better tolerance
to network dynamics than SL-based models. This is due to the fact that Q-learning is an
online learning technique that allows to update the learning model in operation, thus
overcoming most of the raised feasibility and adaptability concerns faced by SL-based
models.
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Finally, in CHAPTER 6, we extend the AREL3P work, which targets a single
optimisation objective and each single incoming placement request. Unlikely, this work
copes the nature of VXFs requests in real-life, which are concurrent and multi-objective.
Serving concurrent requests, increases the complexity of the placement problem in many
aspects (e.g., node decisions inter-dependence and an expected reduction in nodes’ hosting
available capacity at a time), while multiple objectives are opposed to one another in many
cases such as in the case of clustering VXFs and load balancing.
To address these gaps, we propose a Hierarchical rEinforcement LearnIng approach
for OrChestratiNg (HELICON) low-latency, load-balanced VXFs. In more detail,
HELICON employs two levels, namely, (i) a leaf and (ii) a global scope level. The leaf
level is comprised of Local Reinforcement Learning (LRL) modules, each of which is
installed in a Compute Node (CN) to predict end-to-end (e2e) service-level delay after
placing a VXF to their CN. The global scope level, on the other, has a single Global
Reinforcement Learning (GRL) module lying at the root of HELICON’s hierarchy. GRL
gets live feedback LRL modules regarding e2e predictions and local Central Processor Unit
(CPU) load conditions. Hence it has an accurate online overview of the whole network and
node conditions, which it uses to make placement decisions based on scalarization
approach upon each new incoming VXF placement request. The experimental results over
a realistic testbed environment and use case setup demonstrate that our adapted Q-learning
scheme exhibits a better performance than benchmarks for all single objective models. For
the multi-objective scenario, HELICON produces the expected results when the number of
requests is not larger than the system limit.
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To conclude, this thesis focuses on the main area of an intelligent and autonomous
module for VXFs placement using OSM MANO and real use case. This includes researches
from local to global views in two aspects, which are ML for end-to-end delay prediction
and VXF placement decision. Then, we validate our solutions using real datasets that
reflects the complexity of real-world settings. For the first aspect, we proposed the models
based on both SL and RL techniques. The results show that the SL based models yield
higher prediction accuracy than the RL based model, while it spends more resource in
training and its tolerance to the network dynamics is worse. For the second aspect, we
investigate both rule based and hierarchical the RL based placement mechanism. We
observe that the rule based approach is simpler, but the latter is more intelligent and
adaptable. Considering those advantages and drawbacks, we suggest to apply our proposed
solutions into two directions:
1. Apply the ML based model with the rule based MANO to a close, small, low
dynamic system.
2. Select the hierarchical RL based model, which includes the RL models in all
local and global views, for a large scenario and high dynamic system.
7.2

Future Work
This thesis provides a significant contribution to the Management and

Orchestration of VXFs by offering the autonomous and intelligent module that enhances
VXF placement decisions, especially for end-to-end or delay-sensitive VXFs. To extend
this work, we suggest potential future research directions for this thesis as follows.
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7.2.1

Implementing our solution in a hybrid edge-cloud computing environment
Placing VXFs to serve end-to-end services in a hybrid edge-cloud network is a very

interesting research approach. This environment is highly dynamic involving various
scenarios that this thesis does not cover, such as users’ mobility between edge-edge and
edge-cloud, and new nodes arbitrarily join or leave the system. Also, the forthcoming 5G
and IoT networks bring a huge evolution to the current network systems causing a vast
amount of heterogeneous network elements. These research gaps are interesting to
investigate how to adapt online learning, e.g. Q-learning, to address these pragmatic
network dynamics in the future.
7.2.2

Integrating multiple objectives of more ML models
We also suggest future research to investigate the possibility to integrate more ML

models for the multi-objective optimization propose. For example, the integration of our
thesis’s outcomes to those proposed in Section 7.2.1 or contemporary network demand
conditions, along the lines of the works in [169], [76]. Besides, the key enablers, i.e. NFV
and SDN, are increasing a massive number of use cases for vertical industries. Those
applications are built for different proposes, which require disparate objective
optimization. Moreover, applying ML models to optimize the trade-off between the
operations support system and business support system (OSS/BSS) in high network
dynamics is yet challenging.
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7.2.3

Applying our module at the level of management and orchestration
Another potential future direction focuses on applying ML at the level of

management and orchestration such as for scheduling or profiling. In general, resource
demands vary in both foreseen and unforeseen fashion. The former may refer to a routine
resource usage, such as during the peak or the off-peak hours of a day, while the latter may
be represented as a special event, e.g. a live streaming of a big sports match. Handling these
demands is beneficial and challenging in various aspects, such as the prediction of the
amount of VXFs requests can help network operators to provide sufficient resources to
users while reducing their operating costs. Therefore, our future research in this area
focuses on the combination of an intelligent VXFs request prediction module and our VXFs
placement module.
7.2.4

Open challenges in NFV
The ideas/techniques used in this thesis, e.g. ML for performance prediction and

RL for placement decision, can be extended in various challenging aspects as follows.

I.

Modeling of resources, functions and services: RL can be used to automatically

create Network Service Descriptors (NSD) and Virtual Network Function Descriptors
(VNFD) for initial deployment, lifecycle management and reconfiguration.
II.

Function scheduling: RL can define the optimum policy and better manage

instances.
III.

Multi-domain function placement and chaining: as OSM MANO provides multi-

domain orchestration capability, our placement module can be applied for the multisite autonomous orchestration.
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IV.

Survivability of VNFs in case of network failures: our prediction module can be

applied to suggest the optimum location for failure instances.
Security, Privacy and Trust issues: the idea of ML for prediction can be used to

V.

predict the anomalies, behaviors and vulnerability of instances before they will be
instantiated.
VI.

Energy Efficiency: the idea of RL for placement decision is able to be applied for

optimize the energy consumption in the system.
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APPENDIX

Figure A-I: RMSE from mean of Real-data of each prediction model
Figure A-I (a) depicts the relationships between RMSE and mean real values of Ttrans for
each prediction model. In this figure, it is noticed that all prediction errors of Ttrans range
from 0.05 to 0.2 second. K-NNR has the lowest RMSE of 0.05 second following by DT
(0.1 second) and SVR (0.1 second), while LAR has the highest RMSE of 0.2 second. Most
ML models get error values around 0.1 second, which is 0.1 second less than those of TSF
models. Figure A-I (b) illustrates the differences of RMSE from mean real values of Trev
for each prediction model. From this figure, it is seen that only KNNR, DT and SVR
generate the prediction errors within 0.1 second. The rest prediction models produce errors
between 0.1 and 0.2 second and the worst prediction models are LAR and MA. Figure AI (c) shows the errors of RMSE from mean real values of Tp for each prediction model.
Similar trend from the Figure A-I (a) is seen. Results from majority of ML models are
lower than those from TSF models. K-NNR generates the lowest error of 0.05 second and
LAR has the highest error of 0.25 second. Figure A-I (d) displays the variations between
RMSE and mean real values of Treq for each prediction model. From this figure, K-NNR,
DT and SVR are the models that provide lowest errors of 0.1 seconds. The errors of the
rest models are slightly higher around 0.15 second. Finally, LAR gets the largest error of
0.3 second.
From the graphs above, it can be conclude that ML models are more efficient to predict the
VNF performance than TSF models because they generate less errors. ML models yield
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the error values around 0.1 second, while TSF model have the error values around 0.2
second. K-NNR, DT and SVR are the models that generate the lowest errors. Moreover,
LAR and MA are the models that provide the highest errors.

DT values (s)

RF values (s)

LR values (s)

SVR values (s)

KRR values (s)

LAR values ( s )

Variables

Min
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Min

Max
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Max

Avg

Min

Max

Avg
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Max

Avg
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Avg

T trans

0.17
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0.18

1.94

0.19

0.14

2.54

0.21

0.01

2.51

0.22

0.15

2.54

0.21

0.21

0.21

0.21

T rev

0.002

1.98

0.03

0.03

1.57

0.03

0.003

0.65

0.04

0.002

2.54

0.04

0.002

0.65

0.04

0.03

0.03

0.03

Tp

0.12

2.00

0.18

0.14

1.97

0.18

0.02

3.26

0.20
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2.90

0.18

0.02

3.26

0.20

0.19

0.19

0.19
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0.17

2.00

0.21

0.20

1.99

0.21

0.01

3.71

0.23

0.04

3.22

0.23

0.01
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0.23

0.24

0.24

0.24
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0.63

0.55
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0.63

0.24
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0.68
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0.15

0.03

0.002
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0.03

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.02

0.04

0.03
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0.19
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0.18
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0.18

0.18
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0.18
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0.11
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0.22

0.16

0.32

0.22

0.13
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0.22

0.22

0.22

0.22

0.18

0.30

0.22

0.11
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0.21
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0.38

4.41

0.63

0.50

0.80

0.62

0.43

2.06

0.62

0.62

0.62

0.62

0.57

0.71

0.62

0.38
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0.62

TABLE A-I: Comparison of predicted and real values
Table A-I shows the comparison of predicted and real values. The majority of average
values of prediction algorithms are close to the average real values, except the average Ttot
of SVR, KRR and LAR are 10% higher. Variety ranges between minimum and maximum
values of the predicted values are observed. These ranges can be classified into 5 groups:
1)

No range: the minimum and the maximum values are the same. Members are LAR

and ES.
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2)

Small range: the ranges between minimum and maximum values are less than 1

second in all values. Members are AR and ARMA.
3)

Medium range: the ranges between minimum and maximum values are close to 1

second in all values. Member is MA.
4)

Large range: the ranges between minimum and maximum values are close to 2-3

seconds in component values
(Ttrans, Trev, Tp, Treq) and close to 4-5 seconds for Ttot. Members are DT, RF, SVR, K-NNR,
and Real values.
5)

Extra large range: the ranges between minimum and maximum values are more

than 3 seconds in component values (Ttrans, Trev, Tp, Treq) and more than 7 seconds for Ttot.
Members are LR and KRR.
From the groups above, it is seen that the prediction ranges of TSF models are smaller than
those of ML models. All members in group 4, which is the same group as the real values,
are ML models. To explain this, Figure A-II is created with the minimum, maximum and
average Ttot of real and predicted values. This figure shows that DT, K-NNR and real values
have the same upper, lower bound and mean. This demonstrates that those models have
very high possibility to make a very accurate prediction. Although RF and SVR ranges are
not the same as the real values, they are very close to them. Thus, high accuracy can be
expected from those models. Considering the large gaps of LR and KRR, high deviation
from the real values is noticed resulting the low accuracy scores of the prediction models.
Furthermore, observing the rest models, the gaps are too small and close to the mean. This
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means the prediction values are expected to be slightly different from the average. As a
result, the accuracy scores are poor for those models.

Figure A-II: Comparison of min, max and mean Ttot from predicted and real values
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